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FOREWORD
Jn 1991, work was started on a "Management Plan" for the Minute Man National Park.
First we reviewed the importance of the revolutionary history of this 800-acre park.

Then we visited the key sites, highlighted with enthusiastic comments by
Superintendent Larry Gall and his staff. In our discussion we learned of opportunities
which had not been explored to date. We discovered our shared vision, which, if
explored, could tell the revolutionary history far more comprehensively than simply
telling the story of one battle on one day in history. This park has three centuries of
cultural landscape history that could be interpreted.
Our understanding of the cultural changes was greatly enhanced by our visit to the
Historical Dioramas at the Fisher Museum at the Harvard Forest in Petersham,
Massachusetts which has been perhaps the most successful exhibition of its kind in New
England. In reflecting on the history of the New England landscape, we perceived that
the revolutionary history was affected by the natural resource base, and that the natural
resource base in return has determined the shaping of the cultural landscape. This view

provides an integrated basis for understanding more completely the causes and
consequences of the Revolutionary War as well as cultural and natural landscape
history.
During the first phase of our study, we performed a natural and cultural resource
inventory, analysis and assessment in preparation for later planning. As we were
planning the next phase of our study, the need for consultants became evident. Nora
Mitchell, cultural landscape specialist with the National Park Service discovered an
outstanding landscape historian, Brian Donahue and also Brian Windmiller, and
Richard Walton a wildlife biologist, to make recommendations for wildlife conservation
and habitat management. A third consultant, Bill Coli, an agricultural extension
specialist with great practical experience, also helped us to integrate the findings of the
consultants. With the help of these consultants, and further assessment of resources,
our shared vision, discovered during our first visit to the park, became clear.

Hence, this study presents a comprehereive appraisal of the battlefield, the cultural
landscape history of the are for the past 300 years, as well as the agricultural resource

potential and relevant natural resources. Our tool for these assessments was our
advanced ARC/INFO geographic information system, which had to be expanded. Over
eighty layers of cultural and natural resource information, though useful, was
insufficient to commlUlicate the type of j_nformation unique to certain "places" in the
bark. This limitation was turned into a:(l exploration of an emerging "object-oriented"

IS approach and was renamed "place oriented approach" by Bruce MacDougall, our

t'

II

~olleague, who has pioneered several c:omputerization approaches for planners and
andscape architects.

~~~~~~~~~~

Needless to say, we are far from achieving our shared vision. This study, however,
provides the foundation for planning and designing interpretive places. The state of the
art and methodology research developed are adaptable to other National Park Service
sites, state parks and other conserved landscapes. The informed interpretation of these
cultural landscapes may balance the needs for interpretation, recreation, and
conservation. Such interpretive places could show the potential for cultural landscape
history to teach visitors about our fascinating and evolving relationship with nature
over time.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
1.1 Overall Introduction
This study is driven by the planned rehabilitation of the cultural landscape of
Minute Man National Historical Park, located in the Concord·Lexington area of
eastern Massachusetts. The rehabilitation of the landscape will be guided by a
Cultural Landscape Treatment Plan developed by the National Park Service (NPS)
and the METLAND Research Group, Department of Landscape Architecture of the
University of Massachusetts, Amherst. This plan "\vill address the identification and
management of the cultural, agricultural and natural resources of the Park. In
addressing the identification,, assessment and management of these resources novv,
the Cultural Landscape Management Plan can successfully guide the rehabilitation
of a landscape knov.rn vvorld··v·.ride for its role in the birth of this country.
Minute Man National Historical Park (NHP): it was here, along the three-mile
stretch of country road, now called the "Battle Road," that Colonial farmers attacked
retreating British troops on April 19, 1775 -- an action kno\Vn as the Running Battle.
Some of the most intense fighting of the day happened in the fields and farmyards
along the road, making this landscape one of the n1ost important places in
American history. In addition, :\-finute Man NHP is also an important cultural
landscape. Farmers have tilled the soils for over three hundred years, leaving
remnants of their work in the form of field patterns, stone walls, hedgerows,
farmhouses and barns. Some areas of the Park are still farmed.
The primary period of significance for the Battle Road unit of this park is the
Revolutionary War era, and in particular, 1775, the year of the ''Running Battle"
and the start of the Revolution. Thus, since the Park's inception in 1959, park
management has focused on interpreting the beginning of the A1nerican
Revolution through the military events of April 19, 1775, along the "Battle Road"
between the North Bridge in Concord and Fiske Hill in Lexington. ~1inute Man

NHP therefore evolved out of the context of NFS policies that considered historic
landscapes, and their cultural elements, to be valuable resources. This is in contrast

One: Intrnrlurtion

to the NPS management policies for natural parks Vl-Thich attempts to "restore the
landscape to its 'native' state by removing remains of human activity" (Webb, 1987,
pg. 77).
In Minute Man NHP the agricultural landscape of the time of the battle and the
ensuing 200 years of continuity of this agricultural land use history is also
potentially of historical significance and may represent a secondary period of
significance although the historical context has not been developed. The historical
findings of this study indicate that understanding the changes that took place in this
landscape is critical to fully comprehending the history and consequences of the
Running Battle.
It is the the main objective of the Cultural Landscape Treatment Plan for Minute

Man NHP to define a clear direction for the rehabilitation of the landscape of the
Battle Road Unit. Recently, in 1992, the core mission of Minute Man NHP was
expanded in amendments to the authorizing legislation. The neV1-' legislation adds
the responsibility of preserving and interpreting the Park's historic landscape and of
addressing the ''causes and consequences of the American Revolution'' (Public La'VI-'
102-488, 1992). This change has profound implications for resource management
and interpretation, for April 19, 1775, is now to be placed in a broader historical
context. Preservation and interpretation of the cultural landscape at Minute Man
NHP will be accomplished through a landscape rehabilitation, defined as "allowing
for improvements to a historic property, that makes possible an efficient

park Service and Minute Man National Historical Park is to interpret more than the
events surrounding April 19, 1775, the date of the beginning of the Revolutionary
War. Public Law 102-488, enacted by the 102nd Congress in 1992, states
'The purposes of the park shall include the preservation and
interpretation of (1) the historic landscape along the road between
Lexington and Concord, (and] (2) sites associated with the causes and
consequences of the American Revolution' (Public Law 102-488,
October 24, 1992).
The goals of the Park have expanded since the original mandate and it is the main
objective of the Cultural Landscape Treatment Plan for Minute Man National
Historical Park to "define a clear direction for preservation and interpretation of the
landscape" (Mitchell, Gall and Donahue, Minute Man National Historical Park
Cultural Landscape Preservation Philosophy, in draft). The wider purpose of the
study is to develop/provide ways to opportunities for people to learn not only about
the Revolutionary period, but in additionT the rich cultural landscape and natural
history and hovv these three forces influence each other.
The cultural landscape of Minute Man NHP provides a great opportunity to resolve
interesting questions relating to historic preservation practice, historic landscape
interpretation, and cultural landscape management For exampleT the Park's
primary "Period of Significance·· relates to the events of April 19, 1775. The
landscape at that time consisted of sma!l farms and open fields (Malcolm, 1985).

contemporary use while preserving those portions or features of the property which
are significant to its historical or cultural values" (U.S. Department of the Interior,
1992, pg. 11).

Since then, howe·ver, the landscape continued to evolve and change. Layer upon
layer of landscape elements such as stone \.valls, farm houses, barns and roads vvere
added, so today it contains an abundance of artifacts from different time periods,
many of them on the same farms. Since the landscape that exists today is a

1.2 Description of Study

culmination of over 300 years of human use, this is not the kind of landscape \vhere
the clock can be turned back to recapture a bygone era in order to interpret the
events of the Revolution or the evolution of farming. The Park Service is moving

Minute Man National Historical Park was established in 1959 to preser\e,
selectively restore and interpret portions of the Lexington-Concord Battle Road, as
wel1 as its associated structures, properties and sites so that the visitor may better
appreciate and understand the beginning of the American Revolution .. .': (House
Document 57, 78th Congress, January 27, 1959). Today, the mission of the National

2
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away from policies that "museumize" the landscape, that is, to freeze one specific
period. Rather, the NPS is embracing ne\v historic preservation policies that allo\.V

------

--
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for landscape change, and neVv' \Vays of interpreting the past through
"rehabilitation/ i.e. putting the landscape to ne\V use (Feierabend, 1989). 1 Minute
Man NHP is currently 70Si0 forested and has a long vvay to go before it becomes an
agricultural landscape again. Even \vith the reintroduction of agriculture, this \.\-'ill
not be a landscape "restoration,'" 2 something nevv is being created vvith reference to
and respect for the historic significance of the landscape. Planning and designing
the transformation of cultural landscape is at the heart of this study.
What should this new landscape look like? Information on the landscape's history
should be used to help inform the design. Where did the Minute Men gather to
ambush the retreating ''Red Coats?." Which hilltops did they use to watch for the

· ? According to J\.1ETLAND Team consultant Landscape
. f]uence the Revo l ution.
in
J-Iistorian Brian Donahue,
,

f

l n

the Battle Road in J 775 vvere part of a traditional agrarian

Th~ tar~st:o~bfe There tvas no "subsistence crisis", hotvever there vvas a
soc1~ y s1;nse of diminishing prospects. This vvas a result o_f a farm syste~ that
~!~ r~ached its ecological limits: the land had all the subs1~te~ce fa.rms it
iven the traditional farming methods ... This situation may
t g
could suppor'
l ·
b ·t d'd 1ake
have been the principal "cause" of the Revo uh~n, ut 1 1 n
.
~;:ners feel strongly that they needed to defend their endangered. way of hfe,
when they saw Britain attempting to place them under a tighter impenal
economic and political rein r. 3

approaching troops? Can these in1portant historic vievvs be reopened? How should
the landscape be shaped as a tool to interpret both the n1ilitary events of 1775 and

1.3 Cultural Landscape Treatment Plan

two centuries of farming history? VVhere? In addition, there are important
questions concerning the interpretation of the landscape history. For example, hovv
did subsistence farming and the lin1itations of the 18th century agrarian landscape

Jn September 1991, a Cultural Landscape Treatment Plan vvas initiated.. Tvvo phases
have been completed to date. Both v..'ere conducted under a coopera~1ve agreement
b tween the University of Massachusetts and the National Park Service (NPS), and
p:ovide a "case study in cultural landscape management for

t,~e National. Park

Service the historic preservation community, and the public (Cooperatl\·e
Agree~ent 1600-0-9004, Amendment #5). Phase I of the plan _initiated. the

compilation of a digital spatial data base and the assessment.ct land s~1t~.ble _for
agricultural reintroduction. The concept of "agricultural reintroductio~. reters to
the process of changing some of the Park landscape fro1n_ forest bac_k to t1el.ds. Some

lAccording to the NPS, "The goal of rehabilitation is ... to retain the historic
character of a property, but this treatment alloivs for alterations and additions that
are necessary for contemporary use. Rehabilitation allot-vs for improvements to a
historic property, that makes possible an efficient contemporary use vvhile
preserving those portions or features of the property vvhich are significant to its
historic or cultural values." (U.S. Department of the Interior, 1992, pg. 11).
2"Restoration differs from preservation and rehabilitation since it may involve the
removal of later historic features, or the addition of inissing historic features in
order to depict the appearance of the landscape at a specific earlier period. This
treatment is used to illustrate a narrotv period in the landscape's history, not its
history as evolved. As a result, n1aterials or features that relate to a later period of
significance may be removed or substantially altered. Therefore, restoration is a
treatment that should only be considered vvhen the landscape's earlier history is so
significant that it justifies removal or alteration of features or materials that \vould
ordinarily be retained" (U.S. Department of the Interior, 1992, pg. 11)

4
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of the forests may be cleared, and new fields created. This concept. is es~ec1ally
relevant to Minute Man NHP as shown by historical research tvh1ch discovered that
· landscape \vas intensively
·
farme dbe tween 1650. and 1900 ·. In addition
this
. to
assessing and evaluating the opportunities for agricultural re1ntroductio~, t_he

interpretive potential of the Park's historic resources, such as r~st~red build1~gs,
stone walls, and 1775 battle sites, \vas also studied_4 Phase II ot this research is
summarized in this report.

3See Appendix A: Th~·-Battle Road Landscape and the Causes and Consequences of

-

the Revolution , bv Brian Donahue, pg. 1.
4See Appendix B: Executive Sumrnary Of Phase I of the Culturr:il Landscape
Treatment Plan.

---------------
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The goal of this st u d Y is
· to develop a Cultural Landscape Treatment Plan5 to gmde
.
the Park's program s in
· both cultural landscape management 6 and interpretation.
·
·
for cultural landscape treatment and management increase, natural
Asp 1ans
The project's three objectives are to (l) describe a treatment/ rehabilitation of the
located within the same landscape should not be overlooked. In
resources
.
.
.
overall cultural lands cape i.d enh!y1ng
.. .
.
· ·f·icant h.1stor1ca
· 1
an d preserving
a 11 s1gn1
·ng a new Treatment Plan for Minute Man National Historical Park, the
deve
1
op1
landscape features
.
.
.
preserving and/or enhancing natural resource conservation,
.
1 park Service has the opportunity to address the need for management
Nationa
utilizing opportun 1· f
.
.
.
.
ies for agricultural reintroduction where appropriate; (2)
'd 1· s for the natural resources as well as the cultural resources of the Park.
gui e1ne
'
.
identify mdividual
. .
.
. .
properties in high priority areas and evaluate treatment UJ."">nS~i The identification and management of the agricultural and natural systems of
to enhance lands
.
.
. .
cape mterpretation; and (3) provide linkages with the su1·roun·din1g'i
. t Man National Historical Park \\rill move the National Park Service towards
M1nu e
communities for ag . 1
.
..
.
.
r1cu tural use, conservation, and opportunities for recreational
.
al of interpreting more than 1·ust the events of the Revolutionary War era.
thetr go
walkmg trails.
·1
natural history, wildlife habitats ' and Vv'etland and riparian systems are
The soi s,
examples of valuable resources that can be used in expanding interpretation
Understanding the 1 d
.
.
.
.
.
an scape history, the circumstances contr1but1ng to the
potential.
American Revoluf
.
.
, .
.
ion, and its consequences is a kev part of the Parks interpretive
goals. The very far
.
'
ms and fields of Minute Man NHP \Vere the stage upon which
The natural resources can be used to further the understanding of the cultural
the drama of the
b
.
out reak of the war took place. Who were these people7 Why di
.landscape, as it is the result of human interaction over time \Vith the natural
they nse up against th
e most poVv·erful armv in the vvorld? Historical research
landscape. Interpretation of the natural landscape will help the visitor understand
suggests that "th t
'
.
e erms of life were tightening·• (Gross, 1975, pg. 106). The stone
how the natural history of the area not only had a great influence on the running
walls, agricultural f" ld
.
ie s, the houses and barns that dot the landscape are tangible
battle and its outcome, but also greatly influenced the use of the land and settlement
reminders of the
people \vho participated in the struggle for independence.
p:atterns. For example, settlers began farming in the \vet meadovvs, because of the
.hay that grew there naturally. Upland areas were farmed later, when technology
It is crucial to includ h
e t e Running Battle history, because of its importance to the
·,enabled it. Stony soils and erratic boulders, consequences of glacial activity, forced
Park's mandate to
. .
cornmemorate the events of April 19, 1775. Currently, over 1
.the. farmers to clear their land of rocks and hence they built stone \Valls. These vvalls
milhon people per Year visit the Park in order to see v·.rhere the American
and larger boulders helped the Minute Men in their attack of the retreating British
Revolution began I
.
.
.
.
.
.
· n particular, highhghtmg the relatmnship between the cultura
lrO()ps. Understanding these and other aspects of the natural landscape is essential
landscape and th
,
e €\en ts of the Running Battle supports the NPS's interpretive
.tofully interpret the cultural landscape.
goals because the land
.
.
scape played such a large role in determining the course of
events on the day of the battle.
.!~addition to the natural history of the area, wildlife habitats and wetland and
F

~-----

5Treatmcnt:

to sub ·e,
.
·
.
1 Ct to an . action , process
recognizes
six
trcatm
· · or change · The Nation;.il Park Service
preservation
h b'l· en~s \.vh1ch involve physical work:
protection, stabilization,
NPS 28 : cuit rel ~ 1 llation, restoration and reconstruction (National Park Service\
Interior NPS ur~-. esources Guidelines. \Vashinglon. D.C.: U.S. Deparln1ent of rhc
'
'
tstory Division (draft release number 4). 1992).
6 Manauement.·
( cultural
und
i~ d'
resource managemen1) the range of activities aimed at
. ers an 1ng. preserving
includes research relaicd and providing for 1J1e enjoyment of cul1ural resources . . .
and stev.'ardship of th
_to cultural resouri.:es. planning for action affecting thenl·:
(National Park S
.
cm in the con1ex1 of overall historic properly operations
Department of t~rvi~e. . NPS 28: Cultural Resources Guidelines, \\/ashington, D.C.:
e ntenor, NPS, lfistory Division (drafr release nun1ber 4), 1992)

-------------6

.·~P~rian systems existing in the Park should be identified and managed as important
ti~hJral resources, as part of the Cultural Landscape Treatment Plan. Existing plant
,<~'.ti·ammal species and habitats, as vvell as wetland and riparian systems could be
-~•rt:laged by the planned rehabilitation of the cultural landscape. The Park Service
_e·,arr
,;:_:<<--::.,._.:_:-Prevent this from happening and commit to the proper management of natural
""~u
'<'>
tees in the Park.

'~the National

,:rn

Park Service will use agricultural reintroduction as a tool to
the landscape from forest to farm, soil types and capabilities, field size, the
7

type of farming and pest management techniques all should be addressed. By
identifying and assessing the existing agricultural resources, the Park can irnplernenizthe most strategic agricultural reintroduction plan, leasing the most productive land?
to farmers.

of these agricultural and natural resources are most
4. To assess w h"ch
I
t.
the
important to the Park and its goals of managing and interpre mg

-

~.

Adding the natural and cultural factors to the interpretation of the battle history is
the goal of the study. This integration of factors illustrates a neiv approach by the

resources of the Park
d
To develop management guidelines showing where and how the Ian scape
could be used in order to convey the sense of history needed for cultural
I

dscape and military history interpretatmn.
an
6_ To develop managemen t gw·delines for the agricultural and natural resources.

NPS. At Minute Man National Historic Park the interpretation of the Running
Battle History is greatly enhanced by the interpretation of the landscape history and
the natural history. The Cultural Landscape Treatment Plan will illustrate where
the cultural and natural resources can best be interpreted and vvhere modern

Running Batt Ie H'IS t ory

Landscape History

Identify Components
and Map Data

Identify Components
and Map Data

designed to link the interpretii;.:e areas together, providing visitors \.Vith a series of
rich experiences as they learn about the da1vning of the American Revolution, as
well as three centuries of cultural landscape history.

I

Agricultural Resources

Step One:

Step One:

Step One:

farming can be reintroduced. Once this is determined, a system of trails \\-'ill be

Natural Resources

Step One:

Identify Components
and Map Data

Identifv Components
and.Map Data

Step Tbree:
Conduct
Assessment

Step Two:
Conduct
Assessment

l

Step Two:

Step Two:
Conduct
Assessment

Analyze Historic
Landscape Character

..1

1.3.1 Four Components of the Plan

Step Three:

This study incorporates four main components, (]) the Landscape History, (2) the
Running Battle History, (3) Agricultural Resources and (4) Natural Resources.
Figure 1 sho\vs the overall study frame\vork.

Conduct
Assessment

l
Step Four:
Develop Mangement
Guidelines

The goal of this study is to develop a treatrnent plan to guide the Park's programs in
landscape man.agement and interpretation. Where and ho\v the landscape vvill be

L

modified to evoke a rural agricultural scene is the main focus. More specifically, the
six objectives are:

1. To inventory the cultural landscape (present and past) in order to identify

Step Five:
Overlay:
Compatibility and
Conflict

1

character-defining features to define and assess historic character.
2. To identify and assess areas vvithin the Park \vhich are important to
interpreting the cultural landscape history and the story of the battle of April

Step Four:

Step Four:
Develop Mangcment
Guidelines

Step Three:
Develop Mangcment
Guidelines

~

J
Step Six:
Cultural Landscapl.'
Management Plan

Develop Mangement
Guidelines

Step Five:
Overlay:
Compatibility and
Conflict

J

J

19, 1775.

3. To identify the agricultural and natural resources \.Vithin Minute Man
National Historic Park.

Figure 1: Framework of the Phase 11 Study.

The framework shows the four study

components including Landscape History, Running Battle History, Natural
Resources and Agricultural Resources.
----------- - ------- -- - - -- - -- 8
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1,4 Description of Study Area

This study focuses on the Battle Road Unit of Minute Man National Historical Park
centrally located within the larger Boston metropolitan region. It lies within the
towns of Concord, Lincoln and Lexington and is divided into three sections: the
North Bridge Unit, the Wayside and the Battle Road Unit. The Battle Road Unit,
where the Running Battle that started the American Revolution began, is
approximately 725 acres in size, and follows a three-mile long section of Route 2A
Meriam's Comer lies at the wester!) end of the Park, and Route 128 along its eastern
border. Route 2 runs parallel to the Park to the south and Hanscom Air Force Base
and the Laurence G. Hanscom Field lie directly north of the Park. The Park is
surrounded by the suburban landscape that grew up around Rt. 128. Indeed, at its
inception the Park was part of that suburban landscape, containing homes and
commercial development. Since the early 1960's the NPS has removed
approximately 200 structures and nearly 100% of the commercial development.
Figures 2 and 3 show the regional and local context of the Park.
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This report continues with the development of methods to determine management
guidelines in Chapter Two. Chapter Three highlights the results of the application
of the methodology to Minute Man National Historical Park and develops an
interpretive trail system for the Park. The study, summarized in Chapter Four, is
followed by Appendices and the study Bibliography.

~
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CHAPTER TWO: METHODS
2.1 Introduction
·s chapter describes a step-by-step process for developing management guidelines
::; preservation and interpretation of: (1) landscape history, (2) Running Battle
[!istory, (3) agricultural resources, and (4) natural resources. It then defines
n:tanagernent/ treatment options for the Park's interpretive places and develops
tnethods for the design of an interpretive trail system.
Regarding methods relating to the management of cultural landscapes and
battlefields, there is general agreement in the state of the art literature on the steps
needed to develop management guidelines (McClelland, 1991). These steps include:

fiif
~f~j

~Jt

......,
><
Q)
......,

<:

<

(1) identifying and mapping the relevant components - spatial and historical
information, (2) conducting an assessment in order to ascertain the value of the
resources and, (3) using the results to develop management guidelines. The
"identification-assessment-management guidelines' sequence was adopted for this
study, although modified slightly. As shown in Figure 4, the guidelines focused on
protecting the Park's rich cultural resources and interpreting rtvo primary themes:
(1) the landscape history and (2) the story oi the Running Battle.

i::::

8

An additional step was added in the Landscape History component before the
\ 7

d<..:>

assessment was conducted in ""hid1 the landscape character is defined.s This
definition of historic landscape character along 1:vith the mapped spatial and
historical data give a more complete description of Minute l\.1an NHP as a place and

0

.....:I

,..:.::

.....
o::s

p_,
~

o::s

·i::::

0
......,
o::s
z

i::::

J
-"'

is essential to conduct the assessment. A.fter the management guidelines are
developed for each theme, the tvvo will be overlaid in a Composite Cultural
Landscape Treatment Plan to determine where proposed treatments are compatible,

s
"'

and where (or if) they conflict. The purpose of the overlay is to assist the NPS staff
lvith decisions on landscape treatments balancing the objectives of interpreting both

~

the landscape history and the Running Battle history.

o::s

;::g
Q.>
......,

::J
i::::

SHistoric character: the physical appearance of a property as it has evolved over
time, i.e. the original configuration together V..'ith losses and later changes. The
qualities of a property conveyed by its materials, features, spaces and finishes are
referred to as character-defining (U.S. Department of the Interior, 1992, pg. 4).

·-

::E
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Treatment Plan
for Interpeting
Landscape History
Step One:

Treatment Plan
for Interpreting
Running Battle History
Step One:

Identify Components
and Map Data

Identify Components
and Map Data

J
Step Two:
Analyze Historic

Step Two:

Landscape Character

Assess for Importance
to Interpretation

'file inethods relating to identification, assessment and development of
:fllanagement guidelines for agricultural resources, whether located in natural or
cultural landscapes, are generally well developed in the state of the art literature.
While methods for the identification of natural resources are well developed, the
state of the art is lacking in assessment and management procedures for these
resources when they are located in a cultural landscape. In all cases, the state of the
art }iterature review provides a means to adapt and develop methods for the
integration of agricultural and natural resource management with cultural
landscape management. The methods developed for this study, based on the state of
the art work in the respective fields, are as follows (see Figure 5):

l
Step Three:

Treatment Plan for
Interpreting
Agricultural

Assess for Degree of
Historic Character

Resources

J
Step Four:

Step One:
Identify Components
and Map Data

Step Three:

Develop Mangement
Guidelines

_l

Develop Mangement
Guidelines

Step Two:
Assess for Importance
to Interpretation

..__,

j_

Step Five:
t--'
Composite
Cultural Landscape
Treatment Plan

Step Three:
Develop Management
Guidelines

Figure 4: Framework for the Cultural Landsca e Trea
will be covered in developi"ng
p
tment Plan. Two components
management guid /"
,
interpretation o' (1) the L d
.
e ines 1or preservation and
J
an scape History and (2) h
.
t e Running Battle Hist ory.

- - - - - -- - - - - - - - 14
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Treatment Plan for
Interpreting
Natural
Resources
Step One:
Identify Components
and Map Data
J_
Step Two:
Assess for Importance
to Interpretation

J:

Step Three:
Develop Management
Guidelines

Figure 5: Methods for Agricultural and Natural Resource Identification,
Assessment and Development of Management Guidelines

After these four separate factors are identified, assessed and management guidelines
developed, the factors are overlaid in order to determine the locations of significant
interpretive "places" in the Park. The compatibilities and conflicts of the four
components are determined, and treatment options are defined. Finally, an
interpretive trail system is developed that links the interpretive places.

---------
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In summary, the methodology consists of four separate methods relating to
landscape history, battle history, agricultural resources and natural resources. Each
method of identification, assessment and development of management guidelines
is divided into steps and substeps. In addition" the overall methodology includes a
sub-method for the determination of significant interpretive places and the

·~'>~'r

2.2 Landscape Histozy Methods

only the existing cultural landscape, but the cultural landscapes of the past will be
mapped as historical information alloivs, These data layers are to be used for
identifying the existing cultural landscape character through analysis of its'
"processes" and "components." This method was adapted from NR Bulletin #30

Step Two: Analyze
Landscape Charad
for &ch Period
(l650- Present)

"
L..---

"

Using this information, the historic landscape character is to be analyzed in Step
Two. In the Draft Guidelines for Treatment of Historic Landscapes (U.S.
Department of the Interior, 1992) "historic character" is defined as •·the physical

Chapter Tivo: ~1cthod$

x,

Spatial Organization
Land Use
Vegetation
Circulation
Structures
Small-scale Features

~;«_

}~
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fill

Step Four: Develop
fl..1anagcment G uidelines

KE Y:

B
Cov

Assessment
Based on:

-Pho tos

Diagrams
Ch arts
Sketches

:I

Procedure

Management
Guidelines
Treatment Options for .
Landscape History Interpretation
Focusing; on reca:eturin&
historic land_.;!92e. ch<!_racter

Figure 6 Methods for Developing Managemen
Landscape History.
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,

D:!gree of Historic
Landscape Character

appearance of a property as it has evolved over timeF i.e. the original configuration

adapted from both publications. Specifically, not only are the character-defining
features of the existing cultural landscape analyzed, but also the character-defining
features of this landscape in the past are described. The kinds of land use typical for
each of six "landscape periods" are mapped in order(!) to identify the Park's general
historic landscape character and (2) to identify aspects of continuity and change that
took place in this landscape over time. The analysis is done in tlvo \vays. There is a
detailed inventory of the character-defining features (spatial organization, land use,
circulation, vegetation, structures and slT'.all-scale elements) of the 1775 landscape.

Written Text

I
Step Three: Condu

'

together with losses and later changes. The qualities of a property conveyed by its
materials, featuresF spaces, and finishes are referred to a character-defining" (LTS
Department of the Interior, 1992, p. 4). This approach is advocated in both Bulletin
#30 (McClelland, 1991) and in the Draft Guidelines for the Treatment of Historic
Landscapes !U.S. Department of the Interior . 1992!; the methods outlined here are

f-Ustoric Ovvncrship
Boundaries

Landscape Character
Based on:

Assessment for De8'"'
of Historic Characte

(U.S. Department of the Interior, 1992).

Typical Agricultural
Land Use for Ead1 Period

Land Use
Hydrology
Vegetation
Historic Structures
Circulation
Stone Walls
Topography

development of an interpretive trail system.

Figure 6 illustrates the four-step process to be used in developing management
guidelines for the protection of cultural landscape resources and the interpretation
of the Park's landscape history. Jn Step One, the cultural landscape is identified;

Landscape History

Existing Cultural
Landscape Elements

One· Identify
Step _, i._andscape cuJtunu
p¢t & Present

t

Guidelines for Interpretation of
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These features are then analyzed thr
h
.
oug maps, text and sketch
I d ..
is a more genera] analysis of the hist . J h
es. n a d1t10n, the
. .
onca c aracter for the th
. .
.
ThlS
is done using the histori J d
.
o er six historic period
c an use informatio
M
s.
represent the general pattern fl d
n. . aps were produced to
.
o an use and ownership B
spatially accurate, the analysis uses data in th f
. ecause the maps are not
spatial organization, land use and cir J . e orm of graphs and text to describe the
will allow.
cu at10n as far as the data available currently

Written text: In addition to the mapped data, the landscape and the forces
that shaped is described in a written report. This data will be used to identify
historic character for each of the historic periods and show how the landscape
evolved through time.

Next, the existing cultural landscape features are mapped. The data needed for
cultural landscape identification are as follows:

In Step Three, the landscape is assessed for th d
.
landscape character still exists U .
h
e egree to which the historic
· smg t e methods d
'b d ·
landscape is to be assessed based
"h
.
escn e m the Bulletin #30 the
on t e survival of · ·f
Department of the Interior 1991
24)
srgni rcant characteristics"(U.S.
'
' pg.
· The purpose of th
areas where the landscape retains 't h'
.
e assessment is to locate
I s 1stor1c character.
Finally, in Step Four, management gu·d 1'
historic landscape character of th p kl _e mes are developed for reinforcing the
ear 1nordert · t
history. The guidelines foe
.
.
om erpret themes related to its
us on using agricultural .
d
recapture some of the hist . I d
re1ntro uction as a way to
or1c an scape character in d
b
overall landscape history Th
'f'
.
or er to etter interpret the
.
e speer re guidelines depe d
h
th emes and goals of a pa t' 1
n on t e interpretive
r icu ar area and the am
f .
achieve these interpretive goal Th
..
aunt o intervention needed to
s.
e specrfrc rehabiJ' t f
from the Draft Guidelines '
T
I a wn options are adapted
1or reatments of Historic L d
of the Interior, 1992).
an scapes (U.S. Department
The step-by-step processes are as follows·
Step One· Identify Cult al
·
F
.
ur Landscape Past and Present
rrst landscape history is researched The dat . 1 d
·
a1ncues:

Hydrology: Spatial organization is further defined by mapping wetlands
which may either be open (emergent wetlands and wet meadows) or forested
(deciduous wetlands, coniferous wetlands, sapling svvamp, and shrub
swamps).

Vegetation: Forest cover is mapped in order to define spatial organization as
well. Categories include: deciduous forest, coniferous forest and mixed
deciduous/ coniferous forest.
Buildings, Structures and Objects: These important character-defining
features are mapped including farmhouses and barns.

Typical agricultural land use for each h. t .
.
ts or1c period· The h · t · 1
maps represent "snap-shots" t th
.
is or1ca 1and use
.
a
e end of each period f d
I
give a preliminary approxr'm t
.
o eve opment. They
'
a e picture of Jand
· d'
Park at different times and
.
use m rfferent parts of the
are comprled from tax J t'
returns, deeds and in so
va ua ions, State Census
me cases, educated guesses.
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Land Use: Open fields and agricultural land use are mapped because they
help describe the spatial organization needed to analyze the cultural
landscape (McClelland, 1991). Land use data is compiled by Massachusetts
Geographic Information Systems (Mass/GIS) through aerial photographs or
detailed field surveys by the Massachusetts Natural Heritage Program.

Historic ownership boundaries: The own
.
.
compiled from town de d
d
ershrp boundanes data is also
e s an tax records. Thr's data r's al
so mapped.
----------- ------Chapter Two: Methods

Circulation networks: Paths, roads, streams or canals, high\-vays, railways and
waterways are mapped as part of the circulation networks (McClelland, 1991).
The data is compiled by Mass/GIS from aerial photographs.
Stone Walls: Stone walls are an important small-scale character-defining
feature listed in Bulletin #30 (McClelland, 1991). The data is developed
through interpretation of aerial photography as well as field surveys.

---- -
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Topography: Two foot contours are ma
d .
relationship between the cultu l I d ppe m order to help understand th~
Topography is compiled from rta an scape features and the land itself.
own surveys.
Step Two: A l
H'
.
na yze istoric Landscape Character for Each Period
As descnbed by Robert Melnick (Melnick 1983
. .
the character-defining featur
f
,
.'pg. 89), it is essential to identify
.
es o a landscape m order to "read" 't d
un d erstand 1t.
I an
A general inventory and
<
1 . . .
and includes:
ana ys1s is first conducted for the five historical period&_<

Spatial Organization
Land Use
Circulation

Next, there is a detailed inventory and analvs1s
as the 1775 landscape
.
.
of the existing landscape as well
The character-defining features analyzed are·
Spatial Organization
Land Use

Highest Degree of
Historic Landscape
Character

Spatial organization, land use, response to natural features, struchtrcs,
circulation and small-scale elements refect historic patterns.

High Degree of
Historic Landscape
Character

Curent land use is different than historic land use, but
spatial organization, structures, circulation and small-scale features
reflect historic patterns.

Moderate Degree of
Historic Landscape
Character

Land use and spatial organization are different than historic land use
but structures, circulation, and small-scale elements
reflect historic patterns.

Low Degree of
Historic Landscape
Character

Spatial organization, land use, response to natural features,
structures, circulation and small-scale clements do not reflect
historic patterns.

Figure 7: Rating System for Assessing Degree of Landscape Character. The rating
system is primarily based on agricultural land use and open spatial organization.

Circulation
Vegetation
Structures

However; structures and stone walls also play a role in the assessment.

Small-scale Elements

Step Four: Develop Management Guidelines

In addition to a

l ·
h
.
na yz1ng t e historic character of each
.
landscape character is svnthesiz d
.
pe~1od, an overall historic
NHP as a unique place. rather the . In effect'. this synthesis describes Minute Man
'
an a collection of se
ch
features. Text maps sket h
d
parate aracter-defining
'
'
c es an photogra h
landscape character.
p s are used to describe the historic
Step Three: Conduct Assessm t f
The landscape is assessed to deent o~ Deghree of Landscape Character
ermine t e degree t
h. h
.
character still exists. Areas are rank d o \v_ IC the historic landscape
Figure 7.
e into four categories as described in
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Description

Rating
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As recommended in the Draft Guidelines for Treatment of Historic Landscapes
(U.S. Department of the Interior, 1992), a primary treatment is selected as a first
step in developing treatment guidelines. For the Battle Road Unit, the primary
treatment is a rehabilitation. Within the overall rehabilitation approach, specific
actions for retaining and reinforcing the historic character for interpretation are
Outlined below.
Management Guidelines in the form of options are developed for each of the
Categories determined by the assessment. Figure 8 describes the rating system
Which is to focus on the amount of intervention needed to increase the degree 0£
historic character in a given area.
----------~----
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Data
Rating

Features and Areas
Associated with Battle
Troop Movements
1775 Land Use

Description

Highest Degree of
Historic Landscape
Character

Least amount of intervention needed to increase the degree of histOtit
character. Treahnents should include "preservation" and "protection
and stabilization" of character-defining features.

High Degree of
Historic Landscape
Character

Some intervention needed to increase degree of historic character.
Treatments should include "preservation", "rehabilitation" and
"protection and stabilization" of existing cultural resources.

Topography
Text describing the
Events of the Battle

KEY:

Assessment
Based on:

I I
Cownge

Moderate Degree of
Historic Landscape
Character

A higher degree of intervention is needed to increase historic character.
Treatments should include "rehabilitation" and "protection and

Low Degree of
Historic Landscape
Character

Since on!v drastic measures such as "reconstruction" and "restoration"
could indease historic character, a better approach is to screen these
areas to minimize their impact on the surrounding landscape.

Importance to Interpretation of
the Battle

Photos
Diagrams
Charts
Sketches

stabilization" of existing cultural resources.

Management Guidelines
Treatment Options for
Battle Interpretation

Procedure

Figure 8: Management Options to Retain and Reinforce Historic Character for
Focusing on recapturing
historic landscape character as defined in
the Landscape History Section and
telling the storv of the
Running Battle

Int er pr eta ti on.

2.3 Running Battle Methods

Figure 9 details the methods used to develop the management guidelines for
interpreting the Running Battle. It also follows the "identific<ition-assessrnentmanagernent guidelines" approach to be taken in developing management
guidelines for the landscape history theme.

• Figure 9: Methods for Developing Management Guidelines: Running Battle
ffistory. The procedure follows an "identification-assessment-management
guidelines" approach.

.; 'the data mapped in Step One are a combination of historic spatial data (1775 land
- :·----:~_e) a.nct text describing battle events associated with particular places in ¢e Par~, a
•/'Jlethod adapted from Bulletin #40 (Andrus, 1992). In Step Two, an assessment is
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conducted to determine where the important areas for interpretation of the battle
are located. This method was guided by the current interpretive practices at
Gettysburg National Military Park (Gettysburg NMP), and by practices suggested in
Bulletin #40 (Andrus, 1992). In Step Three, management guidelines are developeq
to enhance the battle interpretation through specific landscape management; again
following treatment options described in the rehabilitation section of Draft
Guidelines for the Treatment of Historic Landscapes.

.
· f y in
- areas '\-V here
1 the battle may intens1
d the battle itself. For examp e,.
die down in areas where open
an
is forest cover,. in turn, f1ght1ng may
there
cover for attackers.
fields affor d rttle
1

ed in order to help understand
Topography: Two foot contours are ~ap~ome of the battle. Topography is
hy·
affected
the
even
ts
o.
ou
how topogra P
comp1·1e d from town surveys.

The step-by-step processes are as follows:
Step One: Identify the Events of the Battle in Landscape Context
The method for identifying the extent of the running battle is adapted from
Bulletin #40 (Andrus, 1992). Not all of the •·Features and Areas" are included
because the Running Battle took place on the move; it was not a battle fought to
gain territory. Therefore it is important to map the routes taken by the
combatants. The data mapped include:

Features and areas associated with the battle: Battlefield components are
mapped in order to "understand the nature of the opposing forces, the
importance of the terrain to the direction and outcome of the battle, and the
series of military actions before, during and after the battle" (Andrus, 1992, pg.
7). The features and areas mapped include engagement areas, commander's
observation points and their viewsheds and areas associated with pre-battle
events. This data is compiled with the help of expert historians.

Troop Movements: The routes used by the combatants are mapped in order
to show the extent of the battle, how the participants moved through the
landscape and where fighting occurs. This data is also compiled by historical
consultants with detailed knowledge of the battle.
1775 Landscape Context: Jn addition to mapping the areas where fighting
occurred, the historic landscape context is mapped and includes, fields,

orchards woodlots, roads, farm houses and outbuildings. These land use
types and cultural landscape features are critical to understand the course of
the battle because they help illustrate the relationship between the landscape
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n
!1
Rating

Description
2.4 Agricultural Resources Method

Highest hnportance
to Interpreting
the Battle

Engagement Areas
Commander's observation points
and their viewsheds

High Importance

Troop movements
Hanl<lng movements during

to Interpreting
the Battle

Moderate Importance
to Interpreting
the Battle

'fhe methodology is divided into three steps (Figure 12). Step One identifies
resources that influence agriculture, such as soils. Step Two assesses the resources,
and Step Three determines management guidelines for the cultural landscape
biased towards development of the agricultural resources. Methods regarding
purely agricultural factors, such as identification, assessment and management of

the battle.

soils, are well developed. However, methods relating to assessment and
management of other factors that come into play when dealing with agriculture in a
cultural landscape, are based on the literature review, but primarily developed here.

1775 Landscape Context

Agricultural Resources Identification

Step One:

I

Figure 10 Rating System for Assessin Im orta
Engagement Areas and importa t . gh d p
nee to Battle Interpretation.
n mews e s are · th h ·
rating system. However th
in
e ighest category of this
, e routes used by th
b
historic landscape (landscap
t J
e com atants and aspects of the
•
e con ext are also impor
·
tant interpretive
Rating
Description
elements.
The most intervention is need d · h
the battle Consid et' int hese areas in order to
Highest Importance rinterpret
. rod .
.
era ions ould be given to
to Interpreting
demt uc1ng missing character-defining features that
the Battle
ocumented sUfficiently .*
are

High Importance
to Interpreting

the Battle

Agricultural Resources Assessment

Step Two:

A high degri:e of intervention .is needed in some of th

areas. Consideration should b .
.
ese
missing character-defining fea~:v~~
to reintroducing
5
sufficiently."'
at are documented

Moderate Importance Agricultural reintroduction sh 1
.
to help interpret the landsc ou d be taken in these areas
to Interpreting
Battle.
ape context of the Running
the Battle

•documentation
See section on for
rehabilit
t' and rec;i.u1:"ements
.
re Ia~1on
for historic
Guidelines for the Treaf'ment mfeHn~ ot f ~ISLasmg features in the Draft
o zs orzc ndscapes (U 5
Department of the Interior).

Eliminative Procedure

l

[

Assessment Matrix/Rating

J

r

Place-Oriented Information

]

\

t
Agricultural Resources Management
Guidelines

Step Three;

Figure 12:

Agricultural Resources Methodology

· ·

Figure 11: Management Options for Battle Interpretation
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Step One: Identification
As _documented in the state-of-the-art llterature re .·
agriculture are identified .
d
view, resources relevant to
.
in or er to determine the b t 1
.
,::<
reintroduce fanning The . . t. 1
.
es p aces m the landscape t :
·
1n1 1a step in the
· 1
o
identification of all agriculturall
1
agncu tural resources method,

minimum of 300 feet to serve as an effective vvildlife habitat and

resources by agencies such as the S ·1 C
. ,
se on mapping of
Ser · (SCS)
W etland Inventory (NW!) th US 01 onservation
.
vice
' the National
' e
Geographic Surve (USGS)
Emergency Management A
Y
, the Federal
gency (FEMA) and through site visits.

existing in the cultural landscape is identified and a protective 100' buffer

y re ated resources is ba d

migration corridor" (McGregor, 1992, p. 3; Binford and Buchenau, 1991).
Substep 3: Ponds, Rivers, Streams, and their 100' buffers -- Hydrography
delineated. Studies have indicated that the JOO' buffers filter and cleanse
surface run-off (see Substep 2). Both are functions necessary for the health
of the ecosystem. Many states, including Massachusetts, are enacting laws,

Step One is divided into five substeps as follows:
Substep 1:
Substep 2:
Substep 3:
Substep 4:
Substep 5:

such as the Massachusetts River Protection Act, that protect rivers and
wetlands with buffers (McGregor, 1992, p. 3; Binford and Buchenau, 1991).

Soils by soil series
~etlands and their 100' buffers
onds, Rivers, Streams and their 100' buffers
Current land cover /land use
Place-oriented information

Substep 4: Current land cover/land use -- This information aids in
determining the amount of effort needed to reintroduce agriculture into
any area in the landscape. If the land today is covered by forest, for
example, more cost and energy 1'Vill be needed to prepare the land for

The information is identified and

d

farming than if the land use was pasture.

mappe .

Substep 1: Soils -- Soil Conservation Ser .·
.
identify the soils existing . th
1
;ice Soil Surveys are used to
.
'
in e cu tural land
S .
soil series and entered into a GIS G
sca~e. . oils are mapped by
especially as they relate to
. 1.
enera! descriptions of the soils,
agr1cu ture, are also identified.

Substep 5: Place-oriented information -- Expert opinions from sources
such as local farmers or agricultural specialists can also be incorporated in
this sub-step, and entered into the GIS using a place-oriented approach.
Place·oriented information is defined as "information that is either: a)
non-spatial or of a generalized nature ... orb) spatial in the sense of

Substep 2: Wetlands and their 100' b ff
National Wetland Inv t
u ers -- Wetlands are identified by
en ory, mapped bv the U S F h
Service,. or other more p
.
~
· · is and Wildlife
rec1se sources such as
. 1 h
interpretation and field ,· .t b
. '.
aena p otography
151
5
\
Y qualified sci
t·
especially the distinction bet . .
en ists. The type of wetland
\'Veen \vooded and
d
'
essential to map as signific t
non·,voo ed ivetlands,. is
'
an areas of both are
. . .
based on the assumption th t h .
present. This distinction is
wetlands, as done thr
h a h~y1ng can take place in non-V\'ooded
oug out 1storv The h ·
been practiced through th.
,. .
aymg of salt-marshes has
ou 1storvand1scons'd d
.
marshes (Teal 1969 Ch t 3) ,
.
' ere a ma1or value of salt
'
,
ap er . The included 100·
l
based on ecological p . . 1
wet and buffers are
.
r1nc1p es as "studies have sh
. .
V\lldths necessary for effective b ff
.
. own that the m1n1mum
b
u er strips range from 100 f
f
a sorpt1on of nitrates and h
eet or the
1
- - p osp 1ates from septic tank eftluent to a

anecdotal or 'fuzzy' information that is not readily mappable." Placeoriented information also includes an aggregation of "all the factors that
are knoVl'·n or remembered, including personal associations,. memories,
and even folklore" (Ahern, el. al., 1993). Information such as which areas
\Vere farmed historically, \.Vhat vv·as gro,vn and hovv successful they \\·ere
can be included in this step.
Step Two: Assessment
Step T\VO of the agricultural resources method is divided into three substeps: an
eliminative procedure, an assessment rating \vith the use of a matrix, and reassessment vvith the addition of place based information (see Figure 13).
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C~Class

Substep 1: Eliminative Procedure

Substep 2: Assessment Matrix/Rating

'

II, IIl

IV

V, VI, VII

VIJI

1

1

2

2

Non-wooded wetlands

1

2

2

3

Forest cover

2

2

3

3

Wooded wetlands

4

4

4

4

Buildings, roads, water

4

4

4

4

Assessment Ratings: 1 = Most Suitable for Agriculture
2 = Suitable for Agriculture
3 =Least Suitable for Agriculture
4 = Unsuitable for Agriculture

Substep 3: Place-Oriented Information
Additions

Figure 13:

Land Use
Ag. Land, Old Fields,
Mowed Areas

Agricultural Resource Assessment Procedure
Figure 14: Assessment Matrix based on Capability Class and Land Use

Substep 1: Eliminative Proc d
their 100' buffers, 100' buffer: o;rpeo-~~r::vsesruscha ads wtooded wetlands and
..
'
n s reams and oth
sensitive areas in which farming should
'
er
r .
or can not take place are
e im1nated from consideration as potential agricultural areas.'
Substep 2: Assessment Matrix/Ratin -- L
.
potential Each ·1
h
g
and is assessed for agricultural
.
.
soi type as corresponding information re ardin
agricultural suitability and potential productivity. Each so·~t
_g
assessed by the SCS
1 ype 1s
1
lit t
.
as to and capability classification. As discussed in the

era ure review chapter, this classification shows in a en l
suitability of soils for most kinds of field crops (S~S Mid~Je::: ;;ay, the
Massachusetts Interim Soil Survey Report, 1991, p. 68).
ounty,

~::~~:df:::s~;e~!i~::~ility class and present land use, a procedure
and

Agricultural Productivity Method (Fabos
Caswell, 1977, pp. 28-41, see Figure 14).
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Once soils are assessed by capability class, field size, and land cover /land
use, the areas of land are given an Agricultural Resource Assessment
Rating. Land with the least constraints (i.e., soils with high capability class
ratings, non-forested) receive highest assessment rating, while those areas
that have many constraints (i.e., soils with low capability class rating and
forested) receive a low assessment rating.
Substep 3: Place-Oriented Information Additions: At this stage, any expert
information from local "experts" such as farmers, historians or
agricultural specialists can be added. Folklore or other non-spatial data
may also be added, either boosting ratings or taking away from them. For
example, remnants of old orchards add a special value to an area of land,
information that does not appear in the capability class or land use data.
Also, improvements to certain areas of land, such as where stones have
been removed from the soil or drainage ditches added, may be of more
value than the basic capability class rating indicates.
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Step Three: Management Guidelines
Natural Resource Identification

Management guidelines are developed for agricultural resources based on the
Step One:

above identification and assessment procedures. For example, in areas where the
land has the least constraints (the most suitable for agriculture), reintroduction
of farming to the cultural landscape can take place. Land with the most

l

constraints (not optimal for agricultural reintroduction), should be managed for
other cultural or natural landscape resource purposes, such as historical
interpretation, wetland management, or ivildlife habitat.

Natural Resources Assessment
Step Two:

These management guidelines should be used at a future point in conjunction
vvith other resource management guidelines to determine conflicts and
combining management guidelines for agricultural and natural resources, as
\Vell as cultural and historical resources, need to be developed in order to

Natural Resource Management Guidelines
Step Three ;

generate various landscape rehabilitation options that 1-vill assure a \Vell balanced
cultural landscape treatment plan.

Figure 15:

2.5 Natural Resources Methods

development of management guidelines for three types of natural resources
common to all landscapes: natural history and physiography; wildlife and their
habitats; and wetland and riparian systems. Step One identifies resources that exist
in the landscape while Step Two assesses them. Step Three develops guidelines for
the management of natural resources within a cultural landscape setting (see Figure
15).

• Natural History and Physiography
• Wildlife/Habitats
• Wetland and Riparian Sys terns

l

compatibilities for cultural landscape resource management Procedures

This section discusses the methodology for the identification, assessment and

• Natural History and Physiography
• Wildlife/Habitats
• Wetland and Riparian Systems

• Natural History and Physiography
• Wildlife/Habitats
• Wetland and Riparian Systems

Natural Resource Methodology

.
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includes four substeps in which natural history and physiography related
resources are identified and entered into a GIS.
Substep 1:
Substep 2:
Substep 3:
Substep 4:

. 1 geo1og y and soils of the cultural
Subste 4: Topography -- The surf .icia
d p e can be further understood when viewed in the context of the
Ian
scap
topography.
For examp1e, ''fa glacial lake bed is identified in Substep
. f 2, the
d

Natural History
Surficial Geology
History and Classification of Soils
Topography

.
flat character of the area, as i'den ff
1 ie d by the topography, will be rem
d . orce
t
Th topography of the landscape is identified, mapped and entere. m o
he Geographic Information System (GIS). Topographic informallon can
tbeeobtained from engineering surveys or city
. p Iann ing departments at a

Substep 1: Natural History -- Sources such as Jorgensen's A Guide to New
England's Landscape 0977) and Soil Conservation Service Soil Surveys

larger scale than that of the US Geographic Survey maps, where

are used to identify the natural history of the landscape. The history of the
formation of the bedrock foundation, glacial history and resulting
landforms (such as rivers, lakes, drumlins, eskers, and soils), and the
geography of the resultant vegetation are identified from sources such as
Jorgensen, or others for different regions, in this substep. Additional
information on geology and soil formation history can be found in SCS

Soil Surveys for the particular region or landscape in question. The soil
surveys include graphics explaining the relationship of soils to the geology
and topography of the landscape (SCS Middlesex County, Massachusetts
Interim Soil Survey Report, 1991, p. 68).
Substep 2: Surficial Geology -- Surficial geology is identified and mapped
in this substep. Data, classified by type, is entered into a GIS for later

topography is mapped at a scale of 1:24,000.
Step Two: Assessment
. step d e term1·nes how the story of the natural history of .the landscape,
This
( f .al
.. m
. Step 0 ne, can be told through the physiographic elements
sur ic1
idenllfled
.
1

topography and soils) visible in the landscape today. Umque
hie features, or ones that are uncommon or rare in the .cultural
p
y
g
p
.
. 'fican t ' while other physiographic features,
landscape or region,
are most s1gn1
h

g~ ~!y~a

nes that are common to the landscape in question, can tell other. parts of t e
history story, and therefore have some significance (see Figure 16).

~atural

Component

Rating

manipulation and overlays. The surficial geology of the landscape is
identified from US Geologic Survey sources including detailed 7.5-minute
geologic maps at a scale of 1:31,680 or 1:24,000.
Uniqueness
Substep 3: History and Classification of Soils -- Similar to the

Most
Significance

Significance

Unique
physiographic
feature

Common
physiographic
feature

identification of soils in the agricultural resources method section, Soil
Conservation Service Soil Surveys are used to identify the soils that exist
in the landscape and their history. Time, climate, parent material;

Figure 16:

Natural History/Physiography Assessment Rating

topography, and plant and animal life are the live major factors that
influence soil formation (SCS Soil Survey of Barnstable County,
Massachusetts, 1993, p. 121). Those five factors are identified in this
substep. The interaction of the five soil formation factors results in the
development of a soil profile, or vertical section of the soil from the
surface to the depth of approximately 60 inches.
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Physiographic features that are important in the interpretation of othe
components of the landscape, such as the cultural or
. .
r
Minute Man National Historical Park al
.
~attle st:r1es in the case of
, so receive a most significant" rating.
Step Three: Management Guidelines
Management guidelines are devel
d f
.
above identification and assessme~~e ordnatural history resources based on the
.
proce ures. Areas \vith th h. h
~nterpretive potential, the unique physiographic areas shoul e ig est
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·
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b .
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n can e interpreted as such.
managed for other resource

:'r,~~~:~;p~:::i:~ t;:,:~:::l history story can be

The methodology is divided into three ste s (Fi ur
identify and assess wildlife a d h b.
p
g e 17). Steps One and Two
n
a Hat resources Step Th
d f
the cultural landscape biased t
d h
·
ree e mes guidelines for
\Vildlife and their habitats Th o~ar s t e management and interpretation of
methods, so methods base.d
e ~tt~r do not have \.vell developed state of the art
on existing state of the art are devel ope d h e re.

Wildlife/Habitat Identification

]

inethod is divided into three substeps:
Substep 1: Wildlife species and their habitats
Substep 3: Selection of target species
Substep 2: Other areas of similar habitat
Substep 1: Identification of wildlife species and their habitats -- Species
data is collected from such agencies as the Massachusetts Natural Heritage

who must survey the landscape in question.

Substep 2: Identification of other areas of similar habitat -- Once existing
habitats within the cultural landscape are determined, the species'
metapopulation, or population at a larger landscape scale, should also be
identified, as most species depend on the larger scale population for
continued existence (Merriam, 1990; Opdam, 1990). Therefore, other areas
in the landscape that are of similar habitat to the ones identified in
Substep 1, both in the cultural landscape and in the region surrounding
the landscape, are identified from land use data, such as the 1985 MassGIS

Wildlife/Habitat Assessment
Step Two:

Which wildlife species/habitats exist in the landscape and which will be selected
as "target species"? The first step in the Wildlife/Habitat Natural Resource

Program, the Audubon Society, or local v·.:ildlife advisory committees.
More precise data should be obtained with the help of qualified biologists

2 .s.2 Wildlife/Habitats Method

Step One:

Step One: Identification
The first question to ask regarding the cultural landscape under investigation is:

Land Use/Land Cover coverage, developed from aerial photography.
Metapopulations and their habitats are identified V\.rithin a radius of the

Species Importance Designation

known habitat within the cultural landscape. The radius is determined
according to the habitat and movement requirements of the species in
Assessment A1atrices/Ratings

question.

J:
Step Three:

Figure 17:

Wildlife/Habitat Management Guidelines

Substep 3: Selection of Target Species -- Target species, whether existing or
introduced, and their habitat requirements are determined (Soule, 1991a,
pp. 93-94). Target species are identified by expert and/or public opinion of
which ""Tildlife species are likely or knovvn to have habitats in the area.

Wildlife/Habitat Methodology
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Step Two: Assessment
The assessment step for the wildlife/habitat natural resource method is divided
into two substeps to help determine which habitats are the most important to
manage carefully when rehabilitating the cultural landscape (see Figure 18).

. Habitat Assessment Matrices/Ratings; Habitats are assessed for
·
f
.
b ase d on the following factors: 1) existence o rare,
their importance
. .
.
d
t
et
species·
and
2)
habitat
proximity
and
connect1v1ty
to)
watch-hste or arg
,
the metapop ulati· on and other areas of like habitat (see Figures
. 20 and 21
7 .
b t 2
~s~.

.
1990, P· 123'. Soule ' 1991a1 p. 92; MacArthur and Wilson, 196 ,
(Merriam,
Chapter 3). Connectivity refers to the proximity and ease of .movement
Substep 1: Species Importance
Designation

between habitat patches, or islands, with other habitats of a s1m1lar

ecosystem.

Substep 2: Assessment
Matrices/Ratings

Figure 18:

Habitat
Significance

Wildlife/Habitat Assessment Procedure

Substep 1: Species Importance Designations: Wildlife species that exist in
the cultural landscape are assessed for importance based on endangered,
rare or watch-listed species listings (see Figure 19). Species that fall into
these categories are in some danger of extinction, whether locally,
regionally, or globally. The habitats associated with these species must be
protected and otherwise managed properly.

Connectivity
to Metapopulation

Watch-Listed

Bobolink
Towhee
Shiner
Borer Beetle

x

Frosted Elfin
Figure 19:

x

Some
Significance

Rare Species

Watch Listed
Species

High Level of
Connectivity

Medium Level
of Connectivity

Significance

Target
Species
Low Level of
Connectivity

Rare/Endangered

Watch-Listed

Target

1

1

I

1

1

2

Target

Low Level

2

2

3

x
x

None

2

3

3

Habitat Assessment Ratings: 1 = Most Significance
2 = Some Significance
3 = Significance

x

Example of Species Importance Designation Matrix
·-----------
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Most
Significance

Figure 20: Habitat Assessment Ratings

Other species that are desired in the landscape, knov,rn as target species,
and their habitats, as identified in the Step One, Substep 3, are set apart
from other species existing in the landscape (see Figure 19).

Spe~ Rare/Endangered

Rating

Component

-i
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Step Three: Management Guidelines
Based on the question "how can a cultural landscape rehabilitation affect wildlife
and their habitats?" management guidelines need to be developed for the propermanagement and/ or protection of wildlife and habitat resources within a
cultural landscape. The management guidelines are based on the above
identification and assessment procedures.
Areas determined in the assessment procedure to have the most significance
rare and target species are fully protected when rehabilitating the cultural
landscape. Buffers around the habitats for further protection are suggested.
Wildlife biologists should be consulted to determine proper protection
guidelines for the species in question. Areas v.,·ith some significance should also<
be protected to the greatest possible extent.

Step One:

I

If the goal of the landscape management plan is to attract other species, or to
reintroduce species that once inhabited the landscape, habitat requirements again
must be determined for those selected species. As agricultural reintroduction is a:landscape management goal, the habitat requirements of certain bird species,.
such as bobolinks, can be met. Habitat requirements for such species include
fallow fields; therefore, management guidelines should include a system of long',;
rotation islands. Under this system, patches in the landscape are managed on a

Wetland and Riparian Systems
Assessment

Step Two:

[
r

I

rotational basis, thus ensuring that recently disturbed, semi-mature, and mature
ecosystems are all present at any given time. This type of maintenance insures
the availability of required habitats, while still incorporating productive
agricultural fields into the rehabilitation plan. Surrounding land uses must be
compatible, as must the edges of the islands. Potential corridors for species
movement must exist, and the size and number of fields in the rotation
sufficient for the target species for the system to be successful. In general, the
fields in the long-rotation system should be located with regard to the

Wetland and Riparian System
Identification

Population Level Assessment

Ecosystem level Assessment

J
J

Assessment Matrix/Rating

I

j_
Step Three :

Figure 22:

Wetland and Riparian Systems
Management Guidelines

Wetland and Riparian System Methodology

functioning of the overall system and the overall landscape management plan
(Harris, 1984, Chapters 9 & 10). The proper management oi wildlife species and
their habitats can be compatible with other cultural landscape management
goals.
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Step One: Identification
te Two: Assessment
. . .
.
S
method 1s d1v1ded mto
Thep assessment step 1·n the wetland and riparian svstems
~
three substeps (see Figure 23).

Resources that are part of wetland and riparian systems are identified in order to
determine which areas of the landscape should be managed for proper wetland
and/ or river functioning. The identification step can be divided into two
substeps:

Substep 1: Population
Level Assessment

Substep 1: Wetlands by system and type, and their 100' buffers
Substep 2: Ponds, Rivers, and Streams, their 100' buffers

T
Substep 1: Wetlands and their 100' buffers -- Wetlands within the cultural
landscape are identified and mapped in this step. Wetlands are identified
with the National Wetland Inventory maps, produced by the US Fish and
Wildlife Service or through air photo interpretation. Aerial photographs
are interpreted with a stereoscope and zoom transfer scope. A minimum
mapping unit of 0.1 ha is used on photographs at a scale of 1:4800. After
interpreting the photos, field verify the data and determine vegetative
cover. Also, identify the system, type and function(s) of each wetland.
Wetland systems are as follows: Marine, Estuarine, Riverine, Lacustrine)
and Palustrine. Wetlands are identified as one of the following types:
deciduous forested wetlands, coniferous forested wetlands, sapling

swamps, bushy shrub swamps, compact bog shrub swamps, narrow-leaved
emergent marshes, robust emergent marshes, and wet meadows.
The wetlands are then buffered by 100', a distance based on ecological
principles and legal regulations. Buffers protect wetlands from

Substep 2: Ecosystem
Level Assessment

J:
Substep 3: Assessment Matrix/Rating

'
i

Figure 23:

Wetland and Riparian Systems Assessment

Method

Substep 1: Population Level Assessment -- Wetland and riparian systems
are assessed for population level values (Mitsch and Gosselmk, 1986, p.
393-405, see Figure 24).

agricultural pesticide/herbicide run-off (Forman and Godron, 1986, pp.
397-398), and aid in the absorption of nitrates and phosphates (McGregor,
1992, p.3; Binford and Buchenau, 1991).

I~

Substep 2: Ponds, Rivers, Streams, and their 100' buffers -- Hydrography
existing in both the cultural and regional landscape is identified and a
protective 100' buffer delineated. Studies have indicated that the 100'
buffers, the minimum width,. are needed to filter and cleanse surface runoff, functions necessary for the health of the ecosystem (McGregor, 1992, p.
3). The 100' setback is legally required.

Wetland B

e

Wetland
Wetland A

Waterfowl
Habitat

Fish
Habitat

Figure 24:

Rare
Species
Habitat

x

x
x
x

x

x

Wetland C
River D

Timber
Harvest

x

x

Example of Wetland and Riparian Population Level Assessment.
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Substep 2: Ecosystem Level Assessment -- The next substep includes
assessing the various wetland and riparian systems for ecosystem level
values. Ecosystem level values include flood mitigation, storm
abatement, aquifer recharge, vvater quality and aesthetics. This assessment

~

#of Pop.
Level
Values

#of Eco.
Level
Values

Total# of
Values

1

2

3

procedure is adapted from recent research in the field (Mitsch and

Wetland B

2

2

4

Gosselink, 1986, pp. 393-405; Larson, Adamus and Clairain, 1989, pp. 11-54,
see Figure 25).

Wetland C

2

2

4

Rivero

2

2

5

~

Ri

e

w

Wetland A

Flood
Mitigation

Aquifer
Recharge

Water
Quality

Aesthetics

x

x

x
x
x

x

Wetland B
Wetland C
Rivero

Figure 25:

x

x

An Example of Wetland and Riparian Ecosysten1 Ltvel Assessment

Substep 3: Assessment Matrix/Rating: .A.s \Vetlands and riparian systems
are multiple-value systems, they must be assessed for their overall value
(Mitsch and Gosselink, 1986, p. 407). Based on E. P. Odum's (1979) scaling
and \\'eighting approach to assessment, each \vetland and river system
receives a check mark for each population level or ecosystem level value.

Unique?

Yes

Ratings: Most Significant= 3 or more values and/ or unique
Some Significance= 2 values
Significance= 1 value

Figure 26:

Example of Wetland and Riparian System Assessment

Matrix/Rating
The most significant v·.retland and riparian systems, those that provide the
landscape \vith unique or multiple functions, receive the strictest management
guidelines. As these systems provide the highest interpretive potential as well as
accomplishing special functions in the landscape ecosystem, the status quo of the
landscape, including the existing vegetation, should be retained, both \\'ithin the
wetland and river systems as \\'ell as Vv'ithin the 100' minin1um buffer areas.
This will help protect surface 1-vater from increased pollution due to run-off from
agricultural fields, roads and other development (McGregor, 1992, P· 3; Binford
and Buchenau, 1991). If trails or other intrusions into the landscape are

If a system is unique to the landscape, and therefore provides a function
unmatched elsevvhere in the landscape, its uniqueness is noted. Unique

necessary, board\valks and like construction techniques are used.

wetland and riparian systems and those that have three or more
population and ecosystem level values receive high assessment ratings
(see Figure 26).

Other significant \vetland and riparian resources should be 1nanaged as carefully

Step Three: 1\1anagement Guidelines
Based on the above identification and assessment steps, management guidelines
for the wetland and riparian systems \Vithin the cultural landscape are
developed. The state of the art for management guidelines of \Vetland and
riparian systems \vithin a cultural landscape are not \Yell developed. Therefore,
the following methods are only based loosely on the state of the art literature.
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as possible, as they all provide services to the landscape. The management
guidelines for these areas should be as close to those for the most significant
systems as possible. These natural systems are easily disturbed by human
activities, such as draining and filling \Vetlands for agriculture or increasing the
amounts of polluted runoff that enter the system C\1itsch and Gosselink, 1986,
pp. 418-428).
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2.6 Management Treatment Options
Step Three: Development of lnterpretive Trail System
In order to bring the visitors to the resources for interpretation purposes, a trail
system is needed. The trail system includes trails ranging from a main trail, a

Once the landscape historyT Running Battle, agricultural and natural resources are
identified and assessed, and management guidelines for each separate factor are
developed, the four resources are looked at once again in a composite vieiv, and
then combined, as they exist in the landscape. The locations of significant

direct trail to small loop trails. The first level in the trail system is the main trail,
accessible to all, and suitable for people on bicycles as well as on foot. The next
level of trail is the intermediate trail, a spur of the main trail, that brings visitors
to parts of the Park not accessible by the main trail. A third level of trail, the loop

interpretive places in the Park are determined in this overlay process, as the cooccurences of the four resources are determined. Finally, an interpretive trail
system is developed that links the interpretive places.

trail, brings people off the main or intermediate trails to a special part of the
landscape, perhaps a vernal pool or wetland area. These trails must be
developed carefully with consideration to the fragility of the resources found
there.

Step One: Determination of Treatment Options for 1\1inute Man NHP
Management options are described and evaluated for the Park as a ivhole. The
evaluation is a synthesis of the important factors relating to the four study
components (Landscape History, Running Battle History, Agricultural Resources
and Natural Resources.) Issues relating to agricultural reintroduction are

2.7 Chapter Summary

addressed in the evaluation. In addition, interpretation and protection of
cultural landscape features and natural resources are included in the treatment
options for the Park.

An "identification-assessment-management guidelines" sequence is used for
developing guidelines for the interpretation of landscape history, running battle
history, agricultural resources and natural resources. In terms of the landscape
history, the existing cultural landscape as v.lell as the historic cultural landscape is
mapped. The character-defining features of both are analyzed through a process
adapted from Bulletin #30 (McClelland, 1991). The Park's ''historic character" is to
be synthesized as a result of the analysis. An assessment is to be conducted to
compare the historic character with the Park's existing character in order to

Step Two: Determination of Interpretive Places and Their Treatment Options
High priority management areas for each of the four resources (landscape
history, Running Battle, agricultural and natural resources), determined in the
previous methods (Sections 2.2 - 2.5), are combined, bringing the individual
resources together. The conflicts and compatibilities of the separate management
guidelines are determined for the overall landscape. For example, if the Running
Battle methods have determined that a particular agricultural field that existed

determine locations of:
•
•
•
•

in 1775 is of high importance for interpreting the battle, and the agricultural
resources inform us that the land is most suitable for agricultural use today, all
potential interpretive themes are compatible. Hovvever, if the landscape history
assessment informs us that. a particular area is important for interpretive
purposes, yet it is a rare species wildlife habitat, the potential interpretive themes
conflict.

Highest Degree of Landscape Character
High Degree of Landscape Character
Moderate Degree of Landscape Character
Low Degree of Landscape Character

Management guidelines are then to be developed based on options for retaining and
reinforcing the Park's historic character.

The overall landscape is divided into significant interpretive places based on
these conflicts and compatibilities. The places are found ivherever
concentrations of important resources exist.
46
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The procedures for the Running Battle History follovv a similar step-by-step
approach. First the relevant "Features and Areas" are mapped in the context of the
1775 landscape. Second, the landscape is assessed to determine the locations of:
• Highest Importance to Battle Interpretation
• High Importance to Battle Interpretation
• Moderate Importance to Battle Interpretation

CHAPTER THREE: APPLICATION
3.1 Introduction

Jn order to develop management guidelines for interpreting the landscape history,

Third, management options are described that retain and in some cases reinforce
historic character in order to better interpret the Running Battle in each of the
assessment categories.
The procedure for agricultural resources consists of three steps. Step One identifies
resources that influence agriculture, such as soils. Step T\'\'0, the assessment of the
resources, includes four substeps: an eliminative procedure, potential field
delineation, an assessment matrix rating system, and the addition of place-oriented

the Running Battle history, and the agricultural and natural resources, the step-byrocedures outlined in the Methods Chapter were applied to Minute Man NHP.
step p
...
h
..
.1rs t , characteristics of the historic landscape are identified as well as t e existing .
F
cultural landscape features. Second, the Park's historic character is anal~zed.. Third,
an assessment is conducted to determine the degree of historic character existing
currently and finally, management options designed to retain and in some cases_
reinforce the historic character are described. Reinforcing the historic character in
Minute Man NHP will heighten the interpretation of both the landscape history and
the Running Battle history. The number of visitors to the Park is expected to grow

information. Step Three determines management guidelines for the cultural
landscape biased tovvards development of the agricultural resources.

in the future. As visitors experience a landscape that more closely resembles the
historic character of the Period of Significance they will get a better understanding of
the meaning of the Revolution and the rich agricultural history of the Park.

The methodology applied to natural resources consists of the same three basic steps:
identification, assessment and development of tnanagement guidelines. The
procedures are applied to the follovving natural resources: natural history and
physiography, wildlife and habitats, and wetland and riparian systems.

In addition to the landscape history and Running Battle history, the agricultural and
natural resources are identified and assessed, and management guidelines for the
resources are developed. The procedure for agricultural resources, as described in the
previous chapter, consists of three steps. Step One identifies resources in Minute

After these four separate factors are identified, assessed and management guidelines
are developed, the factors are overlaid in the fifth sub-method in order to determine
the locations of significant interpretive places in the Park. The co1npatibilities and
conflicts of the four resources are determined, and places are defined. Finally, an
interpretive trail system is developed that links the interpretive places.
These assessment procedures v.rill be applied to the cultural landscape of Minute
Man National Historical Park in the follovving chapter.

Man NHP that influence agriculture, such as soils. Step Two, the assessment of
those resources, includes four substeps: an eliminative procedure, potential field
delineation, an assessment matrix rating system, and the addition of place-oriented
information. Step Three determines management guidelines for Minute Man
National Historical Park biased to'\.vards the reintroduction of agriculture.
The methodology applied to natural resources consists of the same three basic steps:
identification, assessment and development of management guidelines. The
procedures are applied to the following natural resources located V-/ithin Minute
7 Defined as "the physical appearance of a property as jt has evolved over time, i.e. t h c ong1_na
.. I
configuration together with losses and later changes. The qualities of d property conveyed by its
materials, features, spaces and finishes are referred to as character-defining" (US Department of the
Interior, 1992, pg. 4).
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ical Land Use 1650 - 1900
Man National Historical Park: natural history and physiography, wildlife and
habitats, and wetland and riparian systems. Again, the final step, Step Three,
determines management guidelines for Minute Man NHP biased towards the
proper management of the natural resources.
After these four sets of resources (cultural landscape history, Running Battle .., ,urv
agricultural and natural resources) are identified, assessed and management
guidelines for each resource are developed, the results are overlaid in order to
determine the locations of significant interpretive places in Minute Man National
Historical Park. The compatibilities and conflicts of managing the four sets of
0

1675

resources are determined, and treatment options for the interpretive places within
the Battle Road Unit are defined. Finally, an interpretive trail system is developed
that links the interpretive places.

1700

3.2 Application of Landscape History Methods
The results of the four-step procedure presented in the previous chapter are as
follows:
Step One: Identify the Cultural Landscape, Past and Present.
The first part of Step One is to understand the landscape's history. Brian
Donahue, the historical consultant, compiled a series of land use maps which
were used to describe the mix of agricultural land uses typical for Concord during
six different historic periodss. The maps, shown in Figures 27, were generated
from Concord tax records and census data. While they are not spatially accurate,
they clearly illustrate the landscape's predominantly agricultural land use, and
the dynamic changes it underwent between 1650 and 1900. These maps represent
conceptual"snap-shots" of the landscape near the end of each period of
development, and each of the five periods is described below. Following the
description of each historic period, there is a discussion of continuity in this
landscape, i.e. aspects common to all five periods.

8 See Appendices C & D: Battle Road Unit Historlc Landscape Analysis and Historic Landscape
Periods for a detailed description of the landscape bchveen 1650 and the early 1900's.
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• Houselols
D Tillage
II Orchard
ffi Wet Meadow
~Upland Hay

Iii Pasture
•Woodland
ID Unimproved/
Abandoned
1900 showing the evolution of the
Figure 27: Typical Land Use Maps: 1650 ~ d These maps also illustrate the
agricultural landscape over a 250 year P~~w i~ terms of forest clearing.
dynamic nature of the landscape_,___especta Y
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1650

1775:
During the first generation of English settlement, from 1635 into the
1650's farming in Concord was practiced under a "common field"

During the mid-18th century, an integrated system of land use in towns
such as Concord and Lexington reached its fullest development.
Although farmers did have some connections vvith Boston markets for

system similar to those being used in many part of England. Houselots
were clustered in the village, tillage lots were located among several

commodities such as ship timber, live cattle and barreled beef, overall
the agrarian economy was overwhelmingly subsistence oriented. This

large planting fields (probably formerly cultivated by the Indians)
mostly near the center; hay mowing lots were scattered in a few dozen

does not mean that every homestead provided for itself: there was

large and small meadows throughout to'Vlt·n and special pastures were
enclosed in certain areas for various specific types of stock (the Ox

very lively local exchange of goods and services. Many farmers also
practiced a trade, and vvomen were involved in economic networks as

Pasture, the Hog Pen Walks). Most of the town's outlands were left as

well, making dairy products, spinning and weaving wool and linen

common grazing and woodland (Donahue, 1992, Appendix C).

cloth, and practicing as midwives.

1675

Every part of the environment was involved in this system of local
With the Second Division of land beginning in 1652, the great bulk of
Concord's common land was privatized, and the pattern of family land
subdivision and farm development for the next several generations
was set. The elaboration of the basic system of ways, ditches and walls

production and consumption. Tillage v..ras used to its fullest capacity as
farmers grev..r their ov..1n subsistence grains of corn and rye; there would
never again be as much land in tillage in these tovv·ns as there was in
1775. Cider was the local beverage , and small orchards had proliferated
across the landscape. Meadows \Vere fully utilized, and farmers had

brought lowland areas of meadows and "islands" into cultivation
(Donahue, 1992, Appendix C).

just begun the process of expanding their hay production by converting
some of their drier meadovvs to higher quality "English hay", Pastures

1700

that provided grazing for cattle were the most prominent agricultural
By the end of the 17th century, settlement in Concord vvas reaching
more remote areas such as the uplands east of Elm Brook. During this
time, a pattern of colonial farming emerged by vvhich older sons

feature of the uplands. Cattle tied this agrarian economy together,
providing butter, cheese, meat, tallo1v, hides, locomotion , and
manure. There \vas scope to clear more pasture, but only if more hay
could be grown for winter fodder, and only at the expense of forest.

established farms on fresh ground, while the youngest sons inherited
the homestead and the responsibility of caring for aging parents.
During the 1690s, with the establishment of the Town of Lexington

Forest was also essential, providing not only fuel, fencing and building
timber, but also material for crafts and trades such as staves for
cooperage and bark for tanning leather (Donahue, 1992, Appendix C).

imminent, the mother Town of Cambridge moved to sell off the
undivided common lands on its vvestern frontiers. The land was
surveyed and sold within a system of rectangular 40 acre blocks (with

1850:

one rod "rangeways" left along the borders of each block for access),
although it is not clear that the entire 40 acre parcels \Vere sold in many
cases. It was during this period that the eastern part of the Park was
settled and "improved" (Donahue, 1992, Appendix C).
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After the Revolutionary war, farmers began to alter their practices in
response to the limitations they had encountered in their subsistence
system, and to take advantage of increasing commercial opportunities.
Among the complex of changes they made over a period of more than
half a century was a decrease in subsistence production of grain, and an
increase in market production of beef and dairy cattle,

--····
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While some prospered in the new commercial environment, many
did not. In this period, estate sales to cover debts became increasingly
common. The environment also suffered as a result of the expansion
of commercial agriculture during the first half of the 19th century.
After 1820, there was an explosion of pasture clearing and hayfields
across the uplands. Deforestation reached 90%, causing increased river
flooding. Farmers could not keep depleted upland pastures and
hayfield productive, and many began to revert to brush and forest.
Farmers were unable to perfect a system of commercial farming based
on sustainable use of local resources. This '\-Vas a process of clearing and
abandonment (Donahue, 1992, Appendix C).
1900:
During the second half of the 19th century and into the 20th, farmers in
the region concentrated on commercial markets. The influx of cheap
meat and grain from the MidV\ITest led local farmers to specialize in
market gardening, orchards, and diary. Cheap western grain actually
provided cheap high-protein feed for cows. Agriculture boomed
economically, but began to contract geographically onto the better soils,
and to rely less on local resources. Worn out upland pastures reverted

continued to expand its markets, but farming also contracted geographically as
marginal lands reverted to forest again.
In addition to identifying the distinct aspects for each of the five periods, aspects
of continuity are identified, i.e. historic character common to all periods. Again,
historic character is defined as "the physical appearance of a property as it has
evolved over time, i.e. the original configuration together with losses and later
changes. The qualities of a property conveyed by its materials, features, spaces
and finished are refereed to as character-defining" (U.S. Department of the
Interior, 1992, pg. 4). One of the most profound changes influencing spatial
organization was how the forest was cleared to make \vay for agriculture. Figure
28 shows the changing percentage of the landscape covered by forest as it went
from a high of 80% in 1650 to a low of 10% in 1850 and back up to 40% in 1900.
The spatial organization therefore, changed over time from open fields
surrounded and defined by forest to a matrix of open fields containing small
woodlots. Between 1850 and 1900 the forest began to grow back.

Forest Cover 1650-1993
100
9()

to pine (Donahue, 1992, Appendix C).
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p. 70

Historic Landscape Characteristics
In summary, in the first part of Step One, characteristics of the historic landscape
are identified by describing it in five important periods. In the first period

ending around 1650, the majority of the landscape was wooded (80%) and large
common fields were tilled. From 1675 to 1775 agriculture expanded as land was
privatized and marginal lands were opened up through a system of ditches and
walls. This expansion put pressure on the landscape as the larger farms
fragmented into smaller subsistence holdings, reaching a climax in the late
Colonial period - by the time of the Revolution (Gross, 1975). By the mid-19th
century, increasing commercial opportunities shifted the farms from subsistence
holdings to production of grain, beef and dairy cattle. At this time, the process of
forest clearing reached its highest point. In the 20th century commercial farming

u
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Figure 28: Percentage of Forested Landscape 1650 - 1900.

A substantial decrease in

forest cover occurred as agriculture increased between 1650 and 1850.

A trend

toward reforestation can be seen starting at the end of the 19th century.
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r
The historic land use data also show that as the landscape v1las cleared, it was
then farmed, and this continuity of land use is an important aspect of the
landscape history. These types of agriculture fluctuated somewhat in terms of
their percentage of the overall mix as shov.•n in Figure 29, hovvever, through
time, there was a general continuity of agricultural land use.
From the landscape descriptions of the five historic periods as well as the
identification of aspects of continuity, the following important points are made
concerning the appearance of the historic cultural landscape:

.
•

• A high proportion of the land (well over 50% at most times) was
open and farmed. Forest land \vas comparatively restricted
compared to today. What forest remained V•las frequently cut.
• A high proportion of this open agricultural land (again v.rell over
SOo/o at most times) vvas in grass - either pasture, meadov\r, or
mowing. This grassland was often in a scruffy, rundovvn condition.
• Livestock, particularly cattle, \Vere economically central and
prevalent.
• Apple orchards \vere common, first for "hard cider" then for dessert
apples.
• The landscape \Vas intricately divided by lanes, \Valls, fences and
ditches into rather small (typically less than 10 acres), intermixed
parcels with different uses, rather than lying in large, uniform
blocks.
• Houses and barns tended to be found very close to the road (often on
opposite sides), with their farms extending back behind them on
both sides, often in several detached parcels interspersed with parcels
belonging to neighbors. Other scattered pieces lay up to a mile away
(v•loodlots and meadows especially). Compact, nucleated farms ""'ere
not as common. 9
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Figure 29: Land Use Categories 1650 - 1900 showing continuity of agricultural
land use.
9 From an unpublished report entitled, Battle Road Historical Research Areas - 11 /23/1992 by Brian
Donahue, pg. 1.
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In summary, more research is needed to complete the picture of the Park's
landscape history. However, using land use data from the town of Concord/ the
landscape appearance in each of the five historic periods begins to emerge. In
addition, identifying aspects of continuity such as agricultural land use, field size,

l!

and stone wall pattern can be used in analyzing an overall historic character for
the Park.

The second part of Step One was to identify the cultural landscape elements still
present in the Park. Minute Man NHP's landscape is filled with artifacts left by
the people who lived, worked and farmed the land in the past. These existing
cultural landscape components were mapped including land use, topography,
structures, stone walls, hydrology, circulation and vegetation as shown in Figure
30. This map shows how little open landscape consisting of open fields and nonforested wetlands exists within Minute Man NHP presently (70 acres), as most of
the landscape is forested (75%). In addition, the map shows that the Park's 17
miles of stone walls represent are an important landscape component.
Step Two: Analyze Historic Landscape Character for each Period
Using the data mapped in Step One, the landscape character for each period was
analyzed in order to describe a general historic character. The six historic periods
were defined as:
•
•
•
•
•
•

1650-1675
1675 - 1700
1700-1775
1775-1850
1850 -1900
1900 -1950

The overall spatial organization, land use types and circulation patterns were
analyzed for each of the historic landscape periods based on the data collected in
Step One. Some conclusions were made from the analysis of historic character
and from other historical research. 10 Throughout history, the land use was

10 See Appendix A: The Battle Road Landscape & the Causes and Consequences of the Revolution, and
Appendix X Historical Features of Four Study Areas, by Brian Donahue for an overviev\' of continuity
and change in the Park landscape.
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predominantly agricultural. As the forest was cleared, the spatial organization
was generally open and field sizes averaged from 2-12 acres. There was
continuity through time of the circulation pattern, although the experience from
the road became more uniform, v,rith less contrast between the open, agricultural
fields and alternating forest. The most important small-scale features were the
stone walls which outlined a field pattern or netVv ork that changed very little
through time. The field pattern was in place by 1675. Therefore historic
character in this landscape consists of open, agricultural fields bounded by stone
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It was also found that there Vv'as also a general continuity in the Park's circulation
pattern. There were references to the Battle Road, or "Concord Road" since 1636
when the first division of Concord"s town land took place. Though the exact
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right of way "varied considerably" (Malcolm, 1985, p. xii) it was found that the
Battle Road followed generally the same path as it does today. The ownership
boundary maps \Vere used to analyze the circulation pattern, and they sho\.ved a
continuity of road location through time.
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organization in terms of vvoodlands and orchards, contrasting \Vith open
agricultural fields. Neither the orchards nor \Voodlands define the edges of the
fields, so the spatial organization could be characterized as generally open in
nature. Figure 33 combines the circulation, stone walls and structures in the 1775
landscape. It highlights the location of the Battle Road as a main spine through
this landscape, with narrow lanes and secondary roads leading off from it. There
is also a strong relationship betvveen the stoneVv·alls and the circulation system.
The Battle Road is lined almost continuously by \Valls in the central and eastern
parts of the Park. The fe\.ver \.Valls in the \.vestern end of the Park may be
attributed to the better soils located there, so there \.Vere fe\ver rocks to pull out
before the soil could be farmed. Rock \.Valls v.1ere also used to outline the
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As described in the Methods Chapter, a detailed analysis was done for the 1775
landscape because there is the most data available for this time. The 1775 land
use shown in Figure 31 shovvs a predominantly agricultural landscape, \Vith the
largest area in pasture, interspersed with smaller tilled fields and meadows.
Small (1-2) acre orchards punctuate the fields. Figure 32 shows the spatial
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walls or hedgerows. These fields are generally small, between 2 and 12 acres. An
important point in analyzing the historic character (based on available data) is
that there is a great deal of continuity in its appearance.
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Figure 32: 1775 Spatial Organization.
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Figure 33: 1775 Circulation, Stone Walls and Structures Map illustrating the
location of the Battle Road as the spine of the circulation system. Stone walls line
75% of the roadways
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orchards. Structures are spaced relatively evenly along the road \Vith clusters at
Meriam's Corner and Brooks Farm.
It is important to point out that the methods used to define the historic character

is biased toward the time periods for which there is the most information, i.e.
1775 and today. Further research on the other time periods is necessary before
their historic character and integrity can be fully analyzed.
Following the analysis of historic landscape character, the existing cultural
landscape's processes and components were analyzed by conducting a Cultural
Landscape Inventory.11 In terms of spatial organization, there is a contrasting
forest cover and open landscape pattern. The forest dominates the landscape in
some places, pushing right up against the roadway. Primarily second-growth
deciduous, evergreen and mixed vegetation, it limits views to the larger
landscape in many areas. However, in some parts of the Park, particularly in the
\vestern end, agricultural fields push back the forest, opening vistas to the
surrounding landscape. Figure 34 shows the contrasting spatial organization
found in the Park.
The analysis of the circulation system shows that Route 2A, a busy two-lane
highway is the dominant road. 2A and the Battle Road follow the same course
through most of the Park, but they diverge at Virginia Road, Nelson Road and
Fiske Hill. Where the Battle Road separates from Rte. 2A at Virginia Road, it has
a very different character. It is narrower, and lined on both sides by stone walls
and mature sugar maples and oaks. At Nelson Road and Fiske Hill, portions of
the Battle Road surface has been returned to gravel. These roads are unpaved
and lined with stone walls. Figure 35 illustrates the typical roadway character of
Rte 2A, one of the types of roads that make up the Park's circulation system.

Figure 34: Contrasting Spatial Organization in the existing Minute Man NHP.
The top photograph shows how some areas are open and views across the

11 For a detailed inventory of Spatial Organization, Land Use, Response to Natural Features,
Circulation, Vegetation, Structures and Small-scale Elements, see Appendix E: Park Scale Cultural
Landscape Inventory
-- - --
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agricultural fields are possible in the western part of the Park. The bottom
photograph show the forest enclosure near the Brooks Farm along the Battle
Road.

----------
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There are twenty-two historic farmhouses and barns located in the Park. Eight of
these date from before 1775; the remainder were built in the 19th century. The
structures are located throughout the Park with a pattern of almost regular
spacing along the roadway, however, there is a cluster of houses at Brooks
Farml2 ). Hartwell Tavern, shown in Figure 36, illustrates the materials and
architecture typical of most of the Park's historic structures. In terms of smallscale features, perhaps the most important is the network of stone walls found
throughout the entire Park. These walls in effect knit the landscape together.
They are "dry" fieldstone walls (made without mortar), generally 2-3' tall and 2'
wide, as also shown in Figure 36.

Figure 36: Hartwell Tavern.

The original house (on the right) was built in 1732.

An addition (on the left) was built in 1783 and the rear kitchen was added in
1830.

This house is an example of the architecture and materials typically found

in the Park.

The stone wall in the foreground is representatiDe of many of the

Park's walls.

Step Three: Conduct Assessment for Degree of Landscape Character
One of the Park Service's goals is to retain and, \vhere appropriate to reinforce
the historic landscape character. In order to interpret the continuum of

Figure 35: Typical Roadway Character. This photographs shows Rte. 2A, a busy

two-lane highway.

12 See Appendix E: Park-Wide Cultural Landscape Inventory, Map #6.
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landscape history identified and assessed through the five periods, the Park was
assessed in terms of the degree to \Vhich it retains the historic character described
in Step Two. Figure 37 shows the results of applying the rating system. There
are areas in the \Vestern end of the Park ""·here the spatial organization, land use,
small-scale components (stonewalls and hedgerows) retain the "Highest" degree
of historic character found in the Park. These areas comprise 9.8o/o of the
landscape. Figure 38 illustrates this highest degree historic character. The results
of the assessment for the Park landscape are sho\vn in Figure 39.

----
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Rating
Highest Degree of
Historic Landscape
Character

Description
Agricultural land use within historic stone ¥/all framework
Historic field patterns outlined by stone walls and/or hedgerov.·s intact
Clusters of historic structures or single historic structures present

=
High Degree of
Historic Landscape
Character

Open spatial organization reflects historic character but area is
not in agricultural land use. Historic field patterns discernable
by stone wall fragments. Historic structures present

Moderate Degree of
Historic Landscape
Character

Historic agricultural character masked by forest cover
Historic field patterns discernable by stonewall fragments

Few or no historic structures

"
5"" ~

Low Degree of
Historic Landscape
Character

Modern structures, roadv.:ays, parkinglots or powerlines present
Few or no stone walls
Few· or no historic structures
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Figure 37: Results of Assessment for Degree of Historic Landscape Character
describing cultural landscape features and how they retain or reinforce the Park's
historic character.
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Figure 38: Highest Degree of Historic Character illustrated by open, agricultural
landscape in the western end of the Park.
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Areas with a "High" degree of historic character are located near many of the
Park's historic structures, for example, at Meriam's Corner and Brooks Farm and
Hartwell Tavern. While these areas have a relatively high degree of open spatial

maintain historic agricultural field patterns. In addition to the overall Park-wide
guidelines, specific recommendations are to reinforce historic character for each

organization, contain historic structures and stone v1lalls, they are not in
agricultural land use, another critical feature of the historic character. 70o/o of the

options consistent with Draft Guidelines for Treatments of Historic Landscapes
(U.S. Department of the Interior, 1992).

of the four categories described as a result of the assessment using management

Park has a "Moderate" degree of historic character because while there are
remnants of the stone wall framework, the open spatial organization, a critical

Rating

Description

Highest Degree of
Historic Landscape
Character

Least amount of intervention needed to retain historic
character. Character-defining features should be protected.

High Degree of
Historic Landscape
Character

Some intervention needed to retain and reinforce historic
character.
Existing cultural resources should be protected, replacement
of missing character-defining features should be considered.

Moderate Degree of
Historic Landscape
Character

A higher degree of intervention is needed to retain and
reinforce historic character. Existing cultural resources
should be protected and replacement of missing characterdefining features should be considered.

feature of the historic character, is masked by second-grov-.rth forest cover.
Areas with a "Low" degree of historic character are located primarily in the
eastern end of the Park, although a small area is also found near Meriam's
Corner as shown in Figure 38. Specifically, Minute Man Vocational Technical
High School and Hanscom Air Force Base structures detract from the historic
character as do the parking lots and po\ver lines located in that area. Figure 40
illustrates this type of landscape.

Low Degree of
Historic Landscape
Character

Since only drastic measures such as "reconstruction" and
"restoration" could reinforce historic character, a better
approach is to screen these areas to minimize their impact
on the surrounding landscape.

Figure 41: Management Guidelines for Landscape History showing
recommendations for retaining or reinforcing historic character within each of
the four assessed categories.
Figure 40: The Willow Pond Kitchen, an example of an area with "Low Historic
Character" because of its modern structure and parking lots.
Step Four: Management Guidelines
Using the results of the assessment conducted in Step Three, management
guidelines were developed based on the degree of existing historic character as
shown in Figure 41. Park-wide recommendations include retaining and
reinforcing historic landscape character by retaining areas currently in agriculture
and by reintroducing agriculture vvithin current stoneivall framework to

--------
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3 3 Application of Running Battle Methods

I

The results of the three-step procedures presented in the Methods Chapter are as
follows:

~

Jl

UE1

~

I!

~
C>

Step One: Identify the Events of the Battle in the Landscape Context:

J !J...

With the help of Park Historian, Doug Sabin, the chronology of the Running
Battle was mapped in terms of some of the "Features and Areas" described in

Ji'

Bulletin #40. Figure 42, shows where these features and areas in association with
the Running Battle (lettered A - OJ were located 13 . As the map shows, the battle

;I ls

!i!

was fought primarily along the Battle Road. It was a linear battle, with scattered
areas of fighting all along its length.

~-

Step Two: Conduct Assessment for Importance to Interpreting the Battle
The landscape '\>V~as assessed in terms of importance to interpreting the battle, as

18

iii!!!:!~

= l~iJ
:::.::
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Interpreting the Battle." These areas cover roughly 10% of the landscape, and are
scattered throughout the Park. It is difficult to map these places, however,
because they are only of a generalized spatial nature. It must be remembered that

II 0 lSI l"1

~

.....

their boundaries are "fuzzy"- i.e. they are located approximately V•lhere actions

'°
'°.c.>....

P...

-

took place, but the fighting may not have been restricted to the shaded polygons.

----'°

In addition, the routes used by both the British and the Colonists are rated as
having "High Importance to Interpreting the Battle." The Battle Road and the

0
_,_,

rn

:I:

approximately located "Routes Used by Colonists" comprise these areas. Finally,
the remaining landscape context is rated as having a "Moderate Importance to
Interpreting the Battle and makes up 90% of the landscape.
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13 See Appendix F: The Running Battle for text corresponding to map
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described in the Methods Chapter. Figure 43 shows the results of the assessment
and Figure 44 shows where these places are located in the Park. It was found that
there were ten places in the Park rated as having the "Highest Importance to
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Description

Rating

Features and Areas Associated
With the Battle

Highest Importance
to Interpreting
the Battle

Engagement Areas:
Meriam's Corner
Hardy's Hill
Bloody Angles
Hartwell Farm
Nelson Road Area
"Parker's Revenge" Area
"The Bluff"
Fiske Hill
Commander's Observation
Points and Their Viewsheds:
Captain Loaman's View
Areas Associated with Pre-battle Events:
Paul Revere Commemorative Site

High Importance
to Interpreting
the Battle
Moderate Importance
to Interpreting
the Battle

Troop Movements:

Routes used by Colonists
Routes used by the British.

Landscape Context

Figure 43: Results of the Assessment for Importance to Battle Interpretation
showing ten places rated as having the "Highest Importance to Interpreting the
Battle." These places are scattered along the Battle Road and comprise
approximately 10% of the landscape. The routes used by the Colonists and the
British are rated "High Importance to Interpreting the Battle" while the
remaining 90% of the landscape is rated as "Moderate Importance to Interpreting
the Battle."
--------74
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Step Three: Management Guidelines
In the context of the overall rehabilitation14, management options were
described as in the previous section for retaining and reinforcing historic
character. The object was to focus attention on those areas assessed as "Highest
Importance to Battle Interpretation" for the highest degree in intervention.
Figure 45 describes the specific treatments.

Rating

Description

3.4 Application of Agricultural Resources Methods
The agricultural resources methods outlined in the previous chapter were applied
to the cultural landscape of Minute Man National Historical Park with the goal of
developing management guidelines that will lead to the reintroduction of
agriculture into the park setting. Potential agricultural fields \Vere delineated within
the Park's landscape, and assessed for suitability for agricultural reintroduction. The
fields were rated most suitable, suitable, and least suitable.

Highest Importance
to Interpreting
the Battle

High Importance
to Interpreting
the Battle

Moderate
Importance to
Interpreting the
Battle

The most intervention is needed in these areas in order to
interpret the battle. Consideration should be given to
reintroducing missing character-defining features that are
documented sufficiently.*
A high degree of intervention is needed in some of these
areas. Consideration should be given to reintroducing
missing character-defining features that are documented
sufficiently. *

Agricultural reintroduction should be undertaken in these
areas to help interpret the landscape context of the Running
Battle.

106.3 acres of land, or 14.2% of the Park v..•as determined most suitable, while 75.2

acres (10%) are deemed suitable. 114.0 acres, or 15.2o/o are least suitable for
agricultural reintroduction, suggesting that those areas, as vvell as all areas
unsuitable for agriculture, be managed by the National Park Service for interpretive
farming (not leasing) or other interpretive goals. Approximately 10%, of the Park is
currently used for agricultural purposes. The remaining area of land, making up
approximately 60o/o of the Park, is unsuitable for agricultural uses. These areas
consist mainly of wooded wetlands.
The following results were obtained from each step of the methodology:
Step One: Identification

*See Draft Guidelines for the Treatment of Historic
Landscapes section on rehabilitation pg. 45-66 and
requirements for historic documentation for replacement
of missing features.

Figure 45. Management Guidelines for Running Battle History. In the areas with
the Highest Importance to Interpreting the Battle agricultural reintroduction is
recommended to reinforce the historic character. Jn the areas with Moderate
Importance to Interpreting the Battle a restoration of the Battle Road at Virginia
Road is recommended. In the areas with Moderate Importance to Interpreting the
Battle, again, agricultural reintroduction is recomniended to reinforce historic
character.
14
To reiterate, the goal of rehabilitation is to retain the historic charactcT of a propcrtv \Vhilc
alloiving for contemporary use.
'

The resources existing in the landscape v...·ere identified in a series of substeps.
Substep 1: Soils
•Canton soils (102.l acres) are extremely stony or bouldery and are likely to
erode due to slope factors.
• Deerfield soils (47.1 acres) are nearly level to gently sloping, deep and
moderately well drained.
• Freetown soils (12.2 acres) are hydric, and would therefore be considered
wetlands if hydrophytic plants were present and hydrologic conditions met.
• Hinckley soils (53.8 acres) are excessively vvell drained and have a tendency
toward droughtiness. They are an excellent source of gravel.
• Merrimac soils (15.4 acres) are gently sloping, deep soils \Vith a tendency
toward droughtiness.
• Montauk soils (129.1 acres) have major limitations. The limitations are
slope, stoniness and presence of a hardpan at 18 to 36 inches.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ----- ----. -
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• Paxton soils (13.9 acres) are deep, well-drained till soils with some erosion
potential due to texture. The presence of a slowly permeable hardpan at 15 to
38 inches can be a limitation.

The land cover data are summarized in their report, entitled "Ecological
Reconnaissance of the Minuteman National Historical Park" (August, LaBash
and Keniski, 1993, pp. 11-12). 100' buffers were placed around the 31 historic

• Raynham (27.9 acres) is a deep, poorly drained, heavy silt loam. With a
seasonal high water table at 6 to 18 inches, it is classified as a hydric soil.
• Scarboro is another poorly drained hydric soil series that constitutes 66. I
acres of the Park.

structures for future archaeological investigations.

• Scio soils (29.9 acres) are deep, moderately well drained, very fine silt loam
with a seasonal high water table of 18 to 24 inches.
• Scituate soils (7.0 acres) tend to be extremely stony, and with a hardpan at 18
to 24 inches that limits permeability, land uses of this soil are limited due to
wetness.
• Swansea, another hydric soil series, most likely classified as wetland,
constitutes 21.5 acres of Minute Man NHP.
• Wareham soils (31.2 acres) are also hydric. A high water table is present at 6
to 18 inches for up to nine months of the year.
• Windsor soil (78.7 acres) tends towards draughtiness as it is excessively
drained loamy sand with slopes up to 8-15%.
•Woodbridge series (22.7 acres) are steep, stony, moderately well drained soils
located on drumlins with a substratum at 15 to 38 inches vvhich has slo""· or
very slow permeability (SCS, 1991, pp. 17-28).
Substep 2: Wetlands and their 100' buffers -- 222.2 acres of wetlands (more
than 30% of the Park) were identified in Minute Man NHP, with 163.5 acres of
wooded wetlands and 58.5 acres of non-wooded wetlands, vegetated with
species including cattail (Typha latifo/ia), reed canarygrass (Phalaris
arundinacea), sedges (Carex, spp.), soft rush (funcus effusus), and mannagrass
IG/yceria canadensis).

Substep 5: Place-oriented information -- At this stage, place-oriented
information from local experts was added. Place-oriented information, or
non-factor based information, is either non-spatial or of a generalized spatial
nature. Place-oriented information can also be anecdotal in nature, and is
therefore not readily mappable. The information can include relationships
between specific combinations of landscape features that vary with specific
combinations or over time.
Place-oriented information was identified by pomologist and Agricultural
Extension Specialist Dr. William Coli and Land sea pe Historian Brian
Donahue. Additional place information was identified in a public vvorkshop,
held on February 18, 1993, at the Concord Town House (see Appendix H for
more details). Figure 46, the middle section of Minute Man NHP, is
representative of the type of place-oriented information identified for the
whole cultural landscape.
Through the history of the landscape, agricultural activities and values
changed, as did the types of land used for agriculture. For example, as the
demand for hard cider increased, forested land was cleared for apple orchards,
which could be grown on steep, stony, marginal soils. The National Park
Service would like to rehabilitate these orchards to assist in interpreting the
cultural landsape, although these areas may not be attractive for leasing
(Ahern, et. al., 1993).

Substep 3: Ponds, Rivers, Streams and their 100' buffers -- Ponds, rivers and
streams in Minute Man National Historical Park account for 14.3 acres of
land.
Substep 4: Current land cover/land use -- The current land use/land cover of
the Park was interpreted from aerial photographs by the University of Rhode
Island Department of Natural Resources Science Environmental Data Center.
··------------------------------------------~
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Currently wooded, all lots similar in
appearance, some contain residences. Suitablt t
for pasture, perhaps orchards in some location~?
depending on soils.
~
Several large. (@30" caliper) remnant apple
trees, p~uong at least two different apples,
as well as a few smaller, more recent trees.
Suitable for orchard rehabilitation.

potential agricultural areas. This land accounted for 426.6 acres (58.8%) of
Minute Man NHP (see Figure 47, the map "Areas Eliminated from Potential

Agricultural Reintroduction").
Substep 2: Assessment Matrix/Rating -- Fields were assessed for agricultural
potential according to the SCS capability class rating. Based on these ratings,
the soils of Minute Man National Historical Park are as follo1'vs: 78.8 acres of
Capability Class II, 85.9 acres of Capability Class Ill. These soils are the "most
flexible" in the Park: that is, they are suitable for the greatest variety of
agricultural uses. There are 15.3 acres of Capability Class IV soils and 15.3
acres of Capability Class V soils. These soils are considered "flexible," suitable
for some agricultural uses. In the "least flexible" category, 0.1 acres of Class VI
soils and 80.3 acres of Class VII soils exist (see Figure 48, the map "Existing and
Potential Agricultural Reintroduction Areas"). There are also 22.7 acres of
land not eliminated, but deemed "unsuitable" for agriculture by SCS
Capability Class ratings.
The same fields vvere then assessed for present land use, \vith present
agricultural land, old fields, and mowed areas possessing fev..r constraints for

Figure 46: Place Oriented Information. This is an example of agricultural
resource information that
is added by local experts, information that is not
available from traditional sources of information, such as the Soil
Conservation Service.

Step Two: Assessment
Step

~wo of the agricultural resource procedure first determined \vhich land 1-vas

u~su1tabl_e for farming, and was therefore eliminated. Potential fields, after
bemg delmeated by existing. physical constraints such as roads and topography,
were assessed for soil capab1hty class rating and present land use/land cover.

Su~step 1: Eliminative Procedure -- Wooded wetlands and their 100' buffers,
100 ~uffers of ponds, rivers and streams, and other sensitive areas in which
farming should not take place were eliminated from consideration as
- - - - - --------------
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agricultural reintroduction. Non-1-vooded vvetlands \Vere considered to have
some constraints, with only certain types of farming appropriate, such as the
haying of the natural vvetland grasses. Forested areas and vvooded wetlands
were considered to have many constraints. Developed areas (buildings, roads
and parking lots) and \\Tater were considered unsuitable for agriculture.

Potential fields were assessed by both land use and soil capability class
together. As a result (see Figure 49, the map "Agricultural Resource
Assessment/Management Guidelines"), 106.3 acres of land in Minute Man
National Historical Park \Vere determined to be most suitable for agriculture,
while 75.2 acres are suitable. 114.0 acres are least suitable, and 21.2 acres
unsuitable. Due to missing land use information, the suitability of 30.6 acres
are unknown.
Substep 3: Place-Oriented Information Additions: Expert information from
William Coli, Brian Donahue and some farmers from the Minute Man NHP
area were added in this substep. Improvements to certain areas of land, such

--------------
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as where stones were removed from the soil or drainage ditches added, boost
the ratings of particular fields. For example, Coli and Donahue found an
overgrown old pasture in the Meriam's Corner area that could be managed as
a woodlot, or with some thinning, could be rehabilitated as a pasture. ln
another pasture, they found animal feed bunks in place, and the barbed wire
fence in good condition. Near the Brooks Tavern, they found remnant apple
trees, and determined the area suitable for orchard rehabilitation.

Step Three: Management Guidelines
Management guidelines for the Park's agricultural resources were based on the
above identification and assessment procedures. For example, in areas where the
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land has the least constraints and is therefore the most suitable for agriculture,
continuation of existing farming and reintroduction of agriculture to the cultural
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management, or vvildlife habitat.

The western end of the Park, including the most actively farmed areas of the
Park today, are the most suitable for agriculture. Large areas of land deemed
"Most Suitable" are located in the Concord part of the Battle Road Unit, and in
areas in Lincoln, just over the Concord-Lincoln border, south of Rte. 2A.
Additional "Most Suitable'· lands are located near the Paul Revere
Commemorative Site. The map shown in Figure 49, "Agricultural Resource
Assessment/Management Guidelines," illustrates where land is most suitable,
suitable, or least suitable for agriculture.

<>:

0

§;§

landscape can take place. Land with the most constraints, and therefore not
optimal for agricultural reintroduction, should be managed for other cultural or
natural landscape resource purposes, such as historical interpretation, wetland

~

3.5 Application of Natural Resources Methods

This section summarizes the application of the methodology to the cultural
landscape of Minute Man NHP. The Park's natural resources were identified,
assessed and management guidelines developed for three types of natural resources
that exist in the Park: natural history and physiography; wildlife and their habitats;

and wetland and riparian systems.

"'
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3.5.1 Application of Natural History and Physiography Method
Based on the premise that the cultural landscape of Minute Man National Park is
the result of human interaction with the area's natural landscape, the history of the
land must be understood in order to fully comprehend the cultural landscape.
Therefore, the natural history of the landscape, including the surficial geology, soil
formation and topography was identified, assessed, and management guidelines
developed for the cultural landscape.

How the landscape was shaped during the intervening years is ~ot completely
known, but geologists theorize that over a period of fifteen million years, the
mountains formed by the plate convergence were slowly eroded by wmd,
water and ice until flattened almost to sea level.

~resulting

plain,. or

peneplain, contains streams and occasional mountai.ns. The mountains are
made of the hardest bedrock, granite, gneiss and schist, and have therefore
been able to resist the years of erosion (see Figure 51).

Step One: Identification
The history of the land was described to further understand the cultural
landscape and determine the best places to interpret the formation and
physiography of the natural landscape.
Substep 1: Natural History -- Although the landscape of New England looks
quite flat from a distance, it actually consists of hundreds of square miles of
rolling hills and valleys, created by millions of years of geologic action. The
earth's tectonic plates converged parallel with the Atlantic Coast, causing
sheets of rock to fold, fault and rise high above their original elevations. As
the plates converged in an east-west direction, the resulting ridges run
roughly north-south, parallel to the plate edges (see Figure 50).

Figure 51:

Continued Evolution of the Southern New England Landscape.

The same area is shou1n after a long period of erosion, as the streams have
gradually reduced the land to a peneplain (from Jorgensen, 1977, p. 22).

Within the past eight million years/ the peneplain was again pushed upward,
from 200 feet along the coast to 2,000 feet farther inland. As a result, the.
streams and rivers quickened in speed and began to carve the landscape into a
system of hills and valleys (see Figure 52).

Figure 50: Evolution of the Southern New England Landscape. This diagram
shows the early stages of the development of the landscape after a period of
mountain building (from forgensen, 1977, p. 22).

Figure 52:

Continued Evolution of the Southern New England Landscape.

After a period of peneplain uplift, the streams carve the peneplam surface
86
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into an area of hills and valleys !from Jorgensen, 1977, P· 23!
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In addition to tectonic and erosive activities.. glaciation has also shaped the
landscape of New England. Approximately two million years ago, a slight
change in the climate started the Pleistocene Ice Age in northern Canada..

-

marked by a series of glaciations. The Wisconsin glaciation was the last in the
series, and shaped the landscape of New England that we see today. The
glacier began to retreat northward 15,000 years ago, and 8,000 years ago it
receded back to northern Canada (see Figure 53).
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Figure 53:

Map of North America Showing the Extent of the Pleistocene lee

Age Approximately 2,000 Years Ago (from Jorgensen, 1977, p. 83).

:~:~gure below" as well as Glacial Lake Sudbury, left deposits in the smls at

the western end of the Battle Road Unit. Today, these are some of the most
As the glaciers advanced and then retreated, they dislodged some of the solid
bedrock and dragged the pieces of rock, depositing them across the landscape.
These "glacial erratics" are abundant in the landscape of Minute Man
National Historical Park.. and were used as cover by the Minute and Militia
Men during the Running Battle against the British Army. Also present in the

productive agricultural soils in Minute Man NHP.

landscape surrounding the Park, "drumlins" were also created by glacial
action. Drumlins have a unique topography, as they are smooth, rounded
hills, usually less than a mile long and rarely rising more than 250 feet above
the land (see Figure 54). They are generally composed of till with a high
percentage of clay.
89
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grow again after agriculture was abandoned in the 1800's, man once again had
a major impact on the vegetation of the area: almost every acre of land has
]Jeeit logged at least once and usually two or three times (Jorgensen, 1977, p.

142).
Minute Man NHP is located in the Eastern Deciduous Forest Province of
North America. This area consists mostly of deciduous forest. The dominant
forest element has been the oak-chestnut-hickory association (Jorgensen, 1977;
Eaton, 1974) with an increasing amount of species normally found in the
cooler upland forests of western and northern New England (i.e., hemlock,
birch, beech and maple). Eaton states "before the land was cleared by the
colonists for general farming, one may visualize a mature forest, broken only
by river meadows, swamps, ponds and Indian clearings. Its understory must
have been relatively free of shrubs and herbs, except in openings caused by
blow-downs, fire, lightning and so on" (Eaton, 1974).
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Today, the second- and third-growth forests are different that the mature
forests that once grew. 'Usually an entirely different community of trees will
appear in woodlands that have been logged, cleared, or burned; often
centuries will pass before the forest will once more return to its original state"
(Jorgensen, 1977, p. 142). First, sun-loving trees that invade the open land
grow, eventually giving way to shade-tolerant species. Eventually, the forest
reaches a state of equilibrium with a more or less stable ecosystem. The
forests of southern New England are in some stage of recovery, representing
all of the successional steps.

Substep 2: Surficial Geology -- The surficial geology of the Park was identified
and entered into a G!S. The surficial geology of Minute Man NHP consists of
water, swamp deposits, till, gravel, silt and sand, and glaciofluvial deposits.
Deposits from Glacial Lakes Concord and Sudbury are also present (see Figure
56). This information was obtained from "Surficial Geology of the Concord
Quadrangle, GQ-331" (Koteff, 1964).
Substep 3: History and Classification of Soils -- The soils of the New England
region and those of Minute Man NHP are a direct product of their glacial
origins. Soil is a mixture of particles of three different sizes: clay, sand and

.
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eneral in New England, larger particles exist, and although they do
t. _lrtgtr·ibute to the physical and chemical properties of the soil, they do
t-CO~
idiuence
the suitability of agricultural use of the land. As the glacier
it deposited material it had scraped from the landscape during its
;:•:Uvance, laying down an unsorted mixture of rubble, known as "till." The till
'anges in size from clay particles to boulders. The glacier also dropped
Jaciofluvial" (glacial-river) and "glaciolacustrine" (glacial-lake) deposits
.g flowing and pooling water that melted from the ice. The running water
:ifr6Ill
''held the swaller clay and silt particles and carried them away, leaving the
·':heavier sand and gravel particles behind. The resulting porous layer is called
•
"outwash." Rainwater sinks through outwash, so the soils created from this

l:~eated,
~-

· material dry out quickly.
The soils of the glacial lake beds are quite different in make up compared to
the soils of outwash plains. These lake beds are where the finer clay and silt
particles were deposited as the water melting from the ice came to a rest. The
soils in these areas, including the Scarboro and Swansea soil series, are poorly
drained, and the landscape is characteristically flat. The eastern end of
Minute Man National Historical Park is located in Glacial Lake Concord.
When sand, silt and clay are present in equal amounts, the soil is knov•.rn as
loam. When one predominates, for example, clay, the soil is further
classified, in this case as clay loam. Loams, such as Wareham, are generally
not too wet or too dry, thus supporting the richest variety of vegetation. In
contrast, soils that are predominantly sandy or gravely, such as Scituate, are
those found in outwash plains and tend to be porous and therefore dry. Silt
and clay soils, found on drumlins and in some lake beds, such as Scarboro
and Swansea Mucks, tend to be waterlogged.

~

Substep 4: Topography -- l" 100' topographic maps were obtained from
Minute Man NHP. Ten foot contour lines were digitized and entered into a
GIS for overlay purposes, as shown on the Surficial Geology map (Figure 56,
previous page). The lake bed areas, located in the western portion of the Park,
are characteristically flat, especially in comparison to the areas of till, which
tend to have more of a sloping character.

-----~-
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Step Two: Assessment
The assessment of the natural histor and
.
swamp deposits, Glacial Lake Conco;d d phys10graphy _determined that the
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erra ics are ocated throughout the Park (but
unmappe due to lack of data and time constraints) · See p·1gure 57.
are

Component

Uniqueness

Features

Unique
physiographic
feature
Swamp Deposits
Glacial Lake
Deposits
Glacial Erratics

Glacial erratics can be protected and interpreted with little work. They should
not be moved or removed, but almost any land use or rehabilitation of the
landscape is compatible with the interpretation of glacial erratic boulders.

-and habitats exist in Minute Man National Historical Park? How important are
they? What guidelines should be adopted for their proper management? These
. questions were answered through the application of the Wildlife/Habitats Methods.

Significant
Common

physiographic
feature

Step One: Identification

Water

Till
Gravel, Sand & Silt
Glaciof!uvial D':E_osits

Substep 1: Identification of Wildlife Species and Their Habitats: At the time

Figure 57:

Natural History/Physiography Assessment Rating Results
(see also Figure 56)

Step Three: Management Guidelines
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3.5.2 Application of Wildlife/Habitats Methods
. As almost every landscape has wildlife species and habitats. Which wildlife species

Rating
Most
Significant

Similarly, the deposits of Glacial Lakes Concord and Sudbury can be interpreted
while activities such as farming take place. The flat topography and fertility of
the soils of the glacial lake beds is demonstrated through farming land uses. Any
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of this publication, data were available for only for only a portion of all
wildlife species. Therefore, the identification, assessment and management
guidelines are based solely on the report entitled "A Survey of Selected Fauna
with Recommendations for Wildlife Conservation and Habitat
Management," (Windmiller and Walton, 1992, excerpts included in

Appendix G). Additional studies, including "A Salamander Survey at
Minute Man National Historical Park" by Leslie A Thomas, Minuteman Park
Report Vernal Pool Survey," by Joe Martinez, and "Mammals of Minute Man
National Historical Park" by Gwilym S. Jones, are since completed. A sirnilar
study of the plant communities in the Park, "Summary of Field Data from
Minuteman National Park Plant Communities Study," by Elizabeth
Thompson and jerry Jenkins, is also being completed.
The Windmiller and Walton report indicates sixty-two species of birds were

identified in the Park in surveys conducted during the 1992 nesting season.
The bird species noted were "typical of the mixed deciduous/ coniferous
-----------···
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transitional forest, second growth fields, agricultural edges, and wetlands of
this region of Massachusetts" (Windmiller and Walton, 1992).
In a survey of cold-blooded vertebrates (Windmiller and Walton, 1992),
eleven species of amphibians were identified in Minute Man NHP, including
four species of salamanders and seven species of frogs and toads. Three
common turtle species and five snake species were identified as well, as were ,
eight species of fish. Four additional fish species were identified just outside
the Park, and their habitats likely include areas in the Park as well.
During May-July 1992, Minute Man NHP was censused for butterflies
(Windmiller and Walton, 1992). Four-hundred and thirty individual
butterflies \Vere identified in nine different habitats, representing forty-t,vo
species.
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Forty-one taxa of aquatic micro-invertebrates (28 insects, 6 crustaceans, 3
mollusks, and 4 worms) were identified in nine \vetland habitats
(Windrniller and Walton, 1992).
Substep 2: Identification of other areas of similar habitat -- Due to the lack of
information, metapopulations and their habitats existing in the landscape
surrounding Minute Man NrIP were not identified. Further studies must
complete this work for a true assessment of the \vildlife/habitat resources of
the Park. Agencies such as the National Park Service, Massachusetts Natural
Heritage and US Fish and Wildlife Service are potential sources of
information, and cooperative work between the National Park Service and
wildlife researchers outside of the Park should be initiated.
Substep 3: Selection of Target Species -- A public workshop was held on
Thursday, February I Ith, at 7:30 pm for citizens of Concord, Lincoln,
Lexington and Bedford, the towns that surround Minute Man National
Historical Park The workshop participants voiced opinion that the following
species should be considered target species for the area of the Park: Indigo
Buntings (Passerina cyanea), Nesting Bobolinks (Dohchonyx oryzivorus),
Blue Jays (Cyanocitta cristata), Brown Thrashers (Toxostoma rufum), and
Rufous-Sided Towhees (Pipilo erythrophtha/mus), (see Appendix HJ. All are
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Figure 58 provides a sample listing of the species found in the Park and their
relative importance. The habitats associated with these species are illustrate ,
in Figure 59.
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Sample of Species Importance Designation Matrix
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Substep 2: Habitat Assessment Matrices/Ratings -- Due to lack of information
regarding existing wildlife species and their habitats in the region
surrounding the Park at the time of this publication, the Habitat Assessment
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Ratings, a step of the methodology developed in the previous chapter, cannot
be determined. In the absence of this information, all habitats containing rare
species are considered most significant/ while habitats containing \J\.'atch listed
and target species are considered significant for management guideline
development purposes. Again/ further research is needed to identify the
missing information needed to complete the assessment properly. Minute
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Man National Historical Park and the four towns must 1.vork together to
identify this information. Additional sources include town Wildlife
Advisory Committees, Massachusetts Natural Heritage and the Audubon
Society.
Step Three: Management Guidelines
In response to the question "How can a cultural landscape rehabilitation of
Minute Man National Historical Park affect wildlife and their habitats?", the
following management guidelines were developed for the Park. Rare species
habitats within the Park's boundaries should be fully protected. Full protection
involves maintaining the status quo of the vegetation both in the habitat and
within a 100' buffer zone surrounding the identified habitat. For vernal pool
habitats, a 300' buffer zone is recommended. These and other, more specific

!
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guidelines were developed by Brian Windmil!er and Richard K. Walton, wildlife
biologists. Their recommendations are illustrated in Figure 60, the map
"Wildlife/Habitat Management Guidelines." It should be noted, however, that
these recommendations are based on a limited survey of biological resources for
the Park. The methodology described should be implemented when the
remaining inventories are completed to arrive at a more comprehensive
assessment and appropriate management guidelines.
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In order to provide an increased amount of habitat to identified target species

CJ

'-

(Indigo Buntings, Nesting Bobolinks, Blue Jays, Brown Thrashers and RufousSided Towhees) the maintenance of a rotation of agricultural fields is needed.
Old fields, pasture, fallow fields and active crop land all need to exist within the
area to provide necessary habitats for the above species. Potential agricultural
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areas, identified in Section 2 of this chapter, should be rotated in and out of
active cropping. Old fields where agriculture is not reintroduced should be
managed to maintain the vegetative cover for as long as possible (see Figure 61).
These management guidelines incorporate the idea of long~rotation island
theories (Harris, 1984, Chapter 9). The guidelines incorporate rotational
maintenance of old fields, fallo'V\'T farm fields and active agricultural areas for the
targeted bird species.
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A.ppJication of Wetland and Riparian Systems Methods

~·tlJands and riparian systems are another natural resource located within Minute
~ •. ~rational Historical Park boundaries that were identified and assessed in order

I
I
I

develop
guidelines for their proper management. As these resources are located
]\£an
''

to, ~•n

a cultural landscape, management guidelines are different from those

.wit•~·
reconunended

for landscapes with other management goals.

""
step One: Identification

T

Substep 1: Wetlands and their 100' Buffers -- Wetlands located within
Minute Man National Historical Park, were identified by the University of
Rhode Island Ecological Reconnaissance Mapping Project in 1992. Wetlands
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transfer photo-delineations to a 1 :4800 scale mylar base map, provided in
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digital form from the National Park Service and processed by URI/ EDC
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of 0.1 ha was established, i;.vith the exception of vernal pools, which were
detectable at less than 0.1 ha. Photos were interpreted using a Topcon Mirror
Stereoscope (Model 3) at URI's Department of Natural Resources Science. A
Bausch & Lomb Zoom Transfer Scope (Horizontal Model) was used to fit and
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were identified through photo interpretation based on true color print
reproductions at 1:4800 scale dated April 5, 1986. A minimum mapping unit
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(August, et. al., 1993).
Wetlands within the Park were identified (see Figure 62) as deciduous
forested wetlands, coniferous forested wetlands, sapling swamps, bushy shrub
swamps, compact bog shrub swamps, narrow-leafed emergent marshes,
robust emergent marshes, and wet meadows. Deciduous forested wetlands
(120.9 acres) are typical New England red maple swamps, and are the most
prevalent type of wetland in Minute Man NHP. Red maple (Acer rubrum)
dominates the overstory, with lesser amounts of yellow birch (Betula
alleghaniensis), American elm ( Ulmus americana) and pin oak (Quercus
palustris). The shrub layer is dominated by highbush blueberry (Vaccinium
comymbosum), with northern arroivood (Viburnum recognitumJ, swamp
laurel (Rhododendron viscosum/, Vv'ithe rod (Viburnum cassinoides), sweet
pepperbush (Clethra alnifolia), European buckthorn (Rhamnus frangula), and
winterberry holly (!lex vertici!!ata). The herbaceous layer is dominated by
--
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cinnamon fern (Osmunda cinnamomea) with royal fern (0. regaiis), tuss
sedge (Carex stricta) and patches of Sphagnum sp. moss (August, et. al., 1993
Coniferous forested wetlands (0.8 acres) are limited to mixtures of white Pin
(Pin us strobus) and/ or hemlock (Tsuga spp.) with red maple deciduous
wetlands. Pure stands of coniferous forested wetlands were not found from
photo interpretation or during field work. Sapling swamps (2.1 acres) are
found in a few locations in the Park and consists predominantly of red mapJ
communities in complex with mature red maple swamp bordering streams.
Bushy shrub swamps (39.0 acres) are most commonly represented by silky
dogwood (Cornus amomum), speckled alder (A/nus Rugosa) and young red
maple.
Clumped shrub swamp communities are found bordering perennial

streamflow and often in complex with marsh emergent communities, such a~:
found in the Elm Brook system. Ditched wetland communities often appear
to contain shrub swamp communities dominated by European buckthorn
(Rhamnus frangu/a) (August, et. al., 1993).

A compact bog shrub swamp (0.7 acres) is located at the southeast end of the
Park, immediately north of the Minuteman Technical School. The bog
complex includes leatherleaf (Chamaedaphne calycu!ata) and sedge mats
(Carex spp.). In peripheral areas, semi-permanent open water is interspersed
with buttonbush (Cepha/anthus occidenta/is) and thin, mature white pine
(Pinus slrobus), highbush blueberry (Vaccinium corymbosum) and young red
maple. Narrow-leafed emergent marshes (20.8 acres) are found bordering
streams and in broad seasonally-flooded flats, dominated by blue-joint
(Calamagrostis canadensis) with reed canarygrass (Phalaris arundinacea),
sensitive fern (Onoclea sensibilisJ, sedges and mannagrass (Clyceria
canadensis). Some of these marshes are being invaded by purple loosestrife
(Lythrum salicaria) (August, et. al., 1993).
Robust emergent marshes account for 31.8 acres of the wetlands within the
Park and are characterized by broad-leaved cattail (Typha latifo/ia), although
in many robust marsh communities, purple loosestrife is present in varying
amounts. Wet meadows (6.0 acres) are represented by soft rush (funcus
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<t>sleJ' 2: Ecosystem Level Assessment -- The wetland and riparian systems
·.

then assessed for ecosystem level values including flood mitigation,

'uifer recharge, water quality and aesthetics. At the time this report was
Jnpleted, the data necessary to assess the rivers and wetlands for ecosystem
: values was not available. Therefore, this assessment procedure is not
1
included
in the results. Further research, including flood mitigation, aquifer
!,,ye

']:~charge, water quality and aesthetics information, is needed.

Once the data

iare gathered, the methods from this study can then be applied to integrate
>ilt~o

the overall management plan.

2

: ~ubstep 3:

Assessment M~trix/Rating -- Based on the population level data
available, as well as on uniqueness, the wetland and riparian systems in
St.Mi:nulte Man NHP were assessed. As indicated in Figure 63, Park wetlands
and river systems comprising 16.4 acres were determined most significant.
These include all wetland habitats for state-listed rare species as well as two
small coniferous wetlands (total of 0.8 acres) and a compact bog shrub wetland
(0.7 acres) that are unique to the Park's landscape.
I

<;~·:1~tep Three: Management Guidelines

I

•:::·•!Ja:sed on the above identification and assessment steps, management guidelines
the wetland and riparian systems within the landscape of Minute Man

I

I
I

•:.'· ,Nati<omtl Historical Park were developed. The systems determined as most
due to uniqueness and/ or multiple functions provided, must be
' .p:rotected for resource function and interpretive purposes, whether or not they
located in a cultural landscape. The status quo of these systems must be
maintained, including all vegetation within the system as well as within the 100'
·buffers. If trails are designed through the system, boardwalks or other similar

)'.\~i1gnific:an1

construction methods must be used in order to protect the system.
Wetland and riparian systems that were determined to have some significance
should be managed in ways as close as possible to those of the most significant
evaluation. As a general rule, the draining and filling of wetlands for any
purpose, including agriculture, should not take place.
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J.6 Management/Treatment Options

I

!§

;I.I

f~1·

'"· management guidelines developed for each study companent (Landscape
, -~ ry Battle History, Agricultural Resources and Natural Resources) were
thesized
into a series of management/treatment options. First, the Park as a
~5tO
'

~

I

~ole was evaluated and patterns of compatibility and conflict between the

!U.-nagement/treatment options were identified (see Step One). Second, eight
cJfic "places" were identified in collaboration with the National Park Service staff

C>

ii~d consultants-

The patterns of compatibility and conflict for these eight places
!<'ere identified in an evaluation (see Step Two). Following the evaluation, detailed
management/ treatment options biased toward either Landscape History, Battle
· tfistory, Agricultural Resources and/or Natural Resources is described. In Step
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identified in the evaluation.
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previously in Figure 30. These areas should continue to be farmed. A
rehabilitation15"approach is recommended to reinforce the Park's historic character.

-~

It is important to note that the whole landscape should not be cleared, as areas of

~

forest cover were important parts of the historic character. This should not be a
problem as limited soil suitability and state-listed rare vvildlife habitats pose limits to
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described for the Park as a whole. Patterns of compatibility and conflict v..·ere

There are currently 70 acres of actively farmed land in this area as illustrated
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Step One: Park-Wide Evaluation

Jn this first step, recommendations for management/treatment options Vv'ere
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three, a trail network linking the interpretive places is developed.
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agricultural reintroduction. However, some clearing and agricultural
reintroduction within the Park is important for re-establishing the physical context

of the Landscape History.
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I See definition in Draft Guidelines for the T"atment of Hbtonc Landscapes (U.S. Department of the
15
ntenor, 1992, pg. 11).
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In summary:
Existing and potential agricultural areas are represented in

• Stone wall network should be preserved
• Ditches should be preserved
• New farmlands should be leased within the stone wall network
.
some of the 99 acres rated as h .
, espeaally iavmg a "High o
f .
.
"
Figure 38) Th t
egree o H1stonc Character" (
·
e ypes of crops planted in these areas h
s..,
the period being interpreted.
s ould be compatible Wit
• In the 496 acres rated as having a "M d
· o erate Degree of ff
·
types of agriculture are flexible althou h
.
istonc Character",th• .
ditching systems should be
,
g agam, the stone wall network and
preserved

l06 acres are Most Suitable for agricultural uses

•--75 acres are Suitable for agricultural uses
• 114 acres are Least Suitable
• 400 acres are Unsuitable due to presence of wetlands, streams and their buffers
31 acres of SCS Class I1I soils (most suitable) are unassessed due to missing land
use/land cover data.

Natural Resources

Running Battle History
The key for using the landscape to inter ret th
.
. .
the Park's historic character th
h
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condition, the Park does not reflect the a .
e1n ro ucti~n. In its current
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• The Paul Revere Commemorative Site.
.
• Glacial erratics along Nelson Road.
• Historic structures.

Agricultural Resources
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:rwo state-listed rare and three state watch-listed wildlife species and their habitats
_?jete identified in the Park. The habitats of these species habitats within the Park's
,boundaries should be fully protected (approximately 20 acres). The habitats
demanding protection are located in the Bloody Angles area between Rte. 2A and
Virginia Road, and in the '\-Vetland areas of Elm Brook and near the Visitor Center.
}:full protection involves maintaining the status quo of the vegetation both in the
habitat and within buffer zones (J00'-500', depending on species and habitat)
surrounding the identified habitat. For example, a 300' buffer zone is recommended
for vernal pool habitats by Wildlife Biologists Bryan Windmiller and Richard K.
Walton (see Appendix G).
In addition to the rare wildlife habitats, other natural resources exist in the Park. 236
acres of the Park are considered wetlands, comprising over 30% of the Park. An

additional 14 acres are ponds, streams or rivers. While all wetland and riparian
systems should be protected, including 100' buffers around them, only 16.4 acres of
the Wetland and riparian systems are deemed most significant because of their
Uniqueness or functions they provide to the ecosystem. These special resources, the
Elrn Brook and Nelson Road wetlands, and two small, unique wetlands in the Paul
Revere and Nelson Road areas, should be protected. This entails maintaining the
status quo both within the wetlands and in the 100' buffer zone around them.
• Two state-listed rare wildlife species exist in the Park
• Three state watch-listed wildlife species exist in the Park
• There are 236 acres of wetlands in the Park

- - - - - - - - - - - - - ---------------Chapter Three: Application
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Trails
Trails within the Battle Road Unit of Minute Man NHP consist of a loop trail
around Fiske Hill, and trails in and around the Hartwell Tavern and Home sites.
An additional loop trail is under construction around the vernal pool in the BI
Angles area in the middle of the Park. Potential to link trails within the Park to
trails in the four towns, especially Lincoln, also exist.

I
I
I

...

Evaluation
The major conflict emerging within the recommendations for overall

""""

management/ treatment options for the Park landscape occurs between
reintroducing agriculture and preserving ivetlands. Eliminating all vvetlands frozn
agricultural reintroduction '.vill remove 236 acres or 32o/o of the landscape. An
additional 163 acres falls into 100' buffer zones around the wetlands and streams.
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This leaves 326 acres for farming. However, only 106.3 acres of this land falls into
the Most Suitable category based on soil suitability and land cover. 75.2 acres falls
into the Suitable category, with 114.0 acres as Least Suitable. An additional 30.6 acr

/
/

"'

is unassessed due to missing land cover/land use information. Although this is a
substantial amount of Park land to be-excluded from agricultural use considerations;_,
the reasons behind their elimination are substantial.

-s·-...

Wet Meadow Emergent Wetlands, as shown previously in Figure 62) of the Park,
constituting 23.7 acres. Within these areas, haying of natural wetland grasses, as
done in various periods of the landscape's history, is possible. The wooded
wetlands have less flexibility, and should be maintained as is.
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However, some leniency with respect to wetland regulations can occur within the
non-wooded wetland areas (Robust Emergent Wetlands, Emergent Wetlands and

Step Two: Determination of Significant Interpretive Places
In this step, the eight most significant places where interpretive opportunities exist
were identified through an overlay procedure and input from the National Park
Service staff and project consultants (see Figure 64). The eight places (beginning in
the western end of the park and proceeding east) are named for their historic family
associations or connection to the Running Battle and include:
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Annlir<1Hon

1. Meriarn's Corner
2. Minot Farm Area
3. Jones/Stowe Farm
4. Brooks Farm Area
5. Bloody Angles/Hartwell Area
6. Paul Revere Commemorative Site Area
7. Nelson Farm Area
8. Fiske Hill Area

In addition, information gathered at three public workshops is included in the
recommendations (see Appendix H for Workshop Minutes). Detailed, specific
management/treatment options were outlined for each place biased toward eit
Landscape History, Battle History, Agricultural or Natural Resources. An
evaluation describes the relationship of these management/ treatment options an
identifies some of the most important management issues.
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Landscape History
::;:·:.:i/:::<·::· ........,.,'s corner contains areas of "Highest,'' "High," and "Moderate Degree of
'Meri~··
\.,--. · iC Character" as discussed in section 3.2 (Step Three: Conduct Assessment for
510
of Landscape Character). The objective should be to capitalize on the already

Meriam's Corner
ast suitable for agriculture

"1'1

:e

~ng open landscape by clearing views to it from the Meriam House back toward
ext northeast. Specifically, agriculture should be reintroduced in the areas with

and "Moderate Degree of Historic Character."

• East Quarter School House - Leasable ("A")
• Meriam House - Not Leasable (See Figure 66, "B'').
• Burke House - Leasable ("C")
• Existing farmland probably farmed since 17th century
• Excellent vie\vS to agricultural landscape north and northeast of the Meriam
House

Battle History
.Meriam's Corner played an important part in the events of April 19th, 1775 and is
. rated as having the "Highest Importance to Interpreting the Battle" (see Figure 44).

--

• Beginning of the Running Battle
• Meriam House
• Agriculture should be reintroduced
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Agricultural Resources
The Meriam's Corner area is generally appropriate for agriculture, although it
consists of the least suitable soils and land cover, limiting agricultural potential to
pasture, haying or "'roodlots. A small area of most suitable land does exist in the
northern section of the area, along the border of the Park. This area is suitable for
vegetable cropping, grains, orchards, hay, or pasture, and is presently leased and in
agricultural use. Areas already in agriculture, although they lie within the wetland

buffers, should continued to be farmed.

117
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The Meriam's Corner area does contain wetlands and their desired 100' buffers, as.
well as a 100' historic structure buffer area around the Meriam House (see Figure
66). These factors limit potential agricultural use of the area.
• Areas north of Rte. 2A are appropriate for agriculture (See Figure 66 "D")
• Current agricultural area presently leased and farmed, is "Most Suitable" anct
should continue to be farmed
• Other areas are "Least Suitable," calling for NPS managed interpretive larmi
• Wetlands, their buffers, and historic structure buffer around Meriam House a
the limiting factors to agriculture in this area

Natural Resources
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No special or noteworthy natural resources exist in this significant place, thereby
causing no major conflicts betvveen interpretive goals. Wetlands do exist in this
areaF eliminating approximately 25o/o of the area from potential agricultural use (see
Figure 66).
• No state-listed rare or watch species exist in this area of the Park
• Protect the wetlands that do exist in this area although they are not unique

Trails
• End "node" of the Battle Road Unit
• Possible linkage point with town trails

Evaluation of Meriam's Corner Area
There is a conflict between agricultural reintroduction and wetlands protection in
the wetland areas of Meriarn's Corner surrounding the stream and on the northern
border of the Park. The wetlands and their 100' buffer pose the most severe
restrictions to agriculture. However/ agriculture located in the northwestern corner
of the Park, north of the Meriam House, should continue to be farmed on both sides
of the road.
---119
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Minot Farm Area

Exist'g agricultural fields

,
Figure 67:

View to Minot Farm located in the western part of the Park, showing

agricultural fields and farm structure,

The Minot Farm area (see Figures 64 and 68) is the Park's second largest area still in
agricultural production. The field is approximately 25 acres, bordered to the east and
west by wetlands. Good views open up across the field to the south.
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Map of Minot Farm area, showing synthesis of Landscape History,

Running Battle History, Agricultural and Natural Resources.

Also shown is an

existing ditch system (D) and extensive wetlands (E).
------------------
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Natural Resources
Landscape History
•
.
·sis in the farmland and ditch system part
·
· important
·
Minot
Farm contains
cuJ tura I Ian d scape features th at sh ou Id be
1;habitat for as ta te-listed rare species exi .
.
er half of the land ·in th e
. ..
. .
.
. .
1'(1le
..
th wildlife cons1derahons, ov
.
preserved. Spec1t1cally, the contmwty of farming should be maintained.
\ h"s area. Jn add1hon to e
ds although not unique to
tof t I
. d ed wetland These wet1an
'
Approximately 30% of this area falls into the category of "Highest Degree of Historit!.. . t Farm area is consi er
·
( .
the existing farmland),
.
.
.
-t!Vlino
.
t f ie buffer areas minus
Character" (see Figure 38). However, the historic character could be remforced 1f th~.
p rk as well as their pro ec"
!though this conflicts with
;j the a '
d
d for wetland va 1ues a
field could be enlarged, especially to the west of the existing field.
(
ld be protected an manage
,:5hOU
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• Maintain ditches (see Figure 68, "D")
• Maintain existing agriculture
• Reintroduce agriculture to the east and west of fields to reinforce historic
character (see Figure 68).

.

. ultural reintroduction.
f_ agr1c
.
.
1 d and ditch system for state-listed rare species
• Maintain status quo of farm an

habitat
. . d
r % of landscape is wetland
agricultural uses are hrn1te , as ove 50
• Increase d

Evaluation of Minot Farro Area
Running Battle History
f
the wetlands or
.
Minot Farm involve protec ing
Minot Farm is one of the most open areas in the Park due to the existing farm.
The conflicting issues at the
r the management/ treatment
h
. lt ral fields Howeve '
agricultural land use reinforces its historic character, adding to the sense of the 1775 expanding the size of t e agncu u . .
f.
I d as preserving the ditches and
"bl
"th" the ex1stmg arm an '
landscape. In 1775 the area was predominantly pasture and meadow (see Figure 42). options are compatl e w1 in
f
orts landscape history, Running
. 1
1 se of the arm supp
.
Therefore, the open, agricultural landscape is important for interpreting the context continuing the agr1cu tura u
. wetlands on either side o 1
sessments Extensive
of the Battle. Since this part of the landscape was flat and relatively open, no
Battle, and agricultural resource as . I
l. e of the area, eliminating the
the
farm
conflict
with
expanded
agr1cu
tura
us
skirmishes occurred there.
potential of agricultural reintroduction.
• Important only as landscape context to interpreting the Running Battle.

Agricultural Resources
A good portion of the Minot Farm lies within 100' buffers of wetlands. However, as
this land is already farmed, farming should be allowed to continue, as permitted
under Massachusetts wetland regulations. Land surrounding the existing fields was
deemed suitable for agriculture, with orchards, haying, pasture or woodlots as
potential uses. Limitations in this area are vvetlands and their 100' buffers,
comprising well over half the land in this area.
• Existing farmland should be maintained
• Agricultural land cannot be expanded due to presence of wetlands and buffers,
as indicated in Figure 68 ("E").

\
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Jones/Stowe Farm
Jones/Stowe Farm

r

Figure 69: View across agricultural fields in the /ones/Stowe farm area. The
photograph illustrates the agricultural landscape found in this place. It is typified by
open fields bounded by hedgerows and stone walls, with distant views to the
surrounding landscape.

•

KEY
The Jones/Stowe Farm (see Figures 64 and 70) area contains the largest area within
the Park still in agricultural production (approximately 50 acres altogether). It is also
one of the areas in the Park continuously farmed since the 17th century, and is
therefore very important area to keep in agricultural production. It affords Long
views to distant hills, and contains farm structures suitable for leasing.
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Natural Resources

. .
Landscape History
This is one of the most important places in the Park
.
.
,
of agriculture within a field patt
.
for illustrating the continuih.
em set up m the 17th centu
I
.
.,
area of actively farmed land w h.ic h h ould be ma1nta1ned
. .
ry.
t contains
a large
· h.
h
.
5
wall and hedgerow network Th h.
.
wit m t e existing ston
reintroducing agriculture in. the e istonc charncter could be reinforced by
e
areas immediately adjacent to the farm.

r~,zs::. are no state-listed rare or watch species located in the )ones/Stowe area of the
.~ f!owever, due to the fact that this is a prime agricultural area within the Park,
,r;•t gricultural fields can be managed, with no interpretive conflicts, to increase

·tli:i' :t species through long-rotation islands of active agricultural fields, fallow fields,
: : old fields. These ideas were discussed in the public workshop (see Appendix H).
\lretlands do exist, comprising approximately 20% of this area. Although these
Wetlands will limit potential agricultural uses, they will not preclude them in any

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Historic field pattern intact
Minot House - Leasable (see Figure 70 "F")
Alabano Residence - Leasable ("G")
Jones House - Leasable ("H")
Jones Barn ("!")
Stone wall network intact
Good views out to larger landscape
Preserve ditches

•

.
Battle History
Important
to
interpreting
the
Battle
as I an d scape context, although no events
happened there.

Way· These wetlands are not unique to the Park.

• No rare wildlife habitats to protect in this area
• There are some wetlands in this area, but they do not preclude agriculture
• Management of wetlands is compatible with landsape rehabilitation through
agricultural reintroduction

Evaluation of Jones/Stowe Farm Area

hi
.
Agricultural Resources
T s area is the largest area within the Park a r
.
contains the largest sections f I d d
pp opnate for agriculture. It also
o an
eemed M st S . bl
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. 1
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cover. Most of this area is curr tl I
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rating, this area will continue to b
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I
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ue to its Most Suitable
e eas1 Y eased m the f t
·
and Most Suitable area com .
.
u ure. This currently leased
pnses approximately 75
T
limitations are based
tl d
.
acres. he agricultural
0 n we an s and the1 100' b ff
around the historic structures list d b
r
u .ers as well as 100' buffers
.
e a ave. Approximate!
ff h
.
considered wetland or buff
Y one- 1 t of this area is
er areas.

This area is highly compatible with agricultural reintroduction in terms of
interpreting the Landscape History and Running Battle History as well as the
agricultural resources available. In addition, while the )ones/Stowe Farm area does
contain some wetlands that may limit the area available for agricultural uses, the

wetlands will not preclude farming. The most important cultural landscape
features are the field patterns, stone walls, hedgerows and ditches. These should all

be maintained. Any clearing and leasing should be done within the stone wall
network.

• Reintroduce agriculture in this area, as it contai
.
land in the Park
ns some of best agricultural

• The land is leased and farm e d to d ay, and it
. will
. be easily leased in the future
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Brooks Farm Area

Figure 71: View of Fields Adjacent to Brooks Tavern.

This photograph shows field

ta the west of Brooks Tavern containing apple trees and opening good views to the

south.
The Brooks Farm area is located east of the Jones/Stowe Farm and west of Bloody
Angles (see Figures 64 and 72). The farm was created as part of Concord's Second
Division in 1652 and granted to Joshua, Caleb and Gershom Brooks. The family
continued to farm the land until 1862 \.Vhen Joshua Brooks sold out as a result of

failing to adapt and thrive in the ne\>\-T commercial environment of the 19th
century. 16 The 210 year continuity of family ownership is unique in the Park.
Landscape History
As mentioned in the evaluation, this place contains cultural landscape elements
dating from as early as 1730 (Samuel Brooks House) and as late as 1938 (Rogers
Barn). The appearance of the landscape is a result of generations of farmers tilling

16 See Appendix G: Historical Features of Four Study Areas by Brian Donanhuc, where the history of
the Brooks farm is described in greater detail.
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Figure 72: Map of Brooks Farm area, showing synthesis of Landscape History,
Running Battle History, Agricultural and Natural Resources. Also shown are the
Samuel Brooks House (/), the Noah Brooks House (K), the Rogers Barn (LJ, the fob
Brooks House (M) and the Joshua Brooks House (N).
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the land and building houses, barns and stone walls. Th f
·
ere ore It is an important area for interpreting the Park's Landscape History.

.

J<eUllfO

duce agriculture in the extensive areas of land Most Suitable for

Agriculture
Elm Brook could be hayed for natural wetland grasses (see Figure 72)
Rehabilitate apple orchard near Brooks Tavern (see Figure 72)

• Samuel Brooks House - Not leasable (see Figure 72 ")")
• Noah Brooks House - Not Leasable ("K")
• Rogers Barn - Not Leasable ("L")
• Job Brooks House - Not Leasable ("M")
• Joshua Brooks House - Not Leasable ("N")
• Stone wall fragments

Natural Resources
'p·•vetla"id and upland woodland areas surrounding Elm Brook is another

\J:)ortai>t wildlife habitat area in the Park. Elm Brook is the only well-oxygenated
habitat in Minute Man (containing the only brook trout and two-lined

• Reintroduce agriculture, apple orchards are appropriate given the landscape
resources is this area.

ll!atnirn<!er populations, the only healthy stram-invertebrate fauna and unique
:.,i(;Wetlimcls with significant patches of elderberry) (Windmiller and Walton, 1992, p.
The existence of these species, especially the rare species, conflicts with the use

• Potential views to Lincoln conservation land

area for agricultural reintroduction. More information from qualified
(' ,; w'lldlife scientists is needed to determine potential effects on the populations of
;'olct]dlife species and the health of the wetland ecosystem if historic interpretation of
:the role of wetlands is to take place.
, ,

Battle History
The British marched along the road through the landscape; there was no fighting.

, 0 , ""'"

• The Battle Road bisects the Brooks Farm area and it is important both as the
landscape context and as an important viewshed. Rated as "Most Important fot:
Battle Interpretation" (see Figure 44).

• Protect the rare-species habitat in Elm Brook wetland ecosystem
• Protect Elm Brook, the only well-oxygenated stream in the Park, contains
species unique to the Park
• Determine if haying (historic interpretation) of Elm Brook wetlands will
disrupt habitats

Agricultural Resources
The Brookds Farm area of the Park contains an approximately 25 acre area of land
Most Suitable for agriculture. Additional land to the south of the Brooks Tavern,
along the border of the Park, may be considered Most Suitable or Suitable

Evaluation of Brooks Farm Area
The recommendations are compatible in terms of reintroducing agriculture around
the historic structures. Farming around the Elm Brook area might conflict with the

agricultural land, depending on the present land cover /land use. The soils for these
unknown areas are Capability Class III soils, which falls into the most flexible

category. In addition to these areas, the Elm Brook area could possibly be hayed for :y,~
n~tur.al fres~water wetland grasses, if the haying does not disturb the rare species of
w1ldhfe habitat located in the Elm Brook wetland ecosystem.
-~

-l

The public workshops (see Appendix H) and consultant Dr. William Coli also
identified the potential for orchard rehabilitatio.n in the Brooks Tavern area.

-*

~

l

i:

protection the wildlife habitats (further investigation is needed). There is also a
Potential conflict between interpreting Cultural Landscape History and the Running
Battle History. The cultural landscape elements located in the Brooks farm area
Were built in different periods and generally support interpreting the apple farming
of the 19th century. However, the viewshed associated with the Running Battle
•hoU]d ideally over look a colonial landscape.

$_

l
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Bloody Angles/Hartwell
Bloody Angles/Hartwell Area

Largest patch of woodlands

Figure 73: The Battle Road at Bloody Angles. This photograph shows the wooded
landscape enclosing the roadway. The Bloody Angles area is one of the most
heavily forested parts of the Park.

Bloody Angles is located in the center of the Park (see Figures 64 and 74). It is
primarily forested and contains approximately 20 modern houses slated for removal
in the future. It also contains four important historic structures. The Battle Road
diverges from Rte. 2A at this point; traffic is light. The vernal pool and wooded
wetlands between Virgina Road and Rte. 2A are the habitat for a state-listed rare
species, and are part of the most intact interior wooded area of the Park. A Vernal
Pool Loop Trail is currently under construction in this area.

·------------------------------------------ ----- - - - - - - - - - - ----------
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Figure 74: Map of Bloody Angles/Hartwell area, showing synthesis of Landscape
history/ Running Battle History, Agricultural and Natural Resources. Also shown
•re the Hartwell Tavern and McHugh Barn (0), the Samuel Hartwell House
Foundation and Shelter (P) and the William Smith House (Q}.
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Landscape History
This area contains many cultural landscape elements that are valuable for
interpreting the Landscape History. As in the Brooks Farm area, cultural landsca
features originated in different centuries/ so no one historic period is represented.
Rather, the appearance of the landscape shows the cumulation of approximately
years of use. In addition to the historic landscape features, there are currently 20
suburban houses slated for removal in this area. Their removal creates possibiliti <·

·es habitat (see Natural Resource section below) and consists,
te-listed rare speci
,, ;<>-'-_-<'great extent, of wooded wetlands.

. !<!"
bove mentioned wetlands, streams and vernal pool, as well as the
•The a. tr ctures (as listed above) and their associate
· db u ffers prov1"de the
; ,' histonc s u
.

,,
:

· limitations to agriculture in this area
. major
..
l 1. . .
,----:_-/>-\~ Poor soil conditions and the wooded land cover provide add1tiona 1m1tations

:/<;. Area should be managed for wildlife and wetland values.

for change with minimal constraints.

.

• • • NPS managed agriculture should be considered to support Running Battle and
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hartwell Tavern and McHugh Barn - Not Leasable (see Figure 74 "O")
Samuel Hartwell House Foundation and Shelter ("P")
William Smith House - Not Leasable ("Q")
Stone wall network
Potential good views exist to the west
Reinforce historic character by reintroducing agriculture.

Running Battle History
Bloody Angles is one of the most important places associated with the Running
Battle. As the road turned the corner the retreating troops were forced to sloi.v
down. This combined with the existence of glacial erratics, stone walls and tree
cover along the road made it possible for the Colonists to fire on the British (see
Figure 42: The Running Battle, Events and 1775 Context map). Some of the fiercest

Natural Resources

- ·b\e woodlands and wetlands located north of Rte. 2A and south of the Hartwell

-_Ta.Vern area contains the most significant vernal pool in Minute Man NH~, the
Jargest patch of fairly intact woodlands and the most unique wetland area m the
Park (Windmiller and Walton, 1992, P· 37, see Appendix G for more details). The
pool and surrounding areas are the habitat for a state-listed rare inverteb~ate.

, ':fernal

been reported to the Massachusetts Natural -~e~1tage
Program and the vernal pool has been submitted for certificatio.n. The sensiuvity of
·'.ic
·
d
dl nd area needs to be determined by qualified scientists, as do
~ie species an
woo a
.
the effects of the Vernal Pool Loop Trail currently under construction.

,-_The rare species population has

.Small pockets

of land south of Virginia Road, where modern homes. are cmrently
located, could possibly be used for interpretive farming, although s01l conditwns are

fighting of the day happened at Bloody Angles.
• Historic character should be reinforced by reintroducing agriculture
• Hartwell Farm is an important feature and is part of the landscape context of
the Battle
• The alignment and appearance of the Battle Road is also important to
interpreting the Running Battle.

Agricultural Resources
This area of Minute Man NHP is generally not suitable for agriculture, except in
small areas along the road. The area south of Virginia Road and north of Rte. 2A is
------- ---- ----- - ----- - - -------- ------- -- 134
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poor.
A.dditional areas of wetlands, with large pockets south of 2A and near the eastern
Virginia Road/2A intersection, also exist. These areas should be protected f~om
!lgricultural run-off and otherwise managed for natural resource interpretation.
• Protect the state-listed rare species habitat
• Protect the most productive vernal pool in Park
• Protect the largest patch of intact woodlands
• Protect the most unique wetland area

---------------------

Evaluation of Bloody Angles/Hartwell Area
There is a conflicting relationship between reintroducing agriculture and protectj

J{evere Commemorative Site Area

wildlife habitats in the area south of Virginia Road and north of Rte. 2A. As the
area is the habitat for a state-listed rare species, clearing of the area for agriculture ii
not advised. However, small scale fields could be farmed along the north side of
Virginia Road, where views to the surrounding landscape can be opened, without
disrupting the wildlife habitat on the other side of Virginia Road. The existence o{
stone walls also support landscape rehabilitation here. Route 2A should be
sufficiently screened to support the interpretive programs.

. Figure 75:

The Paul Revere Commemorative Site.

The area is currently mown by

:th; National Park Service giving it an open character.
On April 18, 1775, Paul Revere and Samuel Dawes rode out to the countryside,
s_Preading the alarm that British troops were marching tovv·ard Lexington and
· Concord. Unfortunately Paul Revere i;.vas captured by Br1us
· · h scouts b ef or e he made
it to Concord· Dawes managed to escape. Hov,rever, the alarm had already been

raised to a la;ge extent by the time Revere \vas captured and so he played a critical
role in readying the Colonists. His capture is commemorated in an area just east of
the Bloody Angles area and west of the Nelson Farm area (see Figures 64 and 76 ).
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Landscape History
not one of the richest concentrations of cultural landscape features in the
the Paul Revere Commemorative Site Area does contain cultural landscape
..• ·""'~'

,s~,,,,.,nr• which should be maintained. The farm fields south of Rte 2A are

ments of the historic field pattern existing since the 18th century. In addition,
e are lanes and stone walls which also represent continuity in the landscape.
•Existing agriculture to the south of Rte. 2A should be maintained
• The opportunities for agricultural reintroduction are limited to small-scale
fields north of Rte. 2A because the Park is so narrow at this point
Reinforce historic character through agricultural reintroduction
• Maintain stone wall network
Currently leased and fanned
Running Battle History
Paul Revere Commemorative Site area is one of the places rated "Highest
< l!rtf>0rl:ance to Interpreting the Battle"(see Figure 44) because of its association with

Reintroduce Agriculture

Paul Revere Commemorative
Site Area
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Figure 76: ~ap of Paul - Revere Commemorative Site area, showing synthesis of
Landscape History, Running Battle History, Aoricultura! and Natural R
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Revere described above. Currently the Paul Revere Commemorative site, with
::itS:open, mowed field and split rail fence, \Vas assessed as having a "High Degree of
,,,:Iµstoric Character" (see Figure 38) The open area is approximately five acres. Its
-~~toric character would be reinforced by opening viev.•s to the south and west
-f9::ward the Nelson Farm. As the two remaining suburban houses are removed this
'would provide and excellent opportunity for agricultural reintroduction. It is

important however, that Hanscom Air Force Base, which lays just to the north, is
SUfficiently screened.
• Agriculture should be reintroduced to interpret the Running Battle and
reinforce historic character.

Agricultural Resources
!\!though many small wetland areas, a pond, and historic structure buffers disrupt
1
· of the Park, there is a large area deemed Most Suitable for agr1cu
· 1ture
('hiss €Ction
,- __:Figure 76, "R"). Additional, smaller areas are Suitable for agriculture as well.
-,-:-- 11anct currently leased and farmed within this area should continue to be used for

---------------
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agriculture. Large pockets of wetlands to the western end of this area are the trt
limiting factors for agriculture in this section of the Park.

ufarJl\ Area

• Reintroduce agriculture in the large area deemed Most Suitable for agricuI
(see Figure 76, "R")
• Also possible to reintroduce agriculture in the areas considered Suitable as
(''S")

• Continue farming land that is currently leased and farmed (see Figure 76)

Natural Resources
The pond south of Route 2A is a watch-listed species habitat. In addition to the
habitat, two small coniferous wetlands (totalling 0.8 acres) south of Rte. 2A, south
Hanscom Fieldr are unique to the Park's landscape. These areas should be protect
and managed solely for natural resource interpretive purposes.
• Watch listed species habitat (see Figure 76, "T")
• Two coniferous wetlands to protect and interpret ("U")

Evaluation of Paul Revere Commemorative Site Area
The opportunities for agricultural reintroduction are limited to small-scale fields '1

77: The Nelson Farm Area. A portion of the Battle Road is restored
.ciirme.:tit1£ to the Battle Road Visitors Center. The roadway is lined with stone
and mature sugar maple and oak trees.

the north side of Rte. 2A because the Park is so narro"v at this point and there is a
need to screen Hanscom Air Force Base. Hov.rever, opportunities do exist for larg
scale agriculture on the south side of Rte. 2A, an area in ivhich agriculture is
appropriate for setting the landscape context of April 19th, 1775. At that time, the

'f!te Nelson Farm area is located in the eastern end of the Park and begins where a
N 1 n House and Barn. Also
portion of the Battle Road is restored near th e - e so
.

landscape consisted of tilled fields and meadows (see Figure 42). Specifically,
reintroducing agriculture in the area covered by small forest patches vvould
reinforce its historic character and aid in interpreting both the landscape history

included is the Battle Road Visitors Center, the Bluff and the Jacob W1ttemore
I-louse (see Figures 64 and 78).

the Running Battle history. These recommendations are compatible "vith un1W'"~
the agricultural resources and protecting the wetlands. Opportunities exist for
natural resource interpretation in the coniferous wetlands south of Rte. 2A.

---···--··--·----------
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Landscape History
~eintroduction should be done at a smaller scale than in the western
}'atk. The Hanscom Air Force Base housing just to the north of Nelson
d be screened, as should the Visitor's Center. However, with the Nelson
Barn and the existence of stone walls in this area, historic character could

Molsuitable/~uitable fo~

d through agricultural reintroduction. There is a concentration of
dscape elements in the Nelson Farm area including:
ting stone wall network
House and Barn - Leasable (see Figure 78 "V")
ittemore House and Hargrove Barn ("W")

Running Battle History
on Farm area is associated with important Running Battle skirmishes such
r's Revenge" and the action at "The Bluff." In 1775 the Bluffs was
.d and so should be managed as woodland for interpreting the Running
':However, this option may be limited due to the power lines cutting across
k' in this location.
:,:Jhe power lines should be screened as much as possible, and views should be
directed away from Minute Man Vocational High School and the Visitor's
Genter.
C/ 1•gi:ic11lt1Jre should be reintroduced in order to interpret the landscape context

KEY
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111 lfetlands
1111 Current

Agriculture
!!!!! Rare Species Habitats
111 lfater
• Historic structures
Figure 78·
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well as the skirmishes.

Agricultural Resources
Nelson Farm area of the Park is generally not appropriate for agricultural
uses. A large portion of the area is wetland and the habitat for a state-listed rare
invertebrate (see Wildlife/Habitat section below). However, small pockets of
land are Most Suitable and Suitable for agriculture, especially on the north side
of the restored section of the Battle Road.

____ __,..,----143

• Agricultural uses generally not appropriate, but,
• Small areas north of Nelson Road in the forested areas Most Suitable and
Suitable for agricultural reintroduction

Natura] Resources
The wetlands in the vicinity of the Battle Road Visitor Center, located within the'
Nelson Farm area, is habitat for a state-listed rare species. The extensive wetland
system, encompassing both sides of Rte. 2A, should be preserved as it is, includin
all woodlands within 100 feet of the wetland edge. Similarly, the 0.6 acres of
compact bog shrubs, located south of Rte. 2A, southwest of the intersection with
Mass Ave. are unique to the Park and should be managed for natural resource
interpretive purposes.
• Protect state-listed rare species habitat ("X" on Figure 78)
• Protect and interpret extensive wetland ecosystem on both sides of 2A

• Protect and interpret unique compact bog shrub wetland (0.7 acres) south of 2
("Y")

Evaluation of Nelson Farm Area

The reintroduction of small-scale agriculture in the forested portions to the north
Nelson Road (in order to interpret the Landscape/Battle History) is compatible with·
the agricultural resources. Protection of the approximately 10 acre wetland areas
(state-listed rare species habitat) is compatible with needed screening of the power
lines in the Bluff area. Additional natural resource interpretive potential includes
the interpretation of the compact bog shrub wetland (0.7 acres). Reintroducing
scale agriculture within the stone wall network to the north of the Battle Road and
at the Nelson Farm is compatible with interpreting both the Landscape History and
the Running Battle history. Additional places for agricultural reintroduction are at
"Parker's Revenge" (see Figure 44).

.
. h . contrast between open fields and forest
figure 79: Aerial View of Fzske Hz/I s owing . b I wa (Rte. 128) built around the
c_·®e_. r. Fiske Hill is located next to the first ma1or e1t28 y the ma1·or gateway of the
·
Th e Rte. 2A exzt from
zs
Boston Metropolitan regwn.
Park from the Boston Region.
k The Battle Road runs on the
Flske Hill is located at the eastern border of the Par .
th
'zsting road. Most
1
th
me alignment as e ex
~orth side of the hill, rough! y a ong e sa
b th NPS on its
Of Fiske Hill is forested, although a 10 acre field is kept open y e
11
I
t such as stone ""Ta
southern side. There are also cultural landscape e emen s
ftagments and a house foundation.
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Landscape History
J-{ill is another important place for interpreting the continuum of landscape
The historic land use pattern is apparent in the stone walls and in the forest
~that has grown up since
.
.it was a ban done d .
M:ru:w,u•c should be reintroduced
Stone wall framework should be maintained and cleared of trees wherever
appropriate

·· zoo' of woodlands north of the Battle Road should be maintained for screening

Running Battle History
Hill is associated with the Running Battle in two ways. 1) The British reped on the northern side of the hill before they proceeded back to Boston and, 2)
was an exchange of fire between a Colonist and a British soldier at the Fiske

Agriculture should be reintroduced on Fiske Hill, and south of the Battle Road
to improve interpretation potential of the Running Battle.
Woodlands north of the Battle Road should be maintained because they were
present in 1775.

I
I

Agricultural Resources
,'f'•IU·es historic structure buffers and a few small wetlands on the periphery, the

KEY
111 lfeUands
lllD Current Agriculture
I!!! Rare Species Habitats
II Water
Ill Historic Structures

Acres/Hectares
~ Forest

Cover
.... The Battle Road
N Slone Walls
If Streams

10/4hl
5/2

LlJ

NORTH

· ;···.·•:-:-•<'Hill area of the Park is appropriate for agricultural uses, based on soil capability
and landuse/land cover assessments. However, soil conditions and present
r.,,d cover suggests most of the land is Least Suitable, suggesting pasture or haying
l Uses of the land. The existing agricultural land (presently leased) should be

1·

~. :_:-}.. ,~tinued to used for agricultural purposes in the future. Additional small areas

~I
,:f

=~~~~e !O:

Map offlske Hill area, showing synthesis of Landscape History, Running
istory, Agricultural and Natural Resources. Also show
d
d
"M t 5 ·
n are areas eeme
os uitab/e" or "Suitable" for agricultural uses (Z).

f

'adjacent to existing agricultural land are Suitable and Most Suitable.
• Existing leased agricultural land exist in this area should continue to be farmed
• There are additional small areas of Suitable and Most Suitable agricultural

- - - - · - - - -.. - - - · - - · · - -.. · - - - - - · ·
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land, within which farming can be reintroduced (see Figure 80, "Z'')

<;;£~;;\;
o men! of a Potential Interpretive Roads and Trails System
::;;;.::; 'fhree - Devel p
.
. S
T
as a framework, a
;icjj~I'
. nificant interpretive places determined m tep wo
d th t
L:),;itjsl_ng the s1g mework for an interpretive road and trail system was plan~e , . a
·.·.·.· .'.•. -'..··.~.··
.-----. . .'ceptual fra
h
h n in Figure 81. The trail system is organized into a
,-,_;
laces toget er, ass ow
h
th
y
•. ·.::l:.j;tkS the p
.
The spine of the system, designed for t e mos eav
• .• •·
f use categories.
d
Natural Resources
·. •. :.j\;erarchy o
1 R d The Battle Road brings visitors to the significant p 1aces, an
: ··· - the Batt e oa ·
f
d
trails
The fields and second-growth scrub areas on Fiske Hill are the only known habitat
.
the landscape through a series o secon .ary h .
r -_,,_ -_, >' is
they can experience
in Minute Man NHP for the black racer snake, and is possible habitat for the equal
;:·,~o/" theretake the visitors off of the main road enabling them to experience t e
uncommon milk snake (Windmiller and Walton, 1992, p. 38).
Yq;lre. trails
Th
·11 be able to learn about the landscape
. ;;·: :,
f m a different prospect.
ey WI
.
.:raiidscape ro
f th p k in addition to the history of the Running
-:-->><-\___
nd natural resources o
e ar '
Cook's Pond (north of the restored section of the Battle Road), is the most diverse
. Mlltory a
·}~ttle.
aquatic habitat in the Park. The woodlands within 500 feet of the edge of Cook's
Pond contain resident populations of gray tree frogs and spotted salamanders
,->---:'>,
. .
otential trail locations is 1} to link significant places
,',Jhe: criteria for determ1n1ng P . . f ld atterns 3) to respect natural resources,
(Windmiller and Walton, 1992, p. 37). Wetlands, in addition to those around
:.for. interpretation, 2) to respect h1stonc ie . p 1
1'
In addition linkages to the
Cook's Pond, are located near Rte. 128, and southeast of Fiske Hill. They are not
. .
d proi·ected agr1cu tura use.
'
'arid
4)
to
respect
ex1stmg
an
.
.
n of Concord will
unique to the Park, yet should be protected from agricultural run-off.
i~wn of Lincoln trail system and to conservation land in the tow
• Large areas of Least Suitable land also exist in this area, and are appropriate
haying or pasture (see Figure 33)

-,:..•.-,:...iJS.•..

:
.

• Manage second-growth scrub and agricultural fields habitat for snake species
• Protect Cook's Pond as it is the most diverse aquatic habitat in the Park
• Protect and interpret small wetlands around periphery of Fiske Hill

be planned.

Evaluation of Fiske Hill Area
The potential for agricultural reintroduction is compatible both in terms of
interpretation of landscape history and existing agricultural resources. Agricultural
reintroduction is also compatible with needed \Vildlife habitat protection in the
Cook's Pond area as well as desired wildlife habitat management on Fiske Hill. The
stone walls should be maintained and farming should be reintroduced within their
framework. The open fields should continue to be farmed as they represent
continuity of land use. The Fiske Hill area is also important as an entry, i.e. a
gateway from Route 128 and the suburban landscape surrounding the Park at this
end. The transition from a heavily developed landscape to the agricultural
landscape within the Park's boundary, will strengthen Minute Man NHP's identity
as an historic cultural landscape.

_______________________________________..,
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J.7 Chapter Summacy
ier describes the results of applying the methods outlined in Chapter Two.

ct was to develop management guidelines for preservation of the historic
and for using the landscape as a tool for interpreting the landscape history
Jl.iinning Battle History as well as the agricultural and natural resources of
_Man National Historical Park. An "identification-assessment-management
.·· s" sequence was applied. Also, the landscape of the Park was assessed for
!int interpretive places, and eight were determined and management options

. Art interpretive trail system to link the interpretive places was

as well.
· plication of the landscape history sub-method highlighted some interesting
of the Park and its history. In mapping the existing cultural landscape
, a network of stone walls, altogether over 17 miles long, was found to be

· the most important character-defining features. The walls are not only a
ant "small-scale feature," they also outline a field pattern that may be intact

the 17th and 18th centuries. These walls add to the integrity of the Park's
cape and indicate a great deal of continuity.
agricultural land use present through history was also found to be an important
!er-defining feature in this landscape. Here too, there are parts of the Park
a high degree of continuity of land use. Finally, the park's forests were also
d to be another important character-defining feature. As the land was cleared,
"Patial organization opened up; as the forests grew bad< in the early 20th century

landscape became more enclosed.

;;~the assessment for historic character there were several areas of the Park with the

,'',/,;;;,:<:

righest" and 'High" degree of historic character cover 169 acres, qr 23% of the
for these areas focused on reta1mng
th e spatia
f. ·
Trea tmen! options
·
· ·
· 1
Walls
Matmn
and
stabilizing
and
protecting
the
cultural
resources
such
as
stone
;:-;~
,:-<otganiz ·
•1. • ·.·.
·
ost of the Park fell into the "Moderate Degree of }-l.istoric Character''
.
Approximately 68% (496 acres) of the Park could be rehabilitated through
" O!\dscape •

1.

~~i

.~{ "'>~ory.
~1. re1ntr
( ducbon
of agriculture m order to reinforce historic character.
.
.
.
~['

.·. ·

Only 46 acres
) fell into the "Low Degree of Historic Character" category. These areas should be
0

63
on the rest of the landscape.
,-;(•L screened to decrease their
. impact
.
--

-----~::
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or functions they provide to the ecosystem. Again,
d
se o
f Uy managed -- and the status quo preserved -- ue to
should be care u
areaS
. 1'ficance in the landscape.

f their uniqueness

The Running Battle History sub-method found that since the fighting on April 19
1775 took place on the move, there were 10 areas (65 acres) rated "Highest
Importance to Battle Interpretation" where specific battle events occurred. located
along the Battle Road from Meriam's Corner to Fiske Hill. The Battle Road itself,
along with the routes traveled by the Colonists were rated as having a "High Degr'
of Importance to Battle Interpretation." The remaining 654 acres~ or 90% of the
landscape, fell into the "Moderate Degree of Importance to Battle Interpretation"
the context of the fighting.

s1gn

ined eight significant interpretive places stand out
resources are comb
'
iJc;Wl!•en ese d
e They are the areas around Meriam's Corner, )ones/Stowe
;:> ;'.!(i)~h< park Jan scap · k F
Bloody Angles, the Paul Revere c ommemo rative
M·not Farm Broo s arm,
h. t
1
, d F k Hill These places have significant landscape is ory,
Nelson Farm, an
is e
.
d h Id b
·ng Battle, agricultural and/ or natural resources that can an s ou
e

th

x,J:~jerpreted.

Management options focused on retaining and reinforcing historic character by
reintroducing agriculture through a combination strategies in the "Highest" areas.
In the "High" areas, there are opportunities for replacement of missing document
cultural landscape features of the Battle Road at Virginia Road, but options are
limited for most of Rte. 2A at this time. In the ''Moderate" areas, a more flexible
approach was advocated. In these places, the reintroduction of agriculture would
function as a backdrop to help visitors visualize the landscape in \·Vhich the fightin
took place.

z<;,:; ..
.
h t r k these places was also
\_-~_;:~>i·x-, 1 ment of an interpretive trail system t a in s
.
.
<\·:·,:,j:'he deve op
. ti
of a main trail an intermediary trail and loop
. .• ·;•· el ped The system, cons1s ng
,
t
;'.~ o ~es visitors through the landscape on a hierarchy of paths. They can s ay
•'.•.•.•.·.·l)'...•Jls, mo
•••·
· t ·1 nd be expose d to a ll of the resources the Park has to offer, or go off
--5<9,rl__ the main rai a
h
he colonists' route during
:.:;'::0:::·--;- ecial trails that interpret a specific resource, sue as t
. .
siunning Battle, or vernal pools and their role in the funct10mng of the

••(i;

>ecosystem.
;-;';Jhaping the landscape as an interpretive tool will greatly add to the Park'shability to

Minute Man's agricultural and natural resources ivere also identified and assessed1
and management guidelines for the resources were developed. In terms of
agricultural resources, 106.3 acres of land in the Park were determined to be most
suitable for agriculture, while an additional 75.2 acres are suitable, totaling 181.5
acres, or 25% of the Park. The areas most suitable and suitable for agricultural uses
should be leased to farmers, while other areas of the Park should be managed by
National Park Service for agriculture or other resource management and
interpretation. Approximately 10o/o of the Park is currently used for agricultural
purposes. Most of this land is located at the western end of the Park, in the Minot
and Jones/Stowe areas of the landscape.
In terms of natural resources, unique physiographic elements, including the glacial
lake bed and swamp deposits, as well as glacial erratics, were determined most
significant for natural history and physiography interpretive potential. These parts
of the landscape should be managed for interpretive purposes. T\·\rO_ rare or
endangered and three watch listed wildlife species and their habitats were identified
in the Park, and 16.4 acres of wetland and riparian systems deemed most significant

w~~:sl:n~scape

nvey the rich landscape history, the Running Battlfe history'.tas
th Park has to of er to v1s1 ors.
e
.
h
b en
<--'---- .
. .
an et a sense of what it must ave e
< .becomes the stage through which visitors c g
.
• 1. ik
.. e to fire on the most powerful army in the world. In addition, this landsdcape.~vas
'd
t
endous opportunity to esm e
1n. . . ostly agricultural since 1650, and prov1 es a rem
·Hr .
ique place
.
f N ' E gland Minute Man N
is a un
the cultural landscape history o
ev. n
·
in the United States, and it has a powerful message to convey.

··•.•••.·.·.·.······90·

~Wicultural and natural resources

By reintroducing agriculture, the historic character of the Park will n.ot tohnlypblaece but
d t d hat went on In is
'
enhanced making it easier for visitors to un ers an w
,
.
. b
o le and the land will also be
a Productive working relat1onsh1p etween pe p
1
t
,
f h p k . form us of the best Paces o
enhanced. The agricultural resources o t e ar In
b
d to
. the Park can also e use
reintroduce agriculture, while the natural resources in
.
s
.
f h p k At the same time, these resource
expand the interpretive potential o t e ar ·
.
should be protected as valuable natural resources of the reg10n.
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CHAPTER FOUR: SUMMARY
4.1 Introduction

lfiJlment of Cooperative Agreement CA-1600-0-9904 between the National Park
e and the University of Massachusetts, this report will contribute to the
pment of a Cultural Landscape Treatment Plan for Minute Man National
ical Park. By developing management guidelines for the landscape history,
·ng Battle, agricultural and natural resources, the landscape can be properly
ged and interpreted, expanding the potential of Minute Man beyond its
t level.
are some conclusions to make about developing guidelines for cultural
dscapes and their application at Minute Man National Park. This project
ided a great opportunity in historic preservation to challenge the notion of
zing" time as a means of interpreting the history of a place. After all, years pass
the landscapes changes with each new generation. The cumulative effect of all
his time is represented in the landscape and should be appreciated.
;/:[teloping management guidelines for using the landscape as an interpretive tool
\~<lt' both the landscape history and the running battle history followed the same
. ;lU)l!lytical framework: to identify the components of each, assess them and develop

:'J;~'r~anagement guidelines within a rehabilitation framework for enhancing the
.,,landscape's "historic character." The management guidelines were designed to
-, <--~hance the degree of historic character in order to help visitors visualize the
historic landscape. The development of management guidelines for the agricultural
'and natural resources of the Park followed the same analytical framework.
Management guidelines were designed to both protect the natural resources of the
fegion while aiding interpretation of the cultural landscape. The management
guidelines for all four components (Landscape History, Running Battle History,
Agricultural Resources and Natural Resources) used rehabilitation as the primary
treatment.

,'_\~''
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4.2 Summary of Landscape History Section

. .
d 1 d use were lost in these areas, contributing to
izatton an an
f
found to belong in the "Low Degree o
.
Only 46 acres were
.
. ted of places where parking lots,
10 wer raung. " category. These areas consis
toriC characdter dern structures were located (see Figure 38).
er- Jines an mo

;c spatial organ

Some of the most important issues raised in this study of cultural landscapes We··
related to the definition and assessment of the key issues. Specifically, in iden!ifyj
cultural landscapes as "Processes and Components" as advocated in Bulletin 1130,
may be easy to fall into the trap of seeing the landscape as a collection of separate
"data layers.'' However, it is only when these layers of information are seen as a
whole, including their history, that the landscape becomes a unique place. It was
suggested that one way to synthesize the landscape's processes and components w
through an analysis of its historic character. This begins to answer the question,
what exactly makes a landscape look the way it does? If the landscape is be
understood in this comprehensive way, assessment and treatments will be more
appropriate.

.
.
ribed in Chapter Three suggested a rehabilitation
treattnent op!lons desc h 1
.th more management guidelines for each
_-:
the Park as a w o e, wi
·. oach for
Th
treatment options included little or no
. the assessment.
ese
H'
.
ory in
h .
the "Highest Degree of istonc
i;vention for those areas already _av:~gral should be reintroduced in those places
acter." Only certain types of agncu u
.
1
'th a "Moderate Degree of
r
Historic Character" while p aces wi
a ''High Degree of
.
. t duced "'Tith fewer restrictions. It
"
Id h e agriculture rein ro
ric Character cou
a~
"
De ree of Historic Character" should be
found that areas rated with a Lo"
g

e.

T

eened (see Figure 38).
The analysis of the Park's current features and historic character showed a
remarkable continuity over time. If a Colonial, Victorian or Early 20th Century
farmer were to look across the landscape typical for Concord they would all see a
similar scene. In general, they would see an open, agricultural landscape with sma
fields (2-12) acres, bounded by stone walls or hedgerows. They could walk down th~§
same roads or lanes and they would see many of the same structures along the way/;:
There is a great deal of continuity in this type of scene in Minute Man and a1thou
the forest has grown in since the early l900's this type of character still exists in the
Park.

Summacy of Running Battle History Section
4.3 -

: ~:;l~i~·;_: ;:_'._

.
of the same concepts as cultural landscape
.x:u;JJattlefield identification relies on many
f
ht along a three-mile stretch of
:•;:fi'i
.. ,
A Minute Man, the battle was oug
.
h
-'-;::_<--Xdentif1cation.
t
.
H'll Since this was a hnear battle, t e
4><;;_,i--_-,
M · 's Corner and Fiske I between enam
.
. #40 b eak the battle down into its
.•.. •.·.•.•·.·.c.'r<\adway
•> .
"
d f'ned by m Bulletin
, r
>•!'•"locations and areas as e i
h' hlight for
.•kc\ •
l R d These should be places to ig
: . ·+:<1>mponent parts along the Batte oa .
d th drama of what took place on
• ;, .
d t nd the chronology an
e
<,-;\:-visitors so they .can un ers a
.
b
at Meriam's Corner and
. •
l the Running Batt1e egan ··'•April 19th, 1775. For examp e,
Th C nists attacked and harassed
The continuity in terms of historic character was the focus of the assessment applied:'.
<''
. h .
t "Bloody Angles."
e o1o
'.';there
was
intense
fig
ting
a
t ted by intense fighting.
to the Park. It was found that there were at total of 70 acres or approximately 10% of
•:,
d
but the fight was punc ua
the British all along the roa way,
d ho ld be highlighted for
the Park where the "Highest Degree of Historic Character" still existed. These areas
1aces w here they occurre s u
_-These
places
events
and
the
P
are located primarily in the eastern end of the Park in the Minot Farm Area. Here,
Visitors.
the spatial organization, land use, structures and small-scale features have been
hat connects them
relatively unchanged since the early 18th century. In addition, there were
h. hi' hted places and t h e roa d t
Jn terms of an assessment, these ig ig
t f on"(65 acres in all)
approximately 100 acres of land categorized as having a "High Degree of Historic
. " - h
I
rtance to Battle Interpre a I
Were
found
to
be
in
H1g
est
mpo
.
"
11·
1
In addition, it was
Character," i.e., having all the same features as those rated higher except the land
1 I t P etation respec ve y.
and "High Importance to Batte n er r
1 "M derately Important for
was not in agricultural use.
t f the Battle \vas a so
o
found that the landscape contex 0
(
Fgure 44) Treatment
"
.
h
t t 1 area of 654 acres see I
.
Batt!e Interpretation wit a o a
developed based on the
Most of the Park was found to have a "Moderate Degree of Historic Character" (496
.
f
historic
character
were
Options for increasing the degree 0
_ _ ...- - - - - - - - acres in all). In most places, the stone wall framework still exists, although the
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assessment categories described above Th I
h
..
·
epans ouldem 1
re h abihtation strategy for the t. p
P oy an overall
en ire ark but withi h 1
assumed that the more impo t t
'
n t at arger framework, it \\I"
r an an area for battle i t
.
as
should resemble the 1775 I d
n erpretatmn, the more it
an scape. Therefore the
·
management should be directed at th
'
most mtense level of lanctsca
ose areas assessed "M
lnterpretation." Agricultural reintrod t'
ost 1mportant for Bat
.
uc ion was found to be
achieve a higher degree of land
h
.
an excellent way to
scape c aracter In these areas.

4.4 Summary of Agriculh1ral Resources Section

Methods for the identification, assessment and man
.
resources within a cultural I d
agement of agricultural
.
an scape were developed and a r d
.·
m the method involved the .d ff .
PP ie . The three steps.
l en I ication of soils· wetland
d
streams; current land use/la d
'
s; pan s, rivers and
n cover; and place-oriented . f
.
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'
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f
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'
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.
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· d
.
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.
d .
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ce-or1ente 1nformaf
F" 11
guidelines based on the results of th 'd 'f·
!On. ma y, management
e 1 enb 1cation and as
d eveloped.
sessment procedures were_,

The application of these methods to Minute Man N
.
106.3 acres of land most suitabl f
.
HP resulted m the detection of
e or agricultural p f
is suitable. It is in these areas I
ed
rac ices and 75.2 acres of land that
' ocat for the most
· h
Park, that agricultural rein trod ti.
part m t e western section of the
uc on should take plac Add ..
land exist throughout the Park' I d
e.
it1onal small pockets of
s an scape. In the rem . . 5
other resource management sh Id b f'
.
anung 70 acres, farming or
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e 1rst priority F
.
wooded wetlands wetland
. or example, m the 236 acres of
'
resource management ·
.
wetlands and the habitats the
.
. . ' mvo1vmg the protection of the
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4.5 Summary of Natural Resources Section

ods for the identification, assessment and management of natural resources,
'fically wildlife and their habitats and wetland and riparian systems, within a
al landscape were developed and applied.

ary, the methods, based on state of the art research, developed procedures
the identification, assessment and management of natural resources in a cultural
:ascape. There were three steps in the method included the identification of the
· ral history and physiography of the landscape setting, existing and potential
dlife and their habitats, and wetland and riparian systems. After these factors
e identified, they were assessed to determine the most significant features,
'S life, habitats, and wetland/river systems. Finally, management guidelines for
natural resources, based on the results of the identification and assessment
~,,~~-Ocedures, were developed.

._,j~e application of these methods to Minute Man resulted in the detection of swamp

:·:51!~eposits (scattered throughout the landscape), glacial lake deposits (at the western
;:i·:;;~rid of the Park) and glacial erratics (throughout the landscape) as the most
-::::':,~~,:~',~gnificant natural history resources. The application also identified two rare or

; ;';~dangered wildlife species (Mystic Valley Amphipod and Elderberry Borer Beetle),
<'.,lhree watch-listed species (Spotted Salamander, Common Shiner and Frosted Elfin),
· 1heir habitats in the Park, and numerous target species (i.e., Indigo Bunting, Nesting
·:,'!!obolink) requiring a variety of agricultural-related habitats. Finally, specific
,- ,\Vetland and riparian systems were identified as having numerous values to the
:~cosystem, while others, including a coniferous wetland and compact bog shrub
:\vetJand, were determined to be unique to the landscape. These recommendations,
however, are based on a limited survey of biological resources for the Park. The
lllethodology described should be implemented when remaining inventories and
research projects are completed to arrive at a more comprehensive assessment and
appropriate management guidelines. Once the data are gathered, the methods from
this study can then be applied to integrate into the overall management plan.
These resources should be protected and interpreted for their own value to the
landscape as well as for their role in the shaping of the cultural landscape. These
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resources should not be forgotten and destroyed as cultural landscape rehabilitatj
takes place in Minute Man NHP

,,f

Overlaying the landscape history, Running Battle, agricultural and natural resour
resulted in the determination of eight significant interpretive places in the
landscape of Minute Man National Historical Park. They are the Meriam's Corner,
Minot Farm, Jones/Stowe Farm, Brooks Farm, Bloody Angles/Hartwell, Paul
Revere Capture Site, Nelson Farm, and Fiske Hill areas.

together. The system, consisting of a main trail along the Battle Road and additio
secondary trails off of the main road, moves visitors through the landscape,
exposing them to all of the resources the Park has to offer, from the excitement
imbedded in the story of the Running Battle to the role wetlands played in the
historical landscape as well as their role in today's landscape.

.

ortant uestions to be answered concerning the
•,)'•J,
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4.7 Overall Summary

Interpreting the cultural landscape through agricultural reintroduction is being
advocated more frequently by the National Park Service, as well as other agencies
and organizations as a public/private partnership to advnace mutual goals for
cultural landscape interpretation and to support contemporary agriculture. This
report focused on the cultural and historical aspects of the larger Cultural Landscape
Management Plan as well as the natural and agricultural resources. In taking this
more comprehensive planning approach, the NPS can broaden its mission and
interpret much more than the beginning of the Revolutionary War. Shaping the
landscape as an interpretive tool will greatly add to the Park's ability to convey both
the rich landscape history, the Running Battle history as well as the Park's natural
resources to visitors. Minute Man is indeed a very important place, both in history
and today. The issues explored in this study should help to ensure that the
transformation the Park is about to undergo is a change for the best.
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and values of the multiple resources in the Park are needed

. pENDIX A: THE BATILE ROAD LANDSCAPE AND THE CAUSES
AND CONSEQUENCES OF THE REVOLUTION

should. be developed for children and senior citizens, for fa~i~~sa:~r;;;ams
educational groups, for local citizens and for foreign tourists.

by Brian Donahue
Landscape Historian and Consultant to the METLAND Team

Finally · dd" ·
, in a ition to more historical research, the treatment
t.
recommended in th·
s op 10ns
.
is study should be analyzed and applied at the site scale
De'.ailed mana.gement guidelines should be developed at this scale to aid .
agricultural reintroduction In th.
.
views would bett
.
..
is type of design work, simulations of perspectiv
er visuahze the resources and issues identified and
.
report. In addition, the analysis of historic character could help parki~s~::e: m thi
1

farms along the Battle Road in 1775 were part of a traditional agrarian society in
-ble. There was no "subsistence crisis", however, there was a strong sense of
·roshing prospects. This was a result of a farm system that had reached its
logical limits: the land had all the subsistence farms it could support, given the
!rional farming methods. In the words of Bob Gross, "the terms of life were
tening."1 This situation may not have been the principal "cause" of the
lution, but it did make farmers feel strongly that they needed to defend their
dangered way of life, when they saw Britain attempting to place them under
---hter imperial economic and political reins.

:1~:r~~;~~:c~~:~;;~:tin~e:::~:~n~ii::~~::;:~:~:ments into the :xistin; gn

design alternatives.

would help evaluate the

As more historic data be
.
.
h I .
comes ava1 1able, visual simulation could also be used t
e p interpret the cultural landscape histor For exa
.
o
could be generated that depict the land
y. d .
mple, a series of photographs
scape urmg any giv hi
.
.
.·
en stone period in any··
given location · c omputers could be us d t ·
·
.
'
historic, cultural or natural the
th e : mteract1vely mterpret any of the Park's
Thi
.
mes roug maps, photographs, and simulations
s new emerging technology could "revolutionize" the way .. t
1
.
the Park. Further research should b d
. .
v1s1 ors earn about
by this computer techn I
e one to capitalize on opportunities presented
oogy.
The_ resources and interpretive potential of the Battle Road Unit f M"
M
Nat10nal Historical Park extends far beyond its 725 acres.
o
mute an

traditional farm system was build on the hay meadows and the livestock they
warted, other subsistence crops such as corn, rye and apples, and woodlots. The
.· scape along the road was being utilized to the full capacity of this system: all the
,<WJ)\eadows that could be found were in production, tillage was at its historical
'~l~\wiximum, small orchards abounded, most of the uplands were in pastures that
',s;zt~~stained cattle during the summer, and woodland was reduced about as low as it
:'.';Jl~e!y could be as long as the inhabitants continued to rely on local wood supplies
'J§iff!r heat and other needs. This system was close to being ecologically stable,
L:·:f~~!hough a slow drain of pasture nutrients was underway, and tillage lands were
~;ifl'fobably overtaxed. But the system could not be expanded or intensified without
:,',:;:~:~ng transformed, because the limit of the crucial resource, meadow hay, had
;,,!tlready been reached.
:-<;>

·,~'F!owever, the patriarchal social system by which this agrarian society functioned
,c;:f~'mred large families, which allowed these laborious farms and trades to be
.:\'!IUccessfully run, and which guaranteed support for the parents in old age. Hence,
.'°the system was under pressure from population growth. Whether this was an
:/;Jntrinsic contradiction because large families were strictly necessary to the system, or
.. ·Whether it was simply the continuation of a habit from earlier days when there was
lanct to fill up, and mortality from smallpox and other diseases was more common,
,:-~s unresolved by historians. In any case, by the mid-17th century, it was becoming
increasingly difficult for fathers to establish their children on local farms, because
.the land base was saturated. Hence, the prospects for young people were
ditninishing, and the traditional agrarian system was under stress.
~is was not a crisis situation because, with the end of the French and Indian \vars,
ere was room for surplus children to migrate to frontier settlements in New
England, thus extending and replicating the traditional system in new areas.

;------

-

--·····

-

' R.Oben A. Gross, The Minutemen and Their World. New York: Hill & Wang, 1975, 106.
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However, this still left the older towns feelin d. . .
the status of patriarches that their fath
d g ummshed. Most men aspirect
comfortable farmers with their childre~r~:~ grandfathers had achieved, as
ta
many children were leaving town and .t
established on farms near by. No
means to give all their children a good ~ta;t"~n~1~fic~ for most parents to find ~
Iow~r status on inadequate subsistence h 1 . i e.
~ny chddr~~ were sinkin
pay1?~ trades or as laborers. Most histor~~~~gsl s~rapmg for a hvmg in poor!/ I
in cr1s1s, it wasn't really prospering eith . . ee t at w~1le colonial society was _-:·'·
slow at best.2
er. It was stagnating. Economic growth \vn

~.NIJIX

B: EXECUTIVE SUMMARY OF CULTURAL LANDSCAPE
MANAGEMENT PLAN - PHASE I

989 a General Management Plan for Minute Man National Historical Park was

d outlining the long-term goal of approximating the character of the
ape that existed along the Battle Road in 1775. To attain this goal, the
· nal Park Service is considering a rehabilitation of the historic landscape which
include a land leasing program for compatible forms of agriculture within
ark. Landscape rehabilitation is defined as "the process of returning a property
/.tate of utility, through repair or alteration, which makes possible an efficient
· porary use while preserving those portions and features of the property
are significant to its historic, architectural and cultural values" (quoted from
Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation, revised 1990).

Along the Battle Road, we can find exa
I
..
Joshua Brook's children throu hout N mpEes of these cond1t10ns in the dispersal
like that of Joseph Mason worgk.
ew ngland, and in the presence of fami!'
b
,
ing as a currier and oc
·
I
etween the Hartwells and the Brooks.
cupymg a very small farm
!his condition of stagnation was not imme .
.
- _: mdeed, for a time, things continued to e diately improved by the Revolution: :;
1825 was one of difficult and painful t g t worse. The 50 year period from 1775 to ·•
create conditions that led to a n
rans1tton. However, the Revolution did hel
of a domestic manufacturing ec~:o approach to farming, including the developmen
entrepreneurs, and a sense of politi~r ~~~vernmen_t t~at was responsive to
needed to involve themselves more - th ec~nonuc independence. Farmers
children a start. They gradually lear~':ct t~ ~~~ economy to get the means to give
wheat and coal for local subsistenc
d
. sl!tute imported resources such as
.
.
e pro uction of some cro
d
. .
own pro d uction in other crops for the
k
. ps, _an to spec1ahze th
to "commercialism" went a social tr i;ar et: Along with this economic transitio
c!ass, and materially prosperous. Ti=~~::a~1on. toward a~pirations to be middle
SIZe, women's desire to escape the g . ct·
~ this was deliberately limited family
traditional patriarchal system
d tnn mg udgery they had endured under the
approach to farming and trad~:~ emperance and a more rational, "managed"

purpose of this project, Phase I in a larger process, was to produce a preliminary
cultural potential map indicating areas within the Park which could be managed
e National Park Service or leased to farmers. A digital database was compiled,
a Geographic Information System (GIS) was used to generate and evaluate
_arios for historic leasing. Areas in the Park were assessed for their agricultural
ability based on physical factors such as soil types, slope, current vegetation and
use. In addition to assessing the land for agriculture suitability, interpretive
:;~~~ential of historic resources in the Park, such as restored buildings and stone
y~;~·~s, were included in the process, as were the sites of important skirmishes which
·5~k place on April 19, 1775. These important areas were treated differently in the
\':}yaluation of agricultural land.

''!:~digital database was developed and used to analyze the spatial information in the

:rark. The methods developed by this study use this database and are flexible,
Although some prospered in takin u h
/nCO~porating new data as it becomes available. The GIS facilitates this process in an
Battle Road, these changes can be g P _t ese new w~ys, others failed. Along the
-~fic1ent, consistent and accurate manner. For example, as new wetlands are
dairy fa~rning, and the appearance s:~a;ne~he expansion of commercial livestock and
!l'•pped, they too can be eliminated from the land available for farming. As
often pamted white, with front ards an~ ' mo:e prosperous houses and barns,
:' · additional historic data is uncovered, representing different periods in history, they
of orchards, and the failure of oTct t d
trehes, but at the same time in the decline ' .can be incorporated into the methods and generation of agricultural leasing
ra es sue as the tannery.
•.cenarios.

I

2 James_ A. Henretta, "Wealth and Social Structure" in Jack p
Essays m the New History of the Early Modern Er~ B It'
._GJreene & J.~. Pole, eds, Colonial British America:
3
, a imore. ohns Hopkins, 1984.
Richard L. Bushman, "Opening the American C
. ,,
Early American History, New York: Knopf 1991 ou1~~s1~e, Jame~ Henretta et al. eds, The Transformation of
same volume.
'
·
so, enretta, The Transition to Capitalism in America,"

As information can easily be added into the methods, they create a framework for an

!

~ngoing process involving the National Park Service Staff as well as the public. The

:

j

ramework also works to answer the question "What if?" and can be employed in a
l'lib!ic forum.

:f

fhe scenarios generated in this phase are a starting point for further investigation

1
-

<: ~~eh1a.sstothricblea~infg potenht~chal. tThdey a re n ot ~lanstrortev~n spTehcific proi:osals, bbut

e as1s rom w
o eve1op 1easing s a eg1es.
e scenarios can e
~oovmer~.sUCn.,·Hv."Prbkaes,sB01f.gNifeowusEen,gll1a·11nlde.Hlo9us84e., Back House. Barn: Th e Connected Farm Buildings ofNew Eng/and, . I.·1 :tltsect to advance
the implementation of the Park's General Management Plan in
l

:£'., ;_ errns of managing cultural landscape interpretive potential through agricultural
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ked by woodlands in the distance would mimic (in a
long the road b ac
f h
Jand a
t d form) the actual colonial landscape o t e area.
pat concentra e
d in this area would be considered suitable for row
little (or none) of the lan h arts of it were pressed into cultivahon m the
cUJtivation today, althoug pld b eak up a few acres of pasture every year in the
1 period. i:o\.vever, we c~u a~d take a low maintenance crop such as
.. f renovat10n and reseeding,
.
( l
.th hairy vetch) could
eo
.
kin harvest winter rye a ong w1
.
pkins. Following pump
l 'the following summer. This is bad farmmg

dairy products, spinning and weaving wool and linen cloth, and practicing as
midwives.
Every part of the environment was involved in this system of local production
consumption. Tillage was maxed out as farmers grew their own subsistence graj
of corn and rye: there would never again be as much land in tillage in these tow
as there was in 1775. Cider was the local beverage, and small orchards had
proliferated across the landscape. Meadows were fully utilized, and farmers had
begun the process of expanding their hay production by converting some of their
drier meadows to higher quality "English hay". Pastures that provided grazing f
cattle were the most prominent agricultural feature of the uplands. Cattle tied t
agrarian economy together, providing butter, cheese, meat, tallow, hides,
locomotion, and manure. There was scope to clear more pasture, but only if m
hay could be grown for winter fodder, and only at the expense of forest. Forest
also essential, providing not only fuel, fencing, and building timber, but also
material for crafts and trades such as staves for cooperage and bark for tanning
leather.

ted, and

~!o::~a~oe;:;_t:: :fa;i~ening small grains to our ~andscape.

After

ould add. t .
and erha s harvesting a small portion for
ing and disking the rye (
p I ~ asture with a nurse crop of oats. The
.onstration purposes) w~hcoul~[i ;;ai~ aspect again, and then winter .kill. The
'ng oats will prov1 e e sm
razin for a decade or so. Growing corn
wing year the land would ret~r;;,i:o lanlis problematic, but again every year a
modern equipment on any o ld
~ s be done the old way (in hills) for
area of half an acre or so cou per ap
onstration purposes.
·~'./·
.
.
.
f the Park which have great interpretive
Fortunately, we have detailed late 18th century inventories and surveys which
,~~iJ crafts were_ pra_ct1c_ed in thi~ part ~ich was universal, but is perhaps best
allow us to map this landscape in great detail between the adjacent farms of job &
'.·;...,.···.··.iential. The fust is cider making, w
d
d 10 ts of cider at the Hartwell place
· H artwe ll , an d
,,,_
A sa Brook s, Thomas & N oah Broo k s, Josh ua Brook s, Ep h raim
;•j!lterpreted at the H ar tw ell Tavern · They pro
.d uce
·n 1749 Cider vinegar also appears
Samuel Hartwell. These were all thriving, substantial farms representative of the•: ··.·.•.•.'.'E.phraim Hartwell reported 40 barrels ofbo er i de i·~ Concord already during the
·• __ !l· later Hartwe11 in~en
.
tory · Cider was ieing
ma the leading beverage throug h ou t
period, butth ey wouId not all remain_so prosperous in the period that followed. _ -i/:·', _-:;;,~
became
Using this material, we can give visitors a sense of the architecture of these farmer~.·.• >;~!-rth century, but during t~e lSth cen;~~{ a~lowed more efficient use of land, because
complete relationship to the environment, and a sense of a system beginning to --:':§: :··::,t¥:ral New England, replacing b:er.
soils less suitable for grain. It also
press against its environmental limits as population increased. This can be
:<~~ -~:,,J?ples could be grown on 1:11a~gin~l up~:~~use cider is made in the fall after harvest.
represented graphically for visitors using maps, blow-ups, and text.
·•z:·1; ';!~proved seasonal labor distnbutmn,
th century routine heavy alcohol
1 18
_,1~ ---~'-Rider is also interesti~g _b~cause b~ ~he o~l:m
Sweet cider, cider vinegar, and cider
We have a good opportunity to create a working representation of this landscape ifr~ i:onsumption was a 51gmflcant socia pr
·d
keted at the Hartwell Tavern,
the area beginning back of the job Brooks house and running east along Virginia
:j¢1ly could be produced by.an entrepfene~r a~.tm~r Peddling hard cider is a bit
1
Road to the Hartwells. The possibility of restoring a small area of mowing in Elm :::•I putting visitors in touch with this co oma tra ioh.
f
Brook Meadow has already been mentioned. Half a dozen colonial orchard sites . '.t ·more problematic, but perhaps not totally out of t e ques mn.
along this stretch of road can be located, and a selected few replanted with old New, '.:l ,_ -,
.
tive interest was the Brooks tannery at
England apple varieties. Much of the land both sides of Virginia Road was in
l The second local industry of great }nterpr~
t 17 th century into the 19th century.
1
pasture: a good bit of this could be cleared and renovated, and populated with red
I .Elm Brook. The tannery operated rom tded~r~ng
the early part of this period they
Devon and Lineback cattle. Clearing the pasture on the slope west of the road, in ·.
The Brooks also ran a slaughterhou~e, ~n f th upstream These small scale
particular, would provide a nice view over Elm Brook Meadow to distant farmland; ! ~pparently also had a small savvmil a it ur u;~es were r~cessed for use in the
Part of the Brooks pasture east of the road heading up to the Bloody Angle was
industries illustrate how forest and farmb re~~·
b ioufiy while leather was used
1
referred to as "wood pasture" in 1790. This indicates woodland that had undergone j local economy. Lumber was sawed fo~ ~ /~~h~r ;roduc;s. The tanning process
selective cutting and grazing for generations, so that what remained were scattered t In shoes, harness, work aprons, and a 05
mill
mature trees over scruffy grazing. This widespread landscape feature could be
_r1_ required oak bark from the local forest, ground at a bark
recreated by "shelterwood" timber harvesting, and then turning in the cattle. We
of
any
of
these
enterprises. The
5
1
need to be careful to leave enough undisturbed or lightly managed woodland on
Unfortunately I have found no good accofunt
later deeds to a lane that
11
· s h a d owy' 1·ust a few re erences
. case
this side of the road to provide an adequate buffer for the vernal pool, and to screen y llrooks sawnu.11 is
. inh
was an interesting
Route 2A. Any clearing north of the road in the Hartwell area would also require a i formerly led to it and a dam that formerly fe~ it.
e~:a Brooks bv some erstwhile
1llVolv1ng the theft of sawn oak ship timber rom os
protective strip at the back to screen development in that direction. This aspect of
_: ____ _____ _
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reintroduction. Additionally, they can be used as
.
.
recreational landscape manageme t
a startmg pomt for visual
"
and ecologically significant landsc~p'eassawdell as for managmg linkages with parnc1
pcent to the Park.
ot

APPENDIX C: BATILE ROAD UNIT
HISTORICAL LANDSCAPE ANALYSIS
by Brian Donahue
Landscape Historian and Consultant to the METLAND Team

bistorical landscape maps represent snapshots near the end of each period of
pment. They give a preliminary, approximate picture of land use in different
of the Park at different times. They do not attempt to give an accurate parcel by

picture.
'use category percentages for each map are estimates based on Concord tax
tions, Massachusetts State Census returns, and educated guesses for the first
"''maps. The picture of land use distribution across the Park was developed
deeds, tax and census data, Malcolm's 1775 map, and McConnell land use maps
aerial photos for the 1950 map. Differing mixes of land use were sketched in
.rent parts of the Park in a schematic way, based on data collected to date. These
ot represent actual fields: real fields were smaller, and land uses were more
d up.
have been circled on each map where research conducted to date indicates
are good opportunities to interpret the story of changing social and
·ronmental conditions in the Park. A description of these opportunities, and of
er research that would be required to develop each one follows.
''.",'.',

<'."

~~So Map
ftlh Century Commons System

J. \l"uring the first generation of English settlement, from

1635 into the 1650s, farming

t

tµ. Concord was practiced under a "common field" system similar to those being
Usa~

I

fe~e located among several large planting fields (probably formerly cultivated by the

'

an.ct srnall meadows throughout town, special pastures were enclosed in certain

i-.

areas for various specific types of stock (the Ox Pasture, the Hog Pen Walks), while
111,0st of the town's outlands were left as common grazing and woodland.

4
, ·

·j

...!

· "'in many parts of England. Houselots were clustered in the village, tillage lots

rtdians) mostly near the center, hay mowing lots were scattered in a few dozen large

J ~Portant

elements of this system were located within the western end of the Park,
}' ll\cluding the Cranefield, the Brick Kiln Field, the Ox Pasture, and several meadows.
't , "Beph Meriam's houselot was apparently the east end of Concord village in the first
166
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_'.~earliest areas to be settled outside the original
.;. inilY· This was one of the
ill uite scattered, the pieces were
fa.··Although land holdings wl.deret sdt th~n in the First Division.
Instead of 4 or 6
n
d more conso 1 a e
1
'),at larger an .
d d to be more like 20 acres, for examp e.
elots in this area ten e
bo!Il
B k
ere all
;
k he three sons of Thomas roo s, w
.
• Caleb, and Gershom Broo s, ~
·red the neighboring holdings of his
' land in this area. Gershom a so acqui d t Medford and his land was
in-law Timothy Wheeler. Caleb m~v~ne~ation mo;e homesteads (and more
by his brother Joshua. In th: ne;h gl d pass~d to Gershom's sons Daniel
es for historians) were create as he D:~iel and Joseph. Meanwhile, the
seph, and Jos.hua's sons N~~h, H~~ig' hborin~ owners such as the Fletchers.
were acqu1r1ng more lan rom
.
.
f na shot maps of Brooks land
.
retive possibilities here include a series o
years from 1675 to 1775. This
gs and .farm layout at each ge~er;~:~;n";scipe was progressively filled with
give visitors a sense of thew y
1 d inheritances began to stress the
leading to the period when. smaller a~ other nice interpretive possibilities
~fabric of the community .. Since severa h an introductory exhibit would give
.
lvin the Brooks family later on, sue
tnvo
g
f how these farms were created.
rs a better sense o
ntire Brooks territory would be monumental.
ch required to reconstruct the e
rehensible for exhibition, by
task can be reduced, and made m~re
were inside the Park along the Bay
:entrating on those Brooks whose ous~oo ed further south into Lincoln. M~st of
and ignoring the branches that deve p 1 d but it would take some time
n~essary deeds have been collected and ca.ta. oge ,
• p them all the way back to the Second Divis10n.

generation of settlement. The houselot itself was small (only 1.5 ac); the bulk
tillage land was "within Cranefield gate" across Billerica way to the west, While
of his meadow was in Elm Brook Meadow, along with some in the Great lv!eaq
by the river. This houselot and tillage land remained in the Meriam family un
the death of Rufus Meriam in 1870. The land east of the Meriam houselot
contained small meadow lots well into the 18th century. Next east on land risi
toward the Brick Kiln Field was a small tenant farm that had a house on it by 1
This land was apparently part of the grant of the minister Peter Bulkeley, and w
sold by his widow to Timothy Wheeler. It descended through the Wheeler fa
to James and Rebecca Minot in 1726. James gave it to his son Samuel, who bee
the first "owner-occupier" and built it up into a more substantial farm.

d

e:

Almost as interesting as the workings of the commons system was its very grad
dissolution and consolidation into individual farms over the next several
generations. Well into the 18th century, farms were still being worked in this a
that looked very much like the original farms with their small scattered pieces.
by bit, farmers were able to buy up neighboring lots and in effect pull their tillage
lots closer to the barn. This process was not circled on any single map because it
long and slow. It is well iJlustrated in the Meriam/Minot area, but even better o
the Brick Kiln Field and Ox Pasture to the east that came to be Fletcher and Stow
land.

[s

corr,

Interpretive possibilities include maps of the original common field system and t
distribution of parcels granted to families such as the Meriams within it; and
perhaps maps showing the subsequent consolidation of farms in the area. A loop_'
trail through these ancient fields could pass walls, lanes, and ditches identified as
belonging to the common field landscape. It might be possible to have artists
impressions of that landscape at selected points. We could have a graphic
comparison of the workings of the Native system and the common field system of

:~et;;f~~a~ :~:i~~~m~~t; i:~r;h~~n:~;~~r~o~:;~;:~t subsistence systems adapted ;;f '1~twell: Farm Development

;~!,'>!~~/"the end of the 17th century, settlement~ ';,~nc;:::rt'::~/:a'::',~{;Tu'::~t:::e":';~!e

Further researclt needed 'to realize these possibilities m this area is considerable. lt
would require deed research reconstructing enough of the Cranefield, Brick Kiln ·'j
Field, Ox Pasture and adjacent meadow areas back to the original owners to get at th•:
structure of this land use system and to identify early landscape features.
!
"·'
1675Map

.J

Brooks: Family Land Division and Farm Development
With the Second Division of land beginning in 1652, the great bulk of Concord's
common land was privatized, and the pattern of family land subdivision and fa~fll.
development for the next several generations was set. A good place to follow this
development is in the area along Elm Brook that was granted to members of the

--·---------·-·-·------------'
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d

~ ...as such as the uplands east of Elm Broo
t~is area. William Hartwell settled
'P,\l!tern by which homesteads were extende. t~
d rants throughout the general
1
in Concord's East Quarter in 1636, and re~ivebst:~tiaf 2nd Division lands on El~ d
fields and meadows. Later, he was grante ~ulr , older son john was estabhshe,
j Brook Hill and near the Cambridge lme. i iam s S
1 inherited his fat er s
- _i-:-:-'_With a ho~selot near his father, while his younger son amue
' ho!l\estead after William died in 1690.
t his youngest son
'l ~t age 64 Samuel HartweII passed the original ho;"i";~~ad~:anowhile, his e:dest son

Appendix:

'.•.)·.':_·
."athan in 1709. He lived 0 n with

--,f', ~uel Jr established a nevl 1arm in

jtohnea~~~~ ~t!hat w~uld become VLi~gc~n~~ Road,

'ci~etime before 1694. The original houselot may no
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business partners in the 1670s, but it wasn't clear where this timber was sawn.
tannery was obviously a going concern, and appears prominently in deeds and
inventories. Several neighbors are referred to as "curriers" in deeds. However
there are no account books or other documents that give any insight into the '
operation of the tannery or the extent of its business.
The tannery could be interpreted at the Job Brooks house, drawing on research i
colonial tanning operations elsewhere. While actual tanning, even on a
demonstration scale, is probably neither practical nor environmentally desirable·
small currier and leather shop is a more practical possibility. It would be a sirnp
matter to send hides from cattle kept in the Park out for custom tanning. Leath
goods such as "Brooks Tannery" shop aprons might fetch a good price from visl
Since Job Brooks worked as a currier, and Joshua's tannery was next door, this
would be an historically appropriate use for part of this building.
Most of the deeds and tax data needed to map these farms are in hand, and the
parcel mapping has been done. Mapping how the land was being used in greater
detail will require long, careful analysis of the data, and field checking for internal
land divisions. It takes some fiddling around because data from different sources::~
never add up precisely, and there are always gaps. If we decide to develop
·
interpretive cider or tannery programs, then extensive research into these coloni
industries will be in order.

l . .
the commercial transformation of
:-':__ tive potential here ~~n~ers ?n e~,~~~~:~h~' hay and the drainage movement
e re, in particular mil arming,
Further research would include careful
ltucond quarter of the 19th century. "f changes in land use; searching all
s of deed, tax and cens~s dat~ t~ ~e~~~ Brooks Leppelman and Sawyer; and
sources for more in orma io
.
'
lefield work to discover traces of drainage.
> & Isaac Brooks: Decline

•

.
.
nt many did not. In th'is
d · the new commercial env1ronme ,
h
, some prospere in
. 1 ommon Deacon Jos ua
estate sales to cover debts became increas;nagn~ ~anner. However' he was
, (1720-1790), had been_ a prosperodus farCme cord and Lincoln for his children
·de family farmlan s m on
d t
pressed to provi
cf d th bulk of his farm and tannery passe o
's father had done. When he ie , e . . the family business received only
Abel ho worked as a currier in
'
.
'. --n Joshua.
,w
the road along with 7 acres of river
e housel?t and 6 acre barnlotr~~~:d \vi th Ia~ds the Deacon had acquired in
ow. A th!Td son, John, was P
. h d . H llowell Maine, and yet another
rell. William had become establis e m o
,
ln Groton, New Hampshire.

/'c

1825) had fourteen children. He was wealthy
''younger Joshua Brooks (1755- .
h . 1 ,s farm and to engage in other
to provide a mortgage for his brat er-m~i"wand died in debt in 1825. The
G!M'"d deals, but he also mortgaged his own prope yd to his son Isaac in 1823, but
'"WSlness and nucleus of the home farm were pasdseth neighboring Noah Brook's
:-- '<,'/<':
•
k
of it Isaac also acquire
e
. k
1850Map
_:I~f\ilC failed to ma e a go
·
ar to have done any better as an inn eeper.
·,J:'~yern farm in 1828, but does not •_PP~ h . ht to erect a bark mill. He went
Asa Brooks & Emelius Leppelman: Commercial Livestock Farming
'fl!1833 he sold the tannery but retame t e rig
~krupt in 1844.
After the Revolutionary war, farmers began to alter their practices in response tot
/,:<
ere redeemed by Isaac's brother Nathan, a
limitations they had encountered in their subsistence system, and to take advanta
JOth the Joshua and Noah Brooks f';[ms ';;lf through Harvard by keeping
of increasing commercial opportunities. Among the complex of changes they ma
~nent Concord lawyer who ha put imse
d the tavern to various
over a period of more than half a century was a decrease in subsistence production
i,fltool. Through the 1850s Nathan leased the_ farm: a~c's mother or his wife - both
of grain, and an increase in market production of beef and dairy cattle. This
t¢!iants, including the widow Sarah Brooks ~~~~h:;les Bigelow. He finally sold
development appears to be well illustrated on the farm which passed from Job
Wtte named Sarah), and a tavern keeper na.
h
J shua in 1859, but this last
Brooks to Asa Brooks, and then to Asa Brooks Jr. This farm was well endowed ··-''"'-'+· !fie. bulk of the old Joshua Brooks place to his nep ew 0
meadow hay, and the Brooks responded by keeping large herds of cattle. Like
!<lshua sold out in 1862.
better-off farmers, they also owned summer pastures for dry stock in more remote
:
, in the new commercial environment.
towns, in this case Princeton. In the 1840s the farm passed into the ownership of a ,
l'his is a story of failure t? adapt and thri~~ anti uated to compete, or was
man from Denmark named Emelius Leppelman, who kept a substantial dairy herd·
the Brooks tannery was either too small a
r ~
result of the temperance
This was the same period that milk farming took off in Concord, taking advantage
11\isrnanaged. The Brooks tav~rn probabjY d~f~~~~ t:! ~ew Cambridge turnpike.
of the new rail connection to Boston - but whether Leppelman was a milk farming ,
Inovement, and perhaps the diversion ° tra k and marginal to find a
pioneer cannot be proven from Census data alone. For most of the rest of the J9th
the Joshua Brooks farm was apparently to~ r~ct d already returned to forest.
century, this farm was owned by a man from New Hampshire named Charles
..~rnercial niche. By the late 19th C muc 0 i a
Sawyer who kept fancy stock - it appears to have become a gentleman's farm. It
would be interesting to know to what extent the meadows north of the house were
converted to cultivated hay by tile under-drainage, and when this was done.
_

h
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·n & Im rovement of Ha Meadows

but further east on better tillage land by the Cambridge line, acquired from Richa,,
Rice. Samuel Jr continued acquiring land in this area to add to that which was
provided by his father.

.
et meadows was an ongoing labor from the time
·ng and improving w
nturies Generations of farmers dug
rd W~ds:~i: ;~~~~;i~;~~!"':e~~ows a~cessible to cut hay and to cart it to the
rks o i c 'rotectin low-lying meadows from damaging ~loads in rainy
around, and p
.
g b
f' . I) Drainao-e also helped improve wooded
o
( · t r flooding was ene lCla .
o
ers win e
d sed e marshes to grass meadows. The native gr asses
sh~ s~a~~: ~~oded fn winter but stayed fairly dry during the summ~r
ed
that was annually burned or mowed. Dr~inage also converte some
hs,
th fringes of meadows into cultivatable tillage.
land on e

Samuel set his son Ephraim up with a new farm on Virginia Road by 1733.
Ephraim went about buying and selling land with neighbors until the Hartwell
"Tavern Farm" was assembled. Ephraim afforded his eldest son Samuel, the
clockmaker, with a smaller farm next door. Ephraim's younger son john inherit
the Tavern Farm.

:a_

In the Hartwell family we see repeated several times a common colonial pattern
farm inheritance, by which older sons established farms on fresh ground, while t
youngest son inherited the homestead and the responsibility of caring for aging
parents. We can construct a picture of how outlying 2nd Division holdings were
taken up and assembled into working farms. The way in which Samuel and
Ephraim Hartwell put together the Hartwell homestead in Lincoln could be very
effectively mapped, although the exact origin of some land acquisitions would be
speculative. Exhibits of some of the Hartwell wills and deeds of gift would give
visitors the flavor of the patriarchal structure of this family farm system.

M d
provides a good opportunity to illustrate this long process of
Brook ea ow
as extensively ditched. A 1695 deed of
ow improveme~t. lhj' ~re~a:iel & Joseph Brooks concerning the relocation of
ment betwee1· n o. t' ~;w all this was done. It appears that the flow of Elm
h gives a g impse m 0
.
d ·
A 1730s map
was partially diverted west into the Mi~~ ~rook f rai~~~~~ waters". In order
db
me Brooks scion clearlv shows t e par ing
d
~: sy!te: to function,. it required miles of ditches to be connected an
tained all down the lme.

I believe I have collected all the Hartwell deeds that were recorded. There are gaps;
Constructing a reasonably accurate map of how the Hartwell farm was put toget ··
will require some more roundabout research into abutters and previous owners.

.
·al to understanding how the colonial farm
reting these meadows is cruc1 d ·1 d ma of the drainage system in this area.
scape worked. We can create _a eta1 e
p
r so) of meadow along Elm
.could also restore a small sect10n (perhaps 1 acre o ea ear with hand held
by cleaning out a couple ditches, an~h1;"~~Jo~n~oJng season was a big
cutter~. Or scythes, for tha\~~tte~ ~tself well to active re-creation. Much cider
1 event m Concord, and wou
en i
consumed.

Cambridge Rangeways
During the 1690s, with the establishment of the Town of Lexington imminent, the
mother Town of Cambridge moved to sell off the undivided common lands on its
western frontiers. The land was surveyed and sold within a system of rectangular
acre blocks (with 1 rod "rangeways" left along the borders of each block for access),
although it is not clear that entire 40 acre parcels were sold in many cases.
•

.•}.. •.•.L.'.'· •. •'. .•'.;· · .•.·.· · arch here wi'll requi·re field work to un.derstand th.e hydrolodgydosf. this area, and
"""'
.
d
ee
'll>;Iocate ditches; together with mapping ditches mentwne m

~~~~£;[~~~;~;1~~~:~~~;~~~;t ~l l::

Noo> & JooOo• 'roob '""'

~'•~•

CclooW

'•=1"'

':c->J , }l!!:.i"well Tavern: Colonial Farm
There are interesting interpretive possibilities here in comparing this system of Jan°:' -l ~ks Tannery
distribution and its results to that used in Concord, and to the US Land Survey by ·· · ! · .~··
.
f land use in towns such as
0
which the Midwest was settled beginning a century later. However, reconstructing ,
;"'1ring the mid-18th century, an mtegrated system
Althou h farmers did
these ranges and squadrons and their subsequent dissolution appears to me to be a . ·.:~~ncord and Lexington reached its fullest development. d'f
su~h as ship timber,
1
major research project. I would classify this as intriguing, but a low priority for no-W_t;-:- :;_;':~;~!\:Ve some connections with Boston markets ~or commo ies 5 overwhelmingly
•;;l\v., cattle and barreled beef, overall the agrarian economy wt ad provided for itself:
,-" "b .
. d
ea
Ststence oriented. This
oes no t mean that every homes
.
Many
farmers a Iso
e Was very lively local exchange of goods and serv1c~s.networks as well, making
.
1 ed in economic
Cticed a trade, and women were invo v
------171
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This story can perhaps be interpreted with maps and genealogical charts sho
the diaspora of the Brooks children. Visitors will take the point that the Br
who chose to become a lawyer made good, while his brother who tried to car
the family business as a tanner and farmer failed. They will also be intereste
temperance movement and the decline of cider. Taken with the more posiu
Brooks story across the road, Isaac Brooks' failure provides a nice coda to thee
presentation of land subdivision and farm development in the Brooks family a
during the colonial period.

l· Orchards and Market Gardenin
f!artwel ·
.
.
th 20th farmers in the reg10n
cond half of the 19th century ang mtof :eap ~eat and grain from the
th:e:on commercial mar~et~.
i:rk~ oar~ening, orchards, and dairy.
a d local farmers to specialize mm
g f ed for cows. Agriculture
le ·n actually provided cheap h1gh-protem h\any onto the better soils, and
gra1
b b an to contract geograp i
.
economically, ut eg W
t upland pastures reverted to pme.
ocal resources.
orn ou
jess on l
f
iculture that emerged in the late
> hly specialized, professional form ~l
uel grew up on one of the old
gwas exemplified by Samuel Hartw; he:~ uired the Noah Brooks Tavern
11 family farms up the hill. In 185 d andqestablished a thriving orchard and
with more land across the roa '
f eaches. His census
alon~en. By 1880 he had 10 acres of apples and 5 o higher expenses than his
t gar
d b th a higher gross mcome, an
s show that he ha
o
d
h sing far more fertilizer.
rs - hiring more labor, an pure a
. d
'th the land in this part of the
·11 d
don what is one w1
.
't
reting this farm w1
epen
1
le commercial orchard operation, t
If the Brooks area is used for a smal s~a f
d could be interpreted in that
·•
·
f s uel Hartwell s arm, an
,
d
d
be
a
continuation
o
am
d
t
flesh
out Hartwell s lan use,
I
d e in tax recor s o
· h h'
be
• Further research can
on
. . th Rogers family to help wit t is
j;here may be papers and memories in e
't'tstruction.

:he

Telling this story will require more research in Nathan Brook's papers at the
Concord library. Court records may turn up more information on Isaac Brooks/'
bankruptcy. Secondary research is needed on the fate of the artisan economy
(especially tanneries), the decline of taverns and the temperance movement in
England during the first half of the 19th century.

';f

l

Fiske Hill: 19th Century Upland Hay, Pasture Expansion. & Abandonment
The environment also suffered as a result of the expansion of commercial
agriculture during the first half of the 19th century. After 1820, there was an
explosion of pasture clearing and hayfields across the uplands. Deforestation
reached 90o/o, causing increased river flooding. Farmers could not keep depleted
upland pastures and hayfields productive, and many began to revert to brush an
forest. Farmers were unable to perfect a system of commercial farming based on
sustainable use of local resources.

It appears that this process of clearing and abandonment is well represented by fa
on and around Fiske Hill. This stony, marginal land contained a mix of pasture
woodland in the late 18th century. By the middle of the 19th century next to no
u h & Dee: Assimilation of Irish Farmers
woodland was being reported in tax valuations, while "unimproved" land was
e
'd
d
d
l
h
f
d P · k p·
· k
rt
. .
.
ntur , they began hiring more wag
w1 esprea . Tax ata a so suggest t at a armer name
atnc itzpatnc conve ,
farmers commercialized m the 19th ce
~ f s and increasingly after 1840,
a large pasture on Fiske Hill into a mowed hayfield during the 1850s, which might.
i.J'.~rers. These·laborers :"ere Y_ankees, Novathec~ 1~~;uction of the Fitchburg
explain a prodigious pile of field stones located on the north side of the hill. Later, · > ·.,"Tiish immigrants. The Insh arnved dunng
king as domestics and farm
much of the hill reverted to pasture pine.
J1:11ilroad, and some of them _stayed
immigrant
in
1. .~:borers. This is an interesting rur
d
.
·
a
of
course
a
great
deal
of
soc1a
l
An interpretive trail on Fiske Hill could lead visitors through the stages of up an , .•·•. .•.·•. Am
... erica, which was usuallydurb_anh. bTuhtertheewre swas soc·ial 1.ntimacy as well: cen_sus
clearing, depletion, abandonment and forest regrowth. The trail could pass througll .
tension between Yankees an 1r1s '
1 I . h laborers and domeshcS
fields and woods, and by the rock pile. A long term rotation could even be
), data reveal that many Yankee farmers had severa ns
established showing these stages at 5 or IO year intervals. Since fields on the west .·.··. \' living with them under the same roof.
side of Fiske Hill were part of the Muzzy and Nelson farms further west,
·
bl to
laborers were a e
considerably more research and analysis in deeds and taxes is needed to pin down
f . ' lly the second half of the 19th century, a few I r~. hh farm
not always, smaller and more
the full history of land on Fiske Hill in the 19th century.
\ !'Urchase farms of their own - generally, alt~o ~Yankee neighbors. Durmg the
! ll\argina1 enterprises than their b.etter cap1_ta ~~h old Hartwell homesteads on
J .· ~70s, the McHugh and Dee fa;;uhes ai~~~ard eoperations.
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This era provides an insight into the social relationships between Yankees
and the role of immigrant laborers in the commercialization of agriculture a
the willingness of poorer immigrants to try to make a go of marginal lanct
being abandoned by Yankee farmers. Interpreting it would give visitors wh
ancestors did not arrive on the Mayflower another way of identifying with th
agricultural history of the Park. Since US Census agricultural data for individ
not available after 1880, I have not yet attempted to follow the story of the M
and Dees in any detail. This might be done using tax data, and oral historie/

. ity & Change in the Landscape
n: con! inu

th

.

f the Park has seen dramatic change over
waps illustrate, the la~dsc_';;,.~~g the countryside was almost completely
350 years. The for~st ~~or a few centuries, and now the forest has.largely
way, the land was arm
h now row brush and trees. Changes in crop
Wetlands
that
once
grew
ayd sea peglook different from one period to the
.
thods made the Ian
d far!Yl
me automo b'l
a
entury
1 es and residential development obscure
t
our
c
f
th,
ral
landscape,
and
cloud
nearly
every
par
.
'alparto
eru

1950 Map

u
s lies remarkable continuity in the underlying
r, beneath all these chan_ge attern was established by the early 18th .
ork of the landscape. A field phere b the mid-19th century, and has persisted
was extended almost everywd
y hards and pastures were generally 2
present day. Tilled
the landscape. Woodlots were
res in size, and occup e
e often clumped together into more extensive
somewhat larger, and wer d b
gated. The stone walls, lanes, and
reas. Meadow lots also tende tol e aggre exactly where they were originally
.
d h
f' Ids most y remam
s that still
dehneate
ie of 1an d u se or vegetation from another.
often
dividingt ese
one sort

Palumbo: 20th Century Market Gardening
Agricultural Abandonment and Suburban Development
Rogers Farm: Orchards

fielid~ ~~~a~t:r~~~~cparts ~f

After the First World War, more changes came to the agricultural landscape of
region. The major marketed crops came under increasing competitive pressure.
Vegetables and fruits were undercut by refrigerated shipment from other parts
country where production was on a larger scale. Dairy shifted to larger, mecha
operations on cheaper land upcountry. The hay market declined with the adve
the automobile. At the same time, the automobile made possible suburban
residential and commercial development, driving up the price of land. As a res·
agriculture steadily shrank, while the landscape came to be dominated by forestsc
residences and roads.

.
f land uses was created and has endured because
iverse, small-scale mixture o ion and because of a diverse agricultural
diverse topography_ of the reg r, t k and forest products. Farm systems
my that integrated t1ll~d crops, ivt~ ~~a~sed the structural lines to be
~dover time, but not m any ;'ai'ace awithin the framework. Sweeping change
igured. Instead, change too. pf
systematic irrigation or drainage on a
as
might
from mechan1za
ion, h y. uch
There
no landowners
scale,
wasresult
discouraged
by the topogratp
as were
enclosure
in Englandlarge
- and
· ··
f un damental reorgan1za iond sthat much of the landscape anyway.
gh to imhate
cord's common field system never covere

Commercial agriculture has survived in a few places on the best soils. The
· I o f th e Ita 1·ian immigrant
·
·
f ramers w h o h ave p Iaye d a ma10
·r .
Palumbos are typ1ca
in keeping agriculture alive in this region during the 20th century. In a manner
similar to the Irish before them, these later immigrants typically began as garden
on estates, and then acquired land and went into market gardening for themselve
This is an important story that again will give more visitors an opportunity to
identify with the living history of land in the Park.

f the land was quite changeable, in both property
,. this stable structure, the face of
constantly being reassembled as one
the next.
-;
. an d 1and use. Working arms
were Some farm cores descended mt_act
.
'._·_·.·,_ll'neration of neighbors gave way to f
but many outlying pieces did time
-<-->-.-h
t ng o owners
family
throug
s n b ormg
. fa r~
then perhaps
part
a farm
The Samuel Hartwell farm descended to the Rogers around the turn of the century; ,:_\l):)'l!hin
:fl!st in aone
farm,ornext
m thea neigh
. ' and
subsistence
use inasthe
midofand
late
and remained in orchards for many years - these trees, alt hough no longer
',:"'ii<!'ross the road. D unng
.
th
road)
were
further
subd1v1de
an
· the period of mtens1ve
. . d d
maintained in production, are still an important feature of this part of the Park
+ ;18th. century, some fields (parllwlar1
th century. In general, the field
landscape. Meanwhile, agriculture over the uplands, such as in the old Hartwell
·«agmented, only to be reconsohdate m e
9
Tavern farm area taken over by the McHughs and Dees, succumbed completely to
:·llattern was stable, but the farm pattern changed.
forest and development (including Hanscom Field) by the middle of the century.
l, ••.
.
in on within these fields. The best fields

i?•''~ersh1p

'I'

~ ne~~ t

J

These stories are best "interpreted" by the continuation and revival of productive _-.'lltere was also change m what was go hg
. tures changed Corn persisted,
+j>r b
Id
t times butt e crop mix
.
agriculture that the Park hopes to encourage. Along with this, some sort of tribute
\',b o ably were tile at mos
,
nd then to fodder crops; meanwhile
should be paid to those who have kept farming going by telling their stories for
-::;L.- _tit rye gave way to oats and p~t~toes, a
ene Meadows were drained and
visitors. Additional research for this would consist primarily of oral histories.
;}'tlarketed fruits and vegetables 1omed ~he sc
. then grew up to loosestrife and
\.!lttproved for cultivated hay in the 19t century,
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swamp maple in the 20th century. Orchards blossomed throughout the lands
then faded, then reappeared, then disappeared again. Pastures and hayfields 8
across the forested uplands, then reverted to huckleberries and pines, as the co

°•

retreated to their barns. Forest went, and forest came.

The most prominent skeletal remains of this landscape still visible are stone w
and ditches. But the enduring field pattern is more broadly reflected in two dis
ways, which often overlap. In lowland areas of rich soils remaining in agricul
production, such as the western end of the Park between Meriam's Corner and
Brook, the landscape remains open and gives a powerful visual impression of 1
historical continuity. Ancient fields are still being farmed on the same scale as f
have been for centuries, because this is still reasonably economical for vegetablehay cultivation in our area. Ways laid out in the 17th and 18th centuries are 8
being used as farm roads. Although meadow areas have been abandoned and t
drainage system neglected, many of these wetlands have grown up only into wil
marsh, so the open aspect of the landscape has survived. Forest has recovered
swamps and upland uislands", but historical evidence indicates there were alwa
least a few woodlots in this area. Living farm landscapes such as this one are n ,
rare in these parts (Nine Acre Corner is another) and deserve protection.
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,
18
'
w
'
·
85 " CPL
yes,j.S.,"HousesinConcordml_8 ,_- .
d 1795-1840 1888
moirs of the Members of the Social Circle in Concor '
'
eeler, Ruth - files on houses m Concord - CPL

In upland areas that have been largely reforested, the old field pattern is reflected
another way. Different types of land grow up into different characteristic types of
forest stands when abandoned. To over-simplify, there are three dominant forest'"
types that are common in our area: white pine stands representing abandoned
pastures, red maple swamps representing abandoned drained hayfields, and uplan
hardwood stands (sometimes multiple-stemmed) representing old woodlots. The
transition from one type to another is often quite dramatic upon crossing a stone
wall. Other historical clues are sometimes hidden in the woods, such as stone
ndar Manuscri ts & Publications
dumps, overgrown apple trees, spreading pasture or fence-row trees, and so on.
Over time, these upland forest stands are becoming less distinct, as successive
. · > ,if('.
· H" t of a New England Town, 1750 · es?! .~liischer, David H., ed, Concord: The Socia 1 zs ory
::;i~~r~:~~sman disturbances create more complex communities of mixed pin••(!/.' ;;~BSO, 1983, Waltham: Brandeis
d Th . W Id
NY- Hill & Wang
1976
•;\·\'>Gross, Robert A., The Minutemen an
ezr or 1985 NPS Div Cult Res.
775
So the character of the vanished agricultural landscape is still at least partly
' ,.J,talcolm, Joyce Lee, The Scene of the Battle, ~
' _ MrMA Cul;. Res: Center
·
·
.
_
.
·
_
,
_
<,. :::l_ onsheim, Robert - unpublished reports an notes
discernable, even in reforested areas. It is largely intact in areas that are still being -,
farmed, although the casual observer has no better way of knowing this in the ope!' <.•1 'Thanks to Tedd Osgood for able assistance researching deeds and mapping.
than of seeing what lies hidden beneath the trees. Perhaps an interpretive task
· .
parallel to rehabilitating part of the farmscape of the past, is to help visitors learn
I
how to reconstruct it mentally for themselves by looking through the overgrown
landscape of today.
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APPENDIX D: HISTORIC LANDSCAPE PERIODS
by Brian Donahue
Landscape Historian and Consultant to the METLAND Team

Date
1635-1670's

Description
Houses clustered in village center.
Large common fields divided into 3-5 acre
individual strips. Strips of river and brook
meadow divided among colonists for hay (a
key crop for colonial farmers). 50% of
landscape forested. 15-20% of town was fresh
meadow (wild grasses growing along rivers
and streams).

ividual Ownership 1670's-1790

20-25% of landscape was forest.
Farms moved away from the center of town.
Uplands were farmed as tilled fields and
pasture.
Hay production limited farm size because
farmers could not grow enough hay to feed
the animals that in turn fertilized the tilled
fields. Land became progressively more
stressed and unproductive. Cider orchards
planted (by 1725 cider replaced beer as the
primary drink). 75% of the landscape was
clear, 40% of the land was "ragged pasture".
Land holdings became more fragmented as
farms were divided among sons. A typical
subsistence farm was approx. 50 acres.
Mainly subsistence farming.

Commercial Farming

1790's-1860's Commercial farming expanded, farms
consolidated.
Market oriented produce. Cider orchards
disappeared because of Temperance
movement. Dessert orchards planted on a
small scale (expanded later).
"Beautification Movement" resulted in tree
plantings along roadsides and around town
commons.
Hay was planted on the uplands (timothy &
clover), and farmers could feed it to their
183

own animals as well as sell it. Dai
became profitable.
ry fa
Forest cleared - only 103 of the 1
forest in 1850's. 50% of Jandscap:nd "'as
10% of landscape was tilled L was gra
·
. arger fa
interspersed with smaller ones 25 9' mis
was "unimproved" (abandoned fiel~s~f Jan
resulting in a degraded landscape.

Pre-WW I

1850- 1917

Dairy farming expanded slightly as fl .d
could get into cities on trains
u1 ltl
Market gardens expanded. ·
Pas.lure declined. Concord gets into th

national economy.

e

pENDIXE:PARKSCALECULTURALLANDSCAPEINVENTORY

Cultural Landscape Inventory (CLO forms are used to identify the character
·ng features of a landscape. The landscape is classified into eleven
racteristics" for "reading a rural landscape and for understanding the natural
cultural forces that shaped it (Bulletin #30, Guidelines for Evaluating and
#i;umenting Rural Historic Landscapes, McClelland, 1991, pg. 3). The following
acter-defining features or characteristics are inventoried: spatial organization,
nse to natural features, land use, cultural traditions, views and vistas (historic),
ation, vegetation, cluster arrangement, structures, archaeological sites and
1 scale features (See Bulletin #30, Guidelines for Evaluating and Documenting
Historic Landscapes, McClelland, 1991 for definitions). Therefore, the CL! is
as a tool for documenting the characteristics of the landscape as part of the first
towards analyzing and evaluating it.
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CLI Number _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Assoc. CLI Number(sJ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Parle Alpha C o d e - - - - - - - - - Sub Unit _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Namefs):

Aegion _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Historic }jinute Man National Historical Park
Current

State MassaCfrnsetts
CountyMiddlesex
PUBLIC ACCESS
[J Unrestricted
[J Restricted
Q No Access

UTM Zone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
UTM Easting _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

See Map l

IJTM Northing _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

LOCATION MAP
USGS Quad
Mavnard, Massachusetts
T

R

Series .l.....UU.mn.

..

UTM Elevation _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

DESCRIPTION
Phvsiographic;

Cultural:

See }lap 2

Political:

Park is located within three towns:
Concord, Lincoln & Lexington.

Boundary Description:

Property Description:

Acreage:

Aprox. 700
Surveyed: 0 Yes

0 No

J
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CHARACTER DEFINING FEATURES

~~:::::::-1~~~H~IS;,T;O~R;IC;Al;;;~IN~F;O~R~~:r~~~-=============

Significance
1700 ~
1801/-1
899
_____

5

i.tement of Signif'icanc:e !Summary):

Text 69 experienced from the road,
the pattern is one of alternating

The sites & Structures alon
h
Lincoln and Lexington are sfg~.;iHritish route through Concord
of the American Revolution
Ti cant as the opening scene of '
within the district presen~ a he l~th & 19th century building the
New England. The progre.ssionsc;nt nuum of historic period li:
culture; from an agricultural
romlan Anglo to a uniquely Amee in
urbanity.
' rura outlook to one of act
rican
empted

~

I

,,--,/

opnings and forest enclosure.

This spat al

pattern reflects relationships between
soil type, land use, topography and
forest cover and are especially

/

related to current agriculture.
SIGNIFICANCE LEVEL 0

lntemational Cll: National

TYPE OF Cl:

0 State 0 Local

a Contributing

CHRONOLOGY: Detefs)

Evant

0 Designed

:fl Vernacular

See Map 3

G:!iistoric Sita

••

0 Ethnographic

•

Other

DESIGNERCSJ:

CHRONOLOGY: Text

DESIGNER TYPE

0 LandscaJ)EI An::h.

0 Hotticluturalist
D Architect
D Engineer
See Map 4

DArtist

12 of 15 houses are sited on the north side of the roads, facing south.

D CJient/Comm.
D Other

----

is in Class II, III and IV soils on flat land.

Agriculture

The original road to Cambridge

(Battle Raod) spanned the shortest possible stretch of a large wetland which
has since changed configuration but still exists along a stream.

ND USE
0 Entered ancf Documented

Historic Function Predominently Agriculture

0 Entered But Not Documented

D Determined Eligible by ICMper
D Determined Ineligible b Y Keeper
0 Determined Eligible by SHPO

ONo

hy agric"l Cl!ral fields characterize the

DSite

Gra~--

West end pf the Park.

Notes:

t

range

frqm

snrnlJ

"
DYes

..

grm,m

Field sizes

10-5059. acres.

&g•ia:ih

In the Eastern end

Undetermined

DYes

Qpep1ngs 1p forest cover made

Current Use Agriculture/Residential

1nclnde corn

D Determined Ineligible by SHPO

0

Text

0 District

approx

Crops

hay. vegetables.
field sizes are

1-10 acres.

Hay and cor

Be5idepcg9 mgstly !oc?.ted

jn the central porrtpp qf tbe Park.

Also see :1ap 5

ONo
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Text one of the predominant characterdefinipg features secopd grp•rJ}J forest

covers nearly 80% of the Park, defines
strona edges alona wetlands and roads.
Does not contribute to the rural agricultural character of the historic
landscape.

The forest cover is most

prevelant in the center of che Park.

PLANT ASSOC. & COMMUNITIES:
Mix of hardwoods - maple, ash

Text

oak.
Most historic views are blocked

Text:

inventory.

ta agrtc!JltHral fields exist along
2A

"iews
to the

white pine, pitch
See "Ecological

Reconnaissance" Reper'.:. for detailed

9r altered by forest vegetation.
?t

Softwoods:

pine, hemlock.

eypcarive of earlier farm
However. most views important
eyept§

of April 19th are

iShrubs--------------------------------)Other----------------------------------

',IGroundcover _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Rt. 2A. approx. 48' wide runs

Taitt:

rhe

eprire le;ngth of the park.

a major cmw• 1 trr route.

part of tbe
appro.r

prigipal

It is

Virginia Road,

evenly alona the roads.

Graphic

Battle Road is

Tavern, Nowalk's Farm, Whittemore Rouse

ZP' wide lined with stonewalls

an-I Sligar maples.

Clusters of

farm buildings are located at Hartwell
and Nelson House.

Nelson road has been

Clusters of struccur

are also grouped at Meriam's Corner.

restored ra its !775 historic character.

Brooks Tavern and Hartwell Tavern.

FEATURES
Cl Roed(sl

Cl'Parlclng'~~A:::;<~W~i~l~l~n~w~P:nn~d~K;i~<~n~h~•~n~,~B;•!'!'=''~d~L~•~n~•",•~~~~~~~:i:::~~~~~~~:::::::::::::::::::

OWalke& tralla B
Visitors Center and Fiske Hill
etween Hartwell Tavern and Hartwell House site, Fiske Bill, Vernal Pool Trai ·

•

Q Railroad

See Map 6
Olrldgo
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Texc-J••o•'1''-"'•""1"1"''-''"''"'-'r)J)lo•-""•o•'"''----abundant and character-defining small

Text:Seeathea
detailed inven orv.

scale feature.

Abund

They unifv and knit the

the landscape together. Thex ran5e
fron? S'q;11 1-2' wide. to remnants

historic scr ctures
character.

,g,f, gaJ1

9

tR mgryared field stgne

..w.a11s 5rgpe ya115 TIU' al9ng both sides

I

I

.,.i.vtO the WPOdS dgwarcating old field

i

DEanhwo~~.~~~=~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=-:------~~~~~~~

FEATURES
0 Buildings

D Syste~:m:•=================~==============-

Walls~;~~:~;~~~~==========~==::::===========
OLCSOtN~,m~ ~":s~t.~= ~ ~'~'~-"~'~'~'~•~·~·~·=-~C~rn~r=n~e~r~=~'~•:u~l~ = = ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ = =
Irrigation

0 Dams

_

0

DMonument/Memoriaf

, -

"

-

g,.,.,.

C

aprw s;re

Fl!ATURES
CJ Slt• Fumltul'* - - - - - - - - - - -

••

D

sign•-------------

'aftnct* Split rail. wire

Graphic

OUtllh:•-----------0 w.uirF•aiure•-----------

0 MonumefWMomori&I---------

a C.rnMllT'f' Marke••---------a SCUlptureo------------

0R~n·-----------~

IJIOthitr Large boulders dot the landsc~
and were important co the battle events.

CS/ Number(s):

- -·
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Land Use
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APPENDIX F: THE RUNNING BA TILE KEY
· e;;t is associated with "The Running Battle, Events and 1775 Landscape

1

,, map, Figure 42.

Meriam's Corner. As the "flankers" came off the ridge to cross a
bridge located here, there was an "exchange of fire" between
them and the Colonists who were hiding behind the farm
outbuildings. The Running Battle started at this point
B

The "Battle Road." Route taken by retreating British as they
marched back to Boston.

C

From here, Coloinial Captain Loaman, splotted the British
marching toward him and his men. They retreated back to
where the road took a turn so as to suprise the British as they
turned the comer.

D

The British, who were marching in formation had to slow down
in order to make the turn.

E

"Bloody Angles." As the British turned the corners they wer
attacked by Colonists taking advantage of the orchard and tree
cover on either side of the road. Some of the fiercest fighting of
the day took place here.

F

Routes taken by Woburn and Billerica Colonial companies as
they joined the battle.

G

Captain Wilson killed behind Hartwell barn. The exact location
of the original barn is unknown

H

The fighting died down as the fields opened back up again. The
flankers were able to fan out and keep the Colonists out of range
of the main body of troops.

I

No known action. Landscape was open with little cover.

J

Paul Revere was captured on the night of April 18th as he rode
out to spread the alarm that "The British Are Coming!". The
exact location of the capture is unknown.

K

Anecdotal stories associated with group of glacial erratics and
Nelson farm.
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0

"Parker's Revenge" L ·
.
.
B 'ti h
h
.
exmgton s Captain Parker attacked the
r1 s al~ t ~y marched past/ revenging the deaths of some of h'
men ear ier in the day.
is
"The Bluff" British flankers had to clear Colonists off this
strategic bit of land before they could continue to march by.
The British reformed their ranks here.

APPENDIX G: RECOMMENDA TIO NS FOR WILDLIFE
CONSERVATION AND HABITAT MANAGEMENT
following recommendations are excerpted from the report entitled "Minute
A Survey of Selected Fauna
~h Recommendations for Wildlife Conservation and Habitat Management,"
red by Bryan Windmiller (65 Arrowhead Dr., Concord, MA} and Richard K.
ton (35 Stacey Circle, Concord, MA).

r• n National Historical Park, March - October 1992:

Fiske Hill. .Anecdotal information on exchanges of fire betw
BntJSh soldier and James Hayward
een

Recommendations
'\a have grouped our recommendations into three general categories:

· ¥i:rC:

Further resource inventory and research
Habitat Preservation
Habitat Management, Enhancement and Acquisition

;_ ---~;:zJ_;;1fle suggest that the recommendations be generally prioritized in that manner, with
--~;<~:-;-'-~ource inventories and preservation schemes enacted with precedence over
-- ,,_f--flltanagement, enhancement, and acquisition schemes.

i~\(~oreover,

'
we have individually prioritized all our recommendations. We regard
\Y ;;;~;t~ose recommendations given a "Priority 1" rating as generally more important
, :-: i't:J~an "Priority 2" recommendations.
Priority 1 Recommendations
'_l:u.rther Resource Inventory and Research

L

Seek our new populations of Elderberry Borer Beetle, particularly along farm
ditches on lands north of Old Lexington Road, Concord.
Determine whether the Cragonyx amphipods found in the Mill Brook
tributary behind the Willow Pond Kitchen are Mystic Valley Amphipods.
Also seek out Mystic Valley Amphipods in the stream near the Battle Road
Visitor Center.

3.

Determine the approximate population size of the Elderberry Borer Beetles on
Palumbo Farm with mark/recapture methods.
Determine the distribution and approximate population sizes of Mystic
Valley Amphipods in the "Virgina Road" and "Visitor Center" populations.

200
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Habitat Preservation
The following are areas in which we recommend no . . .
.
existing soils and vegetation with th
.
s1gn1f1cant disturbance of
.
e exception of enhancem t
d
recommendations cited below
en , an manageni.

.

1.

2.

3.

4.

i

"1\t

All woodlands and wetlands in the tra ez .d I
. '' J.
of Bedford La., E. of Old Bedford Rd., a~d ~o:ih a~~a south of Virgin.ia Re!., VI
species habitat, most productive vernal pool in M~~~e fA (state-listed rar,,'it
fanly mtatct woodlands, most unique wetland area).
, argest patch of
'

<.

All vegetation on the berms of the Palumbo Farm d't h
I c system.

Determine the approximate size and extent of the brook trout and two-lined
salamander populations associated with Elm Brook.
Assess the population size of the Frosted Elfin in the powerline area west of
Fiske Hill and determine the distribution of nectaring and larval host plants.

';.~!tat Preservation

All wetlands and all woodlands within 100 f

;i~t:~~~;:;e:~a:C~e~y;~~~l!~i~~serves as habita~e;o~ft~~e ..~~~l~~dc:~~=r~fs:~:-

All woodlands within 300 feet of any vernal pool used as a breeding site by
spotted salamanders and wood frogs (terrestrial habitat for the spotted
salamander and other species, movement corridors and habitat for wood
frogs and other ranid frogs).

All areas of Elm Brook, its associated wetland
d
,
100 feet of the edge of the associated wetlands s(t:; o ~plan~l woodlands Within
stream habitat in MMNHP onl b k
n y_we -oxygenated
populations onl health ~treay .roo trout and two-hned salamander
,
wetlands with
bordering

All woodlands in a roughly triangular area between the western shore of
Cood's Pond and the eastern half of Whittemore Pond (a major migratory
corridor for several amphibian species).

si~nificani patch:-~~vc~:::~~~eei~~~~r~;;que

5.

use minnow traps/seines to determine the status of the common shiner in
Mill Brook, near its confluence with the Concord River.

All woodlands within 500 feet of the ed e f C
,
aquatic habitat, vernal pool in MMNHPg ho oaks Pond (the most diverse
frogs and spotted salamanders~
, t e resident populations of gray tree
southeast of Old Mass. Ave.) appear to move towards the woodlands

3.

All fields and second-growth scrub areas on Fiske Hill (the only known
habitat in MMNHP for the black racer, possible habitat for the equally
uncommon milk snake).

Habitat Management, Enhancement and Acquisition
Habitat Management, Enhancement. and Acquisition
1.

If, after further research the st t
f h
proves as grave as it no~
a us o t e Elderberry Borer Beetle in MMNHP
.
appears, we recommend that MMNHP 1
e Id erbernes in wet soils along th d
f
.
pant
0
particularly in that portion of M~~~~ as many open fields as possible,
in Concord.
on either side of Old Lexington Road

1.

Use volunteer labor and inexpensive materials to enhance the capacity of Elm
Brook to serve as brook trout habitat (a description of appropriate methods is
available from Trotu Unlimited). Simultaneously, place addtional natural
cover objects (logs, stones) along the brook to enhance two-lined salamander
habitat.

2.

Close Old Massachusetts Avenue southeast of Cook's Pond to through traffic
during the breeding migrations of wood frogs and spotted salamanders in
early spring (rainy nights, typically around March 20) and those of the gray
tree frog (rainy nights at the end of May, first 10 days of June). Other than
Route 2A, Old Mass. Ave. is the source of the greatest amphibian and reptile
road-kill mortality.

Priority 2 Recommendations
Further Resource Inventory and Research
1.

Monitor, on a yearly basis the nub
f
spotted salamanders in the vernal er 0 egg mhasses laid by wood frogs and
1
most important breeding site m MMpoNoHsPo~t
bof hVIrgmia Road, this is the

·

<Or ot

3.

Acquire additional wetlands and woodlands south of the present MMNHP
boundary in the vicinity of Folly Pond. These extensive wetlands doubtless

specie~--------- ~~--p_ro_vi_·_d_e_v_e_r_n_a_l_p_o_o_l_h_a_b-it_a_t_a-nd appear to be possiblesp-o-tte~-tu-rt-le_h_a_b-it_a_t.__
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4.

5.

Acquire additional land North of Cook's Pond. The present small buffe
around Cook's Pond certainly limits the potential habitat value of this r
otherwise productive and diverse wetland.

APPENDIX H: MINUTES FROM PUBLIC MEETINGS

It is assumed that MMNHP's plans for future habitat management will c..
.
. e Man National Historical Park, a series of
more "open space" and less shrub and forest cover in the park. In genera] ·
. ·. rt of the planning proces~ {~r _Mi~~~cord to receive comments and informatwn
should encourage butterfly diversity throughout. Several factors will be
papublic
workshops
were les in
. inth e 1·ie Id , and other interested parties. The
area residents,
professzona
important in complementing these efforts. Native plant species acting as
. IS
. a summary of the workshops.
foWing
larval hosts and/ or nectaring sources for adult butterflies should be given
priority if landscaping plans include introducing floral material. Careful
y·
consideration should be given to mowing schedules and the application <>f • ;•.•
pesticides should be absolutely minimized. Presently, meadows such as t
Wildlife/Conservation Workshop
surrounding the visitors' center at the Battle Road are cut several times
Thursday February 11th, 7:30 pm
during the growing season. Mowing patterns and schedules might well take .
Conc~rd Town Building
into
consideration
flight
periods
and
nectaring
resources
for
butterflies
and
ai
::_.'
h
h
k
the same time provide the necessary public access.
> Larry Gall began t e wor s h p by introducing the work that has been ongoing at

.:~··.Julius
·'.~tiring

0

•.•:t!te
. .·• Park, asawell
as the UMass team.
. be done
d the during
work that
theILUMass team did.
While agricultural lands have been declining in Concord for well over a
Phase
. F b os and Jack . Ahem then kreviewe
century, the loss of farmlands in Concord has been particularly severe durin$
Phase I, and explained the word th
k with which he was involved with
0
the last four decades. A commensurate decline in the wildlife associated with .·•·.·!_:_ Bryan Windmiller then introduced t e word a report entitled "A Survey of
agricultural edges, fallow fields, and grazing land has also occurred. Bobolin! ,;Jlichard
W al ton. The y researched an
. prepare
f W"ldl"fe Conservation an d H ab"t
i at
. ·. .
and Eastern Meadowlark are two field nesting species whose breeding
· '.•Belected Fauna with Recommendations or i i ded a general procedure the
populations have declined dramatically over the last decades. In both cases
•.·..···Mana·.·.··gement" (March - October 1992).
He recommen
we can attribute this decline to loss of nesting habitat and short mowing
; .park should follow:
.
h
· t today in the Park.
schedules.
Remnant populations of both species are still found in Concord and it seems
reasonable to assume that an increase in suitable nesting habitat, a potential
result of habitat changes at MMNHP, in combination with less frequent
mowing, would result in increased numbers of these species. Bobolinks were
seen prospecting in the hay fields on the north side of the Kaveski and
McHue Farms and might be expected to successfully nest in the area if
mowing was not commenced until early July.
Another class of habitat, second-gro"vth scrub, is becoming less and less
common in the Concord area. Historically, as farmers cleared and then left
fallow certain fields for several years, second grol-vth provided important
habitat for nesting birds. Species including Brown Thrasher, Indigo Bunting,
Prairie Warbler, and Field Sparrow are now relatively rare in Concord
because many of these scrub areas have either been replaced by development
and manicured lawns, or have grol-vn up to shrub and forest communities.
Small areas of this habitat already exist in MMNHP (Powerline cut west of
Fiske Hill and north of William Smith House and west of Hanscom Drive).
Management practices could encourage and maintain existing habitat as wel 1
as create additional areas.
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<

•

•

Identify species and habitats t_ at e71S .
Decide which species to protect
Clarify goals and reasons behind p anmng.

and why.
. .
d
with the goals.
• Implement strategies in accor an~l fra mented and therefore people
Brian noted that the park's landscape isfhig .[. ·!portant' to ask three questions
and their effects are everywhere. There ore i is i
When dealing with the existing landscape:
. presen t'·
• Why are certain species
. 7
d
• How are they oing ·
be f" t?
f b di
h 7 How could they ne i ·
.
,
• Brian
I a suggested
y, w y. six
. recommen d.a t'i.ons for .wildlife conservation:
Flllally,
• Further research of existing wildhfe, habitats
• Protect rare species habitats. and buffer zones
• Design/maintain large habitat patches
•
•

Manage for second growth _scrub d k.ll
tality (Cooks Pond wetlands,
Consider options for reducing roa - l rnor

Old Mass. Ave.)
k F n Pond)
• Enhance degraded habitats (Elm Broo , o y ed in preparation for the
Beth Gavrin then introduced the data that was mapp
discussion groups.
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Questions and Answers _

park today, and increasing the amount of agricultural fields will make that
j):lore easily interpreted/understood).
I< A.hern then explained the work that the UMass team did last year,
ted with slides of the maps produced during Phase !. Beth Gavrin then
uced the data that was mapped in preparation for the discussion groups at the
•
that is esre'ci:ify
op·
Dattilio followed with a briefing of the status of farming in the Park as of
does canopy chfng~ have in fhe ttuffiopen fief~ affect animal habitats? Whatn
120 acres are farmed by eight farmers, many of whom are former owners of
Park planning?
er zone. Will that be taken into accau:1
d. The existing agriculture includes row crops, sweet corn, haying and
/grazing. The farmers hold one year leases, and receive assistance from Park
Group Discussions:
in such areas as Integrated Pest Management by Flo Smith, the Park !PM
General desire to attract migratin b. d
·nator. She helps the farmers fill out application, etc.
(quite a lot of forested land around g ir s and to encourage open field species
continued by explaining future thoughts regarding leases - the Park would
and for interpreting history) Also ,dopen areas a good change visually, for spec1· >
·
es1re to expand hab·t ts f
· ·
e
(}issue Special Use Permits, allowing a "lease" for a five year period, reviewed
rare & endangered species By natu 11 .
d .
I a
or ex1shng state-lis
.
·
ra Y mtro ucmg stat th
y and renewed every five years. Dan indicated three- to four-hundred acres
expan d mg habitats expansion of th . b
e reatened species and•..·.
'
e
air
ase
can
be
pre
d
1
d
might be suitable for agricultural reintroduction. In addition, two houses
Towns can cooperate with Park b d .
.
ven e .
•. ·
'1"esently being renovated for farming families to use for living
same purpose (land use/land cover) y es;r,nat1~g land surrounding the park for
modations (Burke House for one family, Perry House for two or three
farms next to farms etc) Fo t
as wz m t e park (woods abutting woods /
.
'
··
r owns to cooperate p k
f.
.
!es). The Park will also provide outbuildings for machinery storage, as they
f or the various
areas Additi
.
'
ar
must
1rst
decide
prioritieS>
11
like to minimize the exposure of equipment.
special habitats- wid~ woodeodna y,.dtraz!s and people should be kept away from
'
'
corr1 ors should b
·
·
ck
Ahem, summarizing Brian Windmiller's information about wildlife
ponds (Sandy Pond in particular) to
e mamtamed around streams an
ts, explained how any change in land cover will have an impact on existing
cooperation with Regional High S hprol tfect water quality. Suggestion for
s
Al
c oo or animal road-cro ·
d .
.
ife. As a result, there are three types of management responses:
eason.
so tunnels under roads w·th r h
. ssmgs urmg m1grato-ry;
• in certain areas, the land use/land cover will not be touched in an effort to
Additional questions include: 'w~ich ig ts to drnw ammals.
.· ·•·•
protect existing habitats
change in cover affect salamande rs.'
!PM policies will affect animals? Will a
• in other areas, there will be restrictions for clearing, v.rith a buffer needed
to protect certain, specific areas
A ·
• finally, agricultural reintroduction can benefit wildlife by replacing a
1
gncu
· h a new k in d o f h ab ital t h at attracts different wildlife.
Th tural
d Reintroduction Workshop
>
wood e d h ab.1tat wit
urs ay, February 18th, 2:00 pm
.·. ··.•...
Different management techniques can be used, such as fallow cycles.
Concord Town Building
,, Terry Cacek, !PM Coordinator for the National Park Service, Washington, DC,
Larry Gall began the workshop b introd .
,• .~uced Park Service policies regarding pesticides and herbicides. He began with
the Park, as well as the UMas
Y
ucmg the work that has been ongoing •h ·ri$(,overall goal of the Park Service to preserve and protect cultural and natural
1
Julius Fabos then explain:d ~~~e
. .
·• 'w• 1:11"ces for future generations. If pesticides are used wisely, they are acceptable
being studied in regards to the Cultur )~tlClpants that there are six issues that are
~.n general Park Service goals of preservation and protection. The first step to
follows:
a andscape Management Plan. They are as
~~ .1~ to moni~o~ pest populations for most economical planning.
• Military History
jlj\icides/herb1c1des are used as a last resort, after all other methods are tried.
• Cultural Landscape Periods
<v~lly, the most benign pesticide/herbicide is used that can do the job. Others are
• Cultural Landscape Inventory
Qldect at all costs, especially those carrying a "restricted" label from the EPA.
• Natural Resources
. itji.,'I'erry continued by explaining sustainable agriculture as going one step beyond
• Rec~eation Linkages
~grated pest management. Sustainable ag. employs crop rotations, providing
.
• Agricultural Reintroduction
~- dect nutrients like nitrogen naturally. Rotating crops also provide natural
Julms continued by explaining how !hes .
.
'1~Weed control without pesticides/herbicides.
agricultural reintroduction can hel
e is~~es overlap, and how, in this case,
Bui Coli then explained the field visits he and Brian Donahue had taken in the
(i.e. the military history is h d
.P accomp ish many of these interpretive goals
k, and what they had found, inviting others to challenge their findings. Brian
ar 10 interpret/understand with the wooded character
l'lahue then explained the farming that had gone on in the area from a historical

• Have the wooded areas designated a " /° .
" .
wooded since 1775' Brian Donah .
s e zmmated zn Phase I been cont.
.
·
ue s research will att
inu
• In planning for 'arm/and are ther
I
empt to determine that .
. (h
J'
,
e any areas arge e
h t
.
species undreds of acres needed)? Park i I k°
noug . o attract open fi

~~~ ~~:~:~a~gi~an~;~a~0ea
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perspective, highlighting ag. uses such as orchards, pastures, wet meadows an
livestock, as well as vegetables/row crops.
le products at Brooks house. Discussion of small-scale (30 acres) partg •Pf g as most feasible.
farnun
·

Larry Gall returned to emphasize that the Park wishes to continue work;
the farmers they are working with today. He also mentioned certain types of a
are not consistent with interpretive goals, such as greenhouses and nurseries
Questions and Answers ·

1 feeling that commercial farming
bas/Brian Donahue g~oup: G~ne;~PM and wetland restrictions. Farmers
a t due to nature of soils as we a . corn stubble a problem, although
ulldlife considerations such as leaving ulation a problem, as they eat apples,
Wlptions
Rismg daleer pop ssibility, especially for apples and
rpkins.
o
p·iackpossibility.
-.your-own farmmg so a po
be strawbernes.

• Is the park looking to do period agriculture? Yes, especially in interpretive
How it is to be done is open, perhaps by Park staff, volunteers, under lease
special contract with farmers, or in some combination of the above. The
wishes to interpret various periods of agriculture.
• Regarding sustainable agriculture, is the Park going to dictate the type of
agriculture? Does is have to be organic agriculture? The Park is not going I<\•.
dictate what type in particular, but it will not allow certain types. It does not
have to be organic, although that is certainly fine.
• Does the park wish to interpret' associated industries, such as blacksmithing,
pressing, tanning? That is a possibility, although it is not yet determined wh<i
when, how. The Park does wish to tell those parts of the story.
• What crops are currently being grown in the park 7 Vegetables including
pumpkins and squash, sweet corn, hay, and pasture/ grazing, totalling 120 acr
• Is the Park interested in early farming techniques as they can inform techniq
of today? Yes, the Park is interested. For example, Cadman Community Far
(Lincoln) raises rare breeds of livestock, and the Park would like to see them
Park land for grazing.

p

y

f f min in wetlands needs to be cleared
/Beth Gavrin group: Issues o ar_
g
the be drained or are they
:;-;'ainage ditch issues also raise questions ditches downstream for
'. sidered wetlands now? The towns _alsod~:es will have a big impact on
.
k ditches to work. However, dredgm{d Nowalk) does not believe commercial
habitat issues. Present farmer ( 'l and NPS regulations. Need to target
. g possible due to wet and stony s01 s
t possibilities include involving
mm "high-tech" farmers. Other managVemeTn h and subcontracting land
ng,
Minuteman o. ec .,
. .
man Community Farms,
. .
·n an attempt to min1rmze
ough a farm manager/farmdasslociathbonC~-op/association also possible for
hf
er has to ea wi ·
tegulationds
located in visitor parking lots.
.farm stan s,ea~rh:rmps
P

~a~ dr~n

-~dlife

•

What is the water supply for the three- to four-hundred acres of ag. land poss'
available? It depends on the nature of the ag. use. Water, fencing, and other
issues need to be dealt with depending on the intended use.
• What is the current and projected rate for leasing land in the Park? Today, the ·
land is leased for $20/acre for row cropping and $10/acre for pasture under an
annual permit. Future rates need to be determined, with a five year permit.
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Bill Coli/Dan Dattilio/Meg Rasmussen group: Focus on Brooks farm area, with
possibility of interpreting story of historic apple farming. That area has great
potential for hooking up with Lincoln's trails. Also possibility of restaurant,
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0,.,; M added that Shadyside Avenue an t of the Bedford Levels. Larry
toi,gh pas~age for a trail through the no~:~~~J'a~~e Ave. was a difficult lmk ~:~~~

'8reed that the stretch from Elm Brno~.
t ~ith the Shadyside residents, b
lerin
we might be able to work some! mg ou
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ented many more difficult road
inted out that the south side route p:es f road crossings, and the
now a trail might need to drop down to Lexington Street further west, near
0. fu:'n the north. There was som~ discussi~;t~ well ruled out, although Dan
Nowalks.
t
f tunnels or signals. Tunne s we~e P
the Rt 2 "Crosby's Corners"
Lou raised the question of which side of 2A the bike trail should run. Lar ·
tie~ that as long as the State was wo~ ~~g~:toff /Le.xington Street
this raised the larger philosophical question of whether the bike trail should
<;5 they might also be looking at th
t . touch with them early in case
major spine of the Park, linking interpretive areas, or whether it should bed
· uon, at the same time, and we ought ~e!ee ~~eryone thought signals would
to keep through bike traffic away from these areas. As far as Larry is concern
. ~to do anything abouft a cr~s~~~v~ntu~lly be needed_ Larry thought
bike trail should be for interpretation first, recreation second.
. all unpapular, but a ew :nig
com Rd would be in order.
Gordon raised the concern that bike recreational use was bound to interfere
ttc ya pedestrian operated signal at i;.ans
uch a problem as the volume,
1
interpretation, and that perhaps bike and walking trails should be separate, or
~ Ysaid that the speed of traffic on 2 i:,·~~~eting speeders. Larry ruled
could have walking spurs. Others thought the way the bike trail was designed
-~kingly suggested Park ~~he~ ~~u~ere ~ade a scenic highway and our
paved could mitigate this problem. Dan D. thought that a moderate amount 0
t but thought that eventua Y 1 f
k
we could begin to think about
use could be pretty tolerable to walkers, in his experience.
rehabilitation ma.de H more 0 a
w";,a[;ove 2A out of the Park,
Gordon asked what was being planned to get people out of their cars. What
a raffle down. Lou 1okingly sugges e
about a bike livery, or shuttle vans?
. t general mirth.
t
n loop trails in its
Larry replied that once the bike trail was established, and the landscape and
wondered if the Parr ~o~~~- ju~:i~~~~:~~~~eowith a through trail for
interpretive projects created a sufficient attraction, private shuttle services and
"''retive areas, and avoid al t e l icu
liveries might get into business. In terms of parking lots, he thought several s
f bike trail Larry said that once you
parking lots along the way would be preferable to large, paved lots. Random
eone wondered about m_aintenance 0 a ll ou ~ould shake loose the
parking along 2A would be dangerous. Dan M. and others warned that once th
n a responsibility like a bike trail, event;:,• Y ~tern worked. If the Park built a
was an attraction, parking could be very hard to control - Walden Pond being t
g for maintaining it - tha_t was the:::; ~~rd out that other bike trails had
classic example.
the Park would maintain it. Larry
Pd .
uld do research to see how
Lou and Larry thought that loop trails were more attractive to visitors than a_
built, others had faced these J?roblems, anf t~ee 7~nning.
through trail for walkers. Brian thought that if sidewalks along 2A and closed
have or haven't been dealt with as ~~r:;
d ~or some kinds of farmstand and
sections of the battle road provided one spine for the Park, a second parallel bike
ian pointed out that bike traffic cou
goo
walking trail going through the landscape away from the road could provide a
,your-own farm business.
.
sh Id the bike trail be plowed.7 Larry
0
return route. Many lateral spurs connecting the two spines, along with interpre ·
an M. asked about ski use in the winter ~ot ~t into plowing. If there was
"hooks" to draw walkers away from the road, would set up any number of possi
ed ski use and thought the Park would
g
king lot Some thought ski use
loops for walkers. Brian advocated using the road trail primarily for battle
.· y demand, they might con~ider plo:ing r~~~ei::;, but others thought the
interpretation, and the back trail mostly for landscape interpretation. Larry and ,::)f! \'6uld become very heavy, creating park gJ:at made this a problem in Lincoln were
others warned we should be careful about pushing that approach too far, and
:¢\ •. ~ditions (train stop and ski rental shop)
missing opportunities. We don't want to program visitors into a rigid interpretiv~;'_~--- - itnique and wouldn't be repeated here. k has a lease law.
plan, because people won't follow it. Visitors like to graze.
Dan M. _what about dogs? Larry· Par. d th Park agreed strongly that the Park
Several people thought sidewalks along the road were an obvious way to get ~t
, Jn closing, several attei:dees from ou;,si t e .t~ its trails, and not to give in to
least one through route in while causing the least disturbance, and would only gt•~: ~ed to put its interpre!Ive program irsb wi d 't let recreation drive the way the
us more flexibility to do other things. Dan M. returned to the recreational bike
k ~ational pressures. Be aware of them, u~ca~~erms evervone agreed, is a
issue, pointing out that through bike use was bound to rise no matter what the Pat 'I' ~lirk is developed. What this means in prac
'
'
did, so we better think about how to deal with it. One approach would be a bike tr•'. C<lrnplicated, tough problem.
along 2A, or on the south side of 2A, to keep the inevitable bike pressure away fro!ll.
the interpretive trail system.
·J
Lou reiterated that Minute Man should build a trail to see the Park, not to av01
it. If somebody else wanted to build a "fast lane/' that was another matter. There
was some discussion about the possibility of two bike trails, one straight shot for th•
Jong range recreational riders, and another more winding one for interpretive
purposes. But there isn't all that much room for several longitudinal trails in th_e Je
Park, and who would fund that much construction? Larry returned to the princ!p
------that the Park had to put interpretation first
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9.
10.

State of the Art Literature Review explores the conceptual foundations
lll'derlying the study of cultural landscapes, battlefields, agricultural resources and
'{\ wral resources. In addition, this appendix will review case studies for applications
.. n1
of some of these theories.

Sample Page from the NPS Cultural Landscape Inventory Form .............. ..
.:first, a review of literature related to cultural landscapes will be covered, second,
Cultural Landscapes' Processes and Components...................
....... 21a
Treatments for Historic Landscapes...............................
.............................. 219 · "battlefield-related work is reviewed. Although Minute Man is primarily in existence
Features and Locations for Battlefield Identification ............................................. 224 ·~0 interpret and commemorate the Running Battle, the context of the battle was
An Example of the Relationship Between Soil Serie~···~~-~-s-·es·········d·······················-227·. , itself a cultural landscape, and continues to be so today. Therefore, the battle needs
to be viewed in the context of the cultural landscape. The organization of this study
Map Units.........................................
'
an
reflects
that relationship. Issues concerning the cultural landscape history will be
Typical Relationship of Selected s~;;~ ;~ ·;~;~;~~~;::::::.::
231
Considered first, followed by issues relating to the battle history. In many instances ..
Cntena for Selecting Target Species...........................
..... 235
t'he
information on cultural landscapes is also relevant to battlefields. Indeed, in
Interior and Edge Areas as Affected by Patch Size ~~~-~~-~~~::::::·························238
(;hapter Two: Methods, the management guidelines for interpreting the Running
An Example of Long-Rotation Island Management....
........................ 239
What is a Wetland?
......................................... 241
Battle history rely on data generated in the Landscape History portion. At the end of

: : ·.· ::.·: _··.· .· ·.·:.· ·: ·.

0

11. Rapid Predictors ~·~;~~~~-~~;~r ~~;~;~~~~~;;~ ·
· · ·
· ·· · ·· · · .. .243
12. Rapid Predictors of Sediment Removal Relatio~~~;···············- ............................ .244
13. Riparian System Cross-Section.
p ........................................... 245
14. Stream Order Designation ......... ::·::::::: : : :::::::: :::::::::::::··········································· 245
......................................... .246

the chapter there is a summary and synthesis of the ideas presented and a discussion
· of how the theories and their applications helped inform and guide the methods of
this study.
As cultural landscapes are the result of human interaction over time with the
natural landscape, this appendix also explains in detail relevant information that
will define the methodology for the identification, assessment and development of
management guidelines for agricultural and natural resources within a cultural

landscape. The third section of the appendix documents literature related to
agricultural resources. The fourth section documents the state of the art literature
relevant to the identification, assessment and management of natural resources
such as natural history and physiography, wildlife habitats and wetland and riparian
systems.
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d sed and shaped the land to service human
ho occupied, deve ope ' u
l "
l. f
tt"tudes traditions and values of these peop e
'
reflect the be ie s, a I
'
- s· theY may
" hould be directed at idenllfymg existmg
'
3) The survey .. s
.
lelland, 1991 ' p. .
d
. . g the extent to which historic properties
t . sties and eterm1n1n
pe charac en . .
" McClelland 1991, P· 10). By conducting an
characteristics remain intact ( - ~erns may be amplified that show the
f the landscape characterishcs, pa
wry o
.
th cultural and natural landscape. Maps,
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. F.
1
'aJ11ic re la t
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1 age from the Nat10na
ed
e p
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.
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Cultural Landscapes Discussion and Literature Review
Carl 0. Sauer, a geographer, first articulated the concept of cultural landscapes in
1925 when he wrote that the cultural landscape ".. .is fashioned from a natural

">

landscape by a culture group. Culture is the agent, the natural area is the rnediull1'4·
the cultural landscape the results .. (Sauer, 1925, p. 343). These landscapes are tho i,;;
record of human relationships with the land they "... encompass all that has been ·
altered by humans [and] represent the real, physical, tangible legacy of one
generation passed down to another generation. Therefore, they are significant
reminders of the past. They are reflections of the common, everyday history of
country. " (Melnick, 1983, p. 87). The intention of the state of the art for cultural
landscapes is to review the methods for their identification, assessment an

·. ainr

ristics are organized into "Processes" and "Component~" as
.
. #30 ..When historic processes are Jinked
·•~1~~ow•n in Figure 2. Accordmg to Bulletin
' b iewed as a unified "whole"
existing components, the rural landscape can e v

tE•,;~tieJandscape charade

management.

Identification: Methods for conducting a cultural landscape inventory first evc>lv<rl fSll\'fcClellatnd, 1991, P· 4).
out of studies done by landscape architect, Robert Z. Melnick in 1979. He conducted
a study to assess the value of cultural landscapes within the Park system (Webb,
1987). The study focused on developing guidelines for identifying, evaluating and
managing cultural landscapes. His first report entitled, Cultural Landscapes: Rural
Historic Districts in the National Park System prescribed a method of documenting
the characteristics of a cultural landscape. These characteristics ind uded land use
and land cover, as well as the cultural landscape elements such as structures,
circulation networks and fences. According to Melnick, these vestiges of human
habitation and their relationships to each other and to larger natural systems, gave
the landscape its character (Melnick, 1983, p. 88).
Since the early 1980's, Melnick's work evolved into the National Register Bulletin
#30, Guidelines for Evaluating and Documenting Rural Historic Landscapes
published in 1991. Bulletin #30 is a step-by step guide for registering cultural
landscapes with the National Register of Historic Places. It is a valuable tool not
only for the National Register process, but in addition, for understanding and
evaluating cultural landscapes in general. The inventory method described in the
Bulletin builds on Melnick's original methods, involving a classification system of
eleven characteristics for "reading" the rural landscape. Identifying cultural
landscapes begins with an inventory of "landscape characteristics." These
characteristics are defined as, "the tangible evidence of the activities and the habits
·------------------------------------------------------ -------------216
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Com onents

Processes
Texc:
Rgzls ya1 J 5 are [hp mp st
abundant and character-definin g small~

Land Uses and Activities
patterns of Spatial Organization
Respanse to the Natural Environment
:··.
Cultural Traditions

They unify and kni t the
the landscape to2ether
· Thov_ range

scale feature.

fron 2.S'tall. 1-2' wide. to re11tnants

qt Yi!JJ5

tg mprtared field !!tone

walls 5cgpe yall5 run along both sides
pf the

road

fn

many places
--- and

r11n

Circulation Networks
Boundary Demarcations
Vegetation Related to Land Use
Buildings, Structures, and Objects
Clusters Archaeological Sites
Small-scale Elements

h•ck

1TitC the ggpds drmarcatipg old field

ure 2: Cultural Landscapes' Processes and Components.

Bulletin #30 uses this

egorization system to organize cultural landscapes into "Processes and
ponents." The processes listed on the left leave the kinds of physical
onents listed on the right. Making connections between them is a way of
ing cultural landscapes as a "unified whole."

c<:t ':tandscape History:
J:EAnJRES
CSlteFumttuN _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

CSlgn1 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
W-.nc11

Making the connection between history and the present is a

.. ';i.Crltical aspect of cultural landscape identification and understanding (US
}\>epartment of the Interior, 1992; Mattson, 1992; McClelland, 1991; Stokes and
/Watson, 1989). People shaped the land through time; their effects on it are apparent.. .For example, in an article entitled, "Utilizing History to Establish Cultural and
.Physical Identity in the Landscape," Owen R. Scott, a landscape architect and faculty

Split rail. wire

Olhl!

ow...~,"'...
:-st--u...
----------

member at the University of Guelph, wrote,

The physical character of a landscape, especially a rural landscape, has itS
in the historical development of that landscape. An understanding of tl"le es
historical component, in conjunction with biophysical and cultural resoorc '
social fabric and political factors can provide insight for landscape p]an<'ers d
and other professionals to determine the most sensitive approach to pJal'ne
change in the rural landscape (1979, p. 179)

Cl C.m.hlryMarter_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

CJSculpture,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

1

0Auln•-----------!31:>thar Large boulders dot the landscape
and were important to the battle events

roots

·p~

u

J.1.e describes how the "character and form of the rural landscape" was rooted 1
earliest settlement patterns of the region, specifically, in the late 18th century
b
method of survey and land division. He argues that these historic processes rJ1. ost e
understood for planning and design of the landscape.

Figure 1: Sample Page from the NPS Cultural Landscape Inventory Form
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In New England, farmers have tilled the soils ever since they arrived in the
World in 1629. Colonists found a wooded landscape, cleared it, and farrnect . ;,
some places, it has been farmed ever since. Contrary to the traditionally hel~'.
that agriculture declined in New England from 1830 to 1850, farms were Proct
into the mid-twentieth century (Bell 1989). The type and mix of crops change
differing economic and social forces, but generally the story of farming is one
cycle of forest clearing and re-growth (Cronon, 1983).

oi:

One way of understanding the evolution of the agricultural landscape involves
looking at the social and political forces at work and the subsequent reactions of
farmers (Baker and Izard, 1991). However, another way is to map the ownership
piece of land over time and see how it changed and evolved. Changes in own
patterns, field size and crop type can be organized into distinct "landscape peri
In summary, identifying cultural landscapes should include, early on,
documentation of the resources found on the land (US Department of the Inter
1992; Melnick, 1987, Melnick, 1984; Stokes and Watson, 1989). The underlying ,
theme of the cultural landscape literature is that the landscape is shaped by peopl~!
over time and the results of their activities give the landscape its' unique
characteristics. These elements can be inventoried by breaking the entire landsca -,
down into its component parts and systems. However, something is missing
these kinds of inventories - a synthesis of the landscape into a "whole" again.
each component is inventoried, there should be another part of the inventory
brings the landscape back together again. According to Robert Melnick, "the
systematic interrelationship of these components may well be critical to
characterizing and understanding a landscape (Melnick, 1983, p. 88). For example,
the circulation system, field patterns, structures and small-scale elements are all
inventoried as separate components, they are considered separate landscape layers.
However, it is the relationships between these layers as well as its political, historical
and social context that give the landscape its character, making in effect, a "place"
(Jackson, 1984, p. 54). It is important that the cultural landscape be understood as a
unique place rather than simply a collection of components. The second part of
identifying the cultural landscape, its physiographic, ecological, historical and
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ILandscape hisrorian Brian Donahue has conducted re.search in tlle "Nine Acre Comer" section of Concord,
Massachusetts. He has described six historic pericxfs between 1650 and 1900 when the types of agriculture and
ownership patterns could be linked lO historic trends. For example, the fragmentation of Common fields into
individual ownership in the 1675 period, or the rise of commercial dairy fanning in I.he I850's.
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daries around battlefields. Specifically, "the boundary should encompass, but
xceed the full extent of the battlefield. Included within the boundary should be

Battlefields can also be seen as part of the cultural landscape. In addition to the
features directly associated with the fighting, the larger landscape context is
considered integral to the story of the battle (Miller, 1991; Gettysburg National
Military Park, 1991; Antietam National Battlefield, 1988, Brown, 1992; Lamme
In mapping the context of the battle, the cultural landscape is by definition, '
included. As with identifying cultural landscapes, identifying battlefields m 1101 .,._

-~oeation of the battle and an appropriate setting to. conve.y its significance"
rus, 1992, P· 13). This stresses the importance of including not only areas where
.
ccurred but also the landscape context in any interpretive strategy. A

ung o

'

.dY of Gettysburg Military Park can help illustrate this concept.

more than simply identifying areas of fighting. The historical and social context
sburg's enabling legislation called for making the "lines of battle of all troops
a ed in the battle of Gettysburg ... " (28 stat. 651,1895) i.e. one of the first actions
.: by park staff was to locate the specific areas associated with the fighting. At this
e there was no mention of interpreting the battle's historic or cultural context.

should be described as well. Understanding the historic contexts as well as matppfoJ c
the landscape context will give more meaning to the events of the battle itself.
Assessment: Bulletin #40 describes a standard way to assess battlefields using the
criteria of Significance and Integrity. In determining Significance, the battlefield
may be associated with any of the National Register Criteria for Evaluation.' It
must meet one or more of the criteria. Integrity in battlefields is measured in the
same way as cultural landscapes discussed earlier. That is, it is a measure of its
"ability to convey its significance" (Andrus, 1992, p. 10). The battlefield does not
have to remain totally unchanged from its period of significance however to retain
integrity.
All properties change over time and nearly all battlefield will contain
noncontributing properties. If the type of noncontributing property reflects
continuing later development of traditional land use, then the impact of
these properties may not be as great ... [on integrity] ... For example, in
battlefields located in rural or agricultural areas, the presence of farm related
buildings dating from outside the Period of Significance generally will not
destroy the battlefield's integrity. It is important that the land retain its rural
or agricultural identity in order for it to convey its [primary, battle-related]
Period of Significance (Andrus, 1992, p. 11-12).

wever, those aspects are now vety important to the Park's interpretive mission.
example, in the General Management Plan for 1982 one of their main goals is to
rpret "battle positions, movements, actions, deeds, casualties and all related
atters of the armies and men who fought and swerved in the Battle of Gettysburg
July 1, 2, and 3, 1863 and of the Gettysburg Campaign June 3 to August 3, 1863
~JtGettysburg Military Park, 1991, p. 421). In addition to this primary interpretive

gii~ission, they also want to use the landscape context to interpret the "pre-battle 1863
~fora! agricultural environment" (Gettysburg Military Park, 1991, p. 350).

Wf
~.Management: A battlefield may be strewn with statues commemorating fallen
\'heroes, but it is really the landscape itself that conveys the best sense of the battle to
. :~,visitors (Lamme, 1989, p. 171; Mayo, 1988b, p. 45). At Gettysburg, the battlefield is the

'>:-~,Primary interpretive resource, and it is through the visitor's experience of the
·'landscape that they understand the battle. As stated in the 1990 Management
'Objectives, the Park Service's treatment objectives include managing the park as a
landscape;

Another way to assess battlefields is by mapping the events associated with
particular places, and then assessing their importance to the interpretation of the
battle. This approach is implied in Bulletin #40 when it discusses drawing the
boundaries around battlefields. Specifically, "the boundary should encompass, but
1See B~lletin #~O defi~es the National Register Crileria in four basic categories: Criterion A applies lo
with even~ thal ha".e made_ signific_anl contributions to the broad paltems of hisrory.
Cnt~r1on B app~1es to properties associated with the hves of persons significant in our past. Criterion C
applies ~o Pr<?pertte~ ~mbodying the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction;
_pos~.ss1ng h.1g~ ~tic v3!u~; or repre~nting a signi~icant and disti~guishable entity whose components may Jack
~ndiv1dual distmction. Criterion D applies to properties that have yielded or are likely to yield, information
1mponant to prehistory or history (McClelland, 1991, p. 13)
prO_Pe~es assocta~
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which not only reflects the pre-battle 1863 rural agricultural environment but
superimposed post-battle elements (monumentation, avenu.es, interp.r~ttve
devices, facilities, etc.) which are necessary for commemoration and v1s1tor
understanding of the battle. No restoration of structures or landscape
elements may create an anachronism; that is all element.s must .h~ve
coexisted during a single historic period (Gettysburg Nat10nal Military Park,
1991, p. 357).
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ntinuum cannot be stopped, but it can be controlled to preserve those
:l:portant cultural resources which otherwise _would be obliterated by this
uccessional process. The prevalence of farming in the nineteenth century -: ~aracterized by vast clearing -- is now the most visually difficult to recreate.
'{et, despite continuing change, the valley does retain the distinct identity and
essential characteristics (spatial forms of open fields and woodland, isolated
farm buildings, clustered villages and linear transportation elements) for
which it is important. (Department of the Interior, 1987, p. 15).
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useful procedure is the one outlined by the US Department of the Interior in
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.2 entitled Draft Guidelines for the Treatment of Historic Landscapes (US

, artment of the Interior, 1992). With its' emphasis on comparing the historic
scape patterns with existing patterns it can measure the degree to which the
'dscape appears as it did in the past. This way, treatment options can be
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A. treatment is defined as, "any slfategy or combination of stnuegies that are undertaken in response to the

:~ape's historic value. The treatment of a landscape shall recognize the historic, archaeological, ethnographic and
SJ.go values, as well as the dynamics of change to landscape features. Many different treatments are available along

;&radient of intervention from release to reconstrucLion" (A Preservationist's Glossary. Landscape Architecture.
U!y/Aug 1987, p. 96)
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specific recommendations for landscape treatments. They are part of the SeQ-;'
the Interior's Standards for Historic Preservation projects. The Guidelines ~
0
the landscape into "Historic Landscape Features" which include topograph y,

·in, it is

vegetation, natural systems, circulation, landscape structures, site furnishings
objects, water features and spatial relationships. The describe a series of
"Recommended" and "Not Recommended" actions for treatments including
protection and stabilization, preservation, rehabilitation, restoration and
reconstruction.
Figure 3 defines these treatments. 1
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Protedion and stabilization: A treatment strategy which preserves existing featu'
by limiting the effects of weathering, deterioration and natural succession.
Preservation: The act or process of applying measures to sustain the terrain and
vegetative cover, and the form, integrity and materials of the landscape.
Rehabilitation: Treatment that improves the utility, function and/ or appearance
historic cultural landscape. This often envolves safety, environmental, natural
resource or administration consideration. The landscape's integrity and its historic<}
fabric must remain following a rehabilitation treatment.

:~~na~;r::c~ed the landscape management in a traditio:l way; far~~ :::e

Restoration: The act or process of recovering the historic appearance of the historic
cultural landscape. The restoration can address all or part of a landscape. Accardi
to proposed National Park Serivce guidelines, the selection of a restoration treatme
should meet the following criteria (1) minimal conjecture is required, (2) the treatm
is essential for understanding and appreciating the landscape, (3) the restoration is ·.;
complete in its context, (4) the landscape's essential form and integrity are unimpare<#
(5) when addressing a portion of the landscape, its relationship to other portions does
not compromise the total. A restoration is often undertaken to remove incompatible
natural and human-caused accretions and to replace elements.
Reconstruction: The recreation of a landscape, in whole or in part, on an original site.
Candidates for reconstruction no longer exist in original appearnace or appearance to
a given point in history. The National Park Service does not recommend
reconstruction because by nature it destroys existing values of the site and structures.
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Figure 3:

Treatments for Historic Landscapes.

1AII definitions from "A Preservationist's Glossary." 1987. Landscape Architecture. v, 77, no. 4.
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In order to meet these management objectives in Gettysburg, farmland has been .
leased for agriculture since 1943 in order to maintain the 1863 landscape character''~~
little cost to the National Park Service. In 1981, there were 54 active special use a;i ·
permits in the park covering 2,241 acres of Gettysburg National Military Park and
Eisenhower National Historic Site (Gettysburg National Military Park, 1991).

Soil Series

Agricultural Resources Literature Review

\

agricultural use. The proper management of agricultural resources is an integral
part of the rehabilitation of a landscape with such a history. This section explains
the state of the art literature regarding the identification, assessment and
management of agricultural resources in a cultural landscape.

Stoniness
Phase

I

Identification: Soil Conservation Service (SCS) soil surveys are the prime source for
identification of agricultural resources of any given landscape. Intended for many
different users, including farmers, foresters and agronomists, the surveys can be
used "to evaluate the potential of the soil and the management needed for
maximum food, forage and wood production" (SCS, 1991, p. 1).
SCS soil scientists survey the landscape to learn what types of soils are in the area,
where they are and how they can be used. Steepness, length and the shape of slopes,
the size of streams and the general drainage patterns, the kinds of native plants and
the kinds of rocks are some of the data studied to aid in determining the soil types.
The scientists also study soil profiles, or the sequence of natural layers or horizons
in the soil, made from numerous borings from the surface to a depth of 60 or more
inches (SCS, 1991, p. 2). The soil scientists, after classifying and naming the soils,
draw the boundaries of the soils on aerial photographs. The scale of the resulting
maps is 1:25,000.
Descriptions of each type of soil include general facts about the soil. Soils that have
similar profiles and properties are grouped into a soil series, named for a geographic
area in which they were first identified, such as "Sudbury" for a series found along
composition, thickness and arrangement. These soils can differ in texture,
230
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Textural
Phase

Many cultural landscapes have, as part of their history, land that has been in

the Sudbury River in Massachusetts. Soils within a series have similar
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management of change and evolution of landscapes. It embraces the dynamic
nature of the landscape instead of trying to work against it.
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Battlefield Discussion and Literature Review
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is to interpret and commemorate the Running Battle. Therefore, procedures neect ;
to be developed to use the landscape as the primary interpretive resource for this

great event in American history.

Battlefields have been marked and commemorated since ancient times. However,
the concept of preserving an entire battlefield began here in the United States in
1890 with the establishment of the Chickamauga Chattanooga National Military

t%'.:
•;

..• •_.fAs

1

"Each represents important civil space, where Americans of various ideological
persuasions come, not always reverently, to compete for the ownership of cherished
national stories and argue about the nature of heroism, the meaning of war, the
efficacy of martial sacrifice, and the significance of preserving the patriotic landscape
of America" (Linethal, 1990, p. 7).

battlefield is a strange and special place - a piece of land that for a millisecond of
history became a whirling vortex of intense importance" (Brown, 1992, p. 63). Over
time, meaning becomes attached to the particular bit of landscape. The meaning
attached to it may change however. "Old battlefields in distant times become
abstractions as they pass from event to memory to icon ... Some places become
enshrined while others are cast into obscurity, but the reality of those places has not
changed; only the way they are remembered" (Brown, 1992, p. 63). Battlefields are
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- ulletin #40 hsts'f'severa
.
.
·,;·&attlefield idenh icat10n.
.
f
th battle took actions based on their
<
bf
drmgorater e
'
:,opposing forces, either e ore, u
'
"(Andrus 1992, p. 7). These
;...
t'
n
of
being
in
the
presence
of
the
enemy
'
_':,-_-:assump io
.
· F'
4
,- - _-~Features and Locations" are categorized in igure .

Park in Tennessee (Rainey, 1983). Battlefields serve as places "where various forms
of veneration express the belief that the contemporary power and relevance of the
"lessons" of the battle are critical to the continued life of the Nation." In addition,

Battlefields can foster a strong relationship between place and meaning. "A

~n

:Movements

Positions

linmediate approaches to the
.....
battlefield
Jlfanking movements during the
battle
Retrogrades or withdrawals from
•·.
the battle
.
A\lack movements during the battle

Picket lines
Battlelines
Skirmish lines
Artillery positions

Other Locations
.
ColIUnander's observation pomts
.
and their viewsheds
Signa1 stations and their viewsheds
8iitt1e hospital sites
· !llrial Sites
tolIUnand posts (also called
headquarters)

•j

Other Locations
.
Aspects of the historic
landscape such as:
Farmhouses and
outbuildings
Fencelines and
hedgerows
Stone walls
Roads

Areas
Engagement areas

.

Areas of troop concentrations
Areas where reserve troops

were positioned
Staging areas
Bivouac areas
.
Areas where rearguard actions
took place
Other Locations
Fields
Fords
Orchards
Woodlots

watercourses
Railroad lines
Bridges
Sources of water

Figure 4: Features and Locations for Battlefield Identification. Bulletin #40
organizes battlefields into components associated with the events of the battle as
UJell as associated areas.
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. r.iapagement: The SCS soil surveys also provide information on soil types and
designations based on soil types. Areas identified as prime farmland have "th
combmat10n of physical and chemical characteristics for producing food f d e best · eJ'l"'cted yields per acre for specific crops in the table, "Land Capability and Yields per
;,ere of Crops and Pasture."
forage, fiber and oilseed crops, and is also available for these uses (the Ia~d~o~ld
cropland, pasture land, forest land or other land but n t b ·1
be
1991
'
'
o u1 t-up or water)" (SCs
'f)le size, scope and nature of agricultural practices are a major modifier of the land
. , p. 69). Furthermore, the surveys include a table entitled "Land Ca abilit
,
Yields per Acre of Crops and Pasture" h" h
. .
p
y anct
and water that provide habitats for fish and wildlife. With land uses and
"I d
..
' w IC assesses the so!ls m the landscape f
agricultural practices changing, the quality of habitats will be affected.
.an capability," showing in a general way the suitability of soils for most kind or
£1eld crops. The SCS sur
b k . .
.
s of
veys rea s01ls mto eight capability classes as follo .
The use of agricultural chemicals, irrigation and drainage, double cropping,
'
WS.
increased
field size, and the improvement of plant species ... often have
~lass I soils have slight limitations that restrict their use.
negative effects on habitats ... replacement of wild pastures with tame
lass~! s01ls have moderate limitations that reduce the choice of plant
pastures and widespread monoculture reduce the diversity of plant life and
at r~qwre moderate conservation practices.
s or
thus the diversity of wildlife (Impacts of Emerging Agricultural Trends on
Class III soils have severe limitations that reduce the ch .
Fish
and Wildlife Habitat, National Academy Press, 1982, p. xvi).
requir7 special conservation practices, or both.
o1ce of plants or that
Classt~Vt s01ls _have very severe limitations that reduce the choice of plant
Although agricultural practices modify the landscape and the habitats contained
a r~qu1re very careful management, or both.
s or
Class V soiis are not likely to erode bu h
. . .
.
therein, certain agricultural management practices can reduce the impacts on
remove, that limit their use.
t ave other hm1tations, impractical to
wildlife. "Integrated pest management and less tillage of land can improve fish and
Classfo~I :~i:isv~~~~-severe limitations that make them generally unsuitable
wildlife habitats" (Impacts of Emerging Agricultural Trends on Fish and Wildlife
Habitat, National Academy Press, 1982, p. xvi). Integrated pest management (!PM)
Classc~l~~:~if~:ave very severe limitations that make them unsuitable for
techniques include requiring farmers to plant non-row crops once every five years.
Class VIII soils and mis ll
.
their us f
ce _aneous areas have hmitations that nearly preclude
This
interrupts pest life cycles and provides the further benefit of increased
e or cornmerc1al crop production.
landscape and wildlife diversity" (Millington, 1992, p. 50). Other practices include
(SCS, 1991, p. 68).
use of only certain pesticides and fertilizers while others are prohibited, the use of
The METLAND agricultural productivity assessment technique takes the SCS
hedgerows, filter strips and field borders planted with native vegetation to filter
one step farther, as it is based on the interaction of the natural suitability of
surface runoff and enhance vvildlife habitat, planting cover crops and using
rninimum tillage farming.
th:ts:ita:I~~r;~u~ure ·~~the degree to which the overlying land use detracts from

::pro;c:

a os an
aswell, 1977, p. 32). Soil capability classes are rated based
on expected crop yields and o I d
.
.
n an use. For example, Capability Class I soils with
thedhighest expected yield receive a 100 for soil suitability rating and forests h~ve a
Ian use detractor rating of 5 Th
.
- e more work needed convert the land to
agriculture, the lower the detractor rating (Fabos and Caswell 1977
a res
.
.
'
, pp. 30-41). Then,
ource va1ue rating is determined with the folio wing
. formu1a:
X = [(s - t) + 75]

I 175 x 100

where s = soil suitability rating
t = land use detractor rating
X = resource value rating
(Fabos and Caswell, 1977, p. 37).
232
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Careful agricultural management practices can also decrease changes to quantity and
I quality of wetland, pond, lake, and streams habitats. Organic farming, another

I

I approach to farming, is a method that protects natural resources (Cacek, 1984, pp.

l

357-360).

.l!

Summary: The preceding section discussed the state of the art literature regarding
the identification, assessment and management of agricultural resources. The Soil
Conservation Service work is the main source to be adopted in the development of

lliethods in Chapter Two.
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·ce scraped ground and picked up the bedrock of southern New
the glacial and postglacial sediments of Cape Cod
nr ter as the sea drowned the glacial cape, the .drift along the shoreline was
~~o~ed ~nd redeposited as beaches and spits. Windblown sand was deposited
as dunes" (SCS, 1993, p. 4).

Natural Resources Discussion

~he ::;::'!d'deposited it as

This section will document the state of the art research regarding natural resources
including natural history, wildlife habitats, wetlands and riparian corridors. As it is
a premise for this study that the cultural landscape is a result of human interaction
with the natural landscape -- natural history and physiography are the first step in
understanding the natural landscape and resources of a region. Then, in order to
understand the present day natural landscape, resources such as wildlife and their

SCS Surveys also include graphics explaining the relati.onship of soils to the
!.;,.,oHJgy and topography of the landscape, as illustrated m Figure 6.

habitats and wetland and riparian systems must be identified, assessed and managed
properly.
Natural History and Physiography Literature Review
As cultural landscapes are the result of human interaction with the natural
landscape, the history of the land must be understood. Not only do soils hold
information about the agricultural potential of an area, but they provide facts about
the geologic history of the area as well. "To appreciate the landscape, one must
understand it," (Jorgensen, 1977, p. 9) and to understand it, one must learn about the
visible landscape elements and the story of their evolution over millions of years.
A region's geology and plant geography are the two major components of the
natural landscape. The geology is composed of two parts: the bedrock and the
mantle rock, or soil and loose material that form the surface of the land (Jorgensen,
1977, p. 13).
Identification: Jorgensen's A Guide to New England's Landscape (1977) describes
and illustrates the geologic and vegetative history of the landscape of the New
England region. Important to understand are the formation of the bedrock
foundation, the glacial history and resulting landforms (such as rivers, lakes,
drumlins, eskers, and soils), and the geography of the resultant vegetation. Further
information on soil formation history can be found in SCS soil surveys for the
particular region or landscape in question. For example, the soil survey of
Barnstable County, Massachusetts, explains how the landscape of the county was
formed as a result of the last continental glacier and the rise in sea level that
followed glaciation.
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Figure 6:

Typical Relationship of Selected Soils to Topography !from SCS, 1991, P·

14).

So·ls form through the interaction of five major factors: time, climate, parent
1
.
h
d plant and animal life. "The relative influence of each
matenal, topograp y, an
.
l
factor varies from place to place, but the combination of all five factors normal:
.
h k' d f soil that forms in any given area" (SCS, 1993, P· 121). T e
determ1nes t e in o
.
·1
interaction of these five factors results in the formation of a soil profile .. A soi
profile is a "vertical section of the soil from the surface to the unconsolidated . .
h ·
d h mical characteristics
material at a depth of 60 inches or more ··· the P ysica 1 an_ ~ e
.
m
observed within the soil profile are the basis for differentiating one soil fro
another" (SCS, 1993, p. 122).
. G
· 5 rvey should be used to
The geologic map of the landscape from the US eo 1og1c u
.
.
.
Th
s are detailed 7.5-minute
Understand the distribution of geologic units.
e map
b
geologic maps made at a scale of 1:31,680 or 1:24,000. Similarly, USGS maps can e
used to identify the topography of a region or landscape.
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In order to identify the significance of the natural history of a region or 1 d
an sea.Pe
the people that settled there, the field of environmental history is beginning to <!ti
investigate the interrelationship between humans and their natural e ·
'<.···
nv1ronme
Cultural landscapes are partly determined by beliefs and traditions of a p
nts.
eop1e thilt
settle on the land, but also by the elements occurring there naturally.
Environmental historians are involved in an interdisciplinary field that
..
.
.
exp 1ore the
place of the natural world in history and the particulars of environmental h
·
.
c ange
(Cronon, 1990). Changes zn the Land: Indians, Colonists, and the Ecology of N'W
England, (Cronon, 1983) explores the environmental history of the New E 1

.

.

~~

.

reg10n, brmgmg together the history of the land and the history of the people. I . ..
h'is tory " w h'tch extends its
· boundaries
· beyond human institutions -- economiest IS ii
class and gender systems, political organizations, cultural rituals -- to the natur:l
ecosystems which provide the context for those institutions" (Cronon 1983 p ")
f

'

•

vu .

Human beings also have an effect on the landscape and its ecosystems. In addition
to the regularly occurring processes of an ecosystem, a linear sequence of

catastroph~s, including fire, wind and disease, has left its mark on the landscape.
Human beings are a part of that linear history.
Their activitie.s often m.imicked certain ecological processes that occurred in
nature, but with a crucial. difference. Whereas the natural ecosystem tended
toward a patch~ork of diver~e communities arranged almost randomly on
the landscape -- Its very continuity depending on that disorder -- the human
tendency was to systematize the patchwork and impose a more regular
pattern on it. (Cronon, 1983, p. 33).
Human beings were affected by the natural landscape, but did not leave the natural
ecosystems unchanged.

Wildlife/Habitats Literature Review
Wildlife and their habitats are one of many natural resources existing in every
landscape. Since it is a premise of this study that natural resources, such as wildlife
and habitats, should be identified and properly managed when rehabilitating a
cultural landscape, the following questions must be asked:
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•

Which wildlife species/habitats exist in the landscape and how important

•

are they?
How could a cultural landscape rehabilitation affect them and what
guidelines should be adopted for their management?

following section "\vill attempt to answer these questions and provide a natural
urce-sensitive approach to cultural landscape management.
tification: Landscape ecology is the "study of the structure, function, and change
heterogeneous land area composed of interacting ecosystems" (Forman and
ron, 1986, p. 595). Landscape ecology studies the functioning of patches, or
tats, and corridors, linear strips of land that differ in vegetation, etc. from the
son either side (Forman and Godron, 1986; MacArthur and Wilson, 1967).
life species are one type of natural resource in the ecosystem that exist within
, ost every landscape.
-:order to determine which species are in a particular landscape, \".rildlife and their
~bitats should be identified by qualified scientists. Beyond the identification of

{~~at is

there, understanding hov.· \Vildlife and their habitats function vvithin the
_,~fidscape ecosystem is necessary. Habitat size is one of many factors that determines
}~e density and variety of species \.Vi thin the patch. The size of patches, or islands, as
<Well as their proximity to other islands vvith a similar ecosystem, or connectivity,
<!etermines the number of species an island can support. (Burgess and Sharpe, 1981;
.Harris, 1984).
Metapopulations are the interconnected sets of subpopulations at a landscape scale
that function together (Merriam, 1990; Opdam, 1990). Although species may become
extinct from certain habitats, the metapopulation allovvs for alternating extinctions
llnd recolonizations of the patches (Opdam, 1990). Once existing habitats are
determined, the species' metapopulation should also be identified, as most species
. depend on the larger scale population for continued existence (Merriam, 1990;
Opctarn, 1990).
-iv"ith the identification of metapopulations, movement of the species from patch to
_patch is necessary for recolonization to occur. Movement of this type often occurs
}'ia corridors, or linear strips of land that differ in vegetation or land use, etc. from
}he areas on either side (Forman and Godron, 1986, Chapter 4). "Corridors are the
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resources (including natural history and physiography, wildlife and their habitats
and wetland and riparian systems).
'
Procedures for the identification of agricultural and natural resources are well

developed, although procedures regarding the assessment of these resources within
a cultural landscape setting are lacking. Management guidelines for natural
resources, while developed for the natural landscape on the whole, are again lacking
when the resources are located within a cultural landscape. Agricultural resources
are the exception, as identification, assessment and management procedures are
generally well developed, even when located within a cultural landscape.
More information is needed relating to the interpretation of natural resources

within a cultural landscape setting. The field of environmental history provides the
only source for interpretation of the link between natural and cultural landscapes.
As cultural landscape rehabilitation becomes more prevalent, there is a growing
need for identification., management and interpretation of the cultural and natural
landscape. This state of the art literature review and discussion provides a means to
adapt and develop procedures that can integrate agricultural and natural resource
management with landscape history and battlefield management.
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best solution, especially where species are disappearing from small, local fragrne '?¥~/
in a predictable order, producing nested species distributions based on habitat
and where the target species do not disperse well across barriers" (Soule, 199Jb •:

ar:W"

319). Corridors must be tailored to the needs of particular target species, but

n::;L

not compromise the viability of other species. "A poorly functioning corridor ca.rt
do more harm than good because it can be a death trap for dispersing individuals,
draining off healthy animals from a source area but failing to deliver them in
sufficient quantity to the target patch" (Soule, 1991a, p. 92).

itat specific studies show a correlation between habitat/island
ment: Local hab
.
d
SS
f
·
"Progressively smaller woodlots contained fewer an
d number o speaes.
,,n
b' d pea·es" (Harms and Opdam, 1990, p. 79). In other words, larger
forest- ir s
.
.
er
support more species. For patches to support certain species,
11
heS genera y
h
c n as "interior
.
. species,
. " no t only the size of the patch is important but also t e
. w f ·nterior to edge (Forman and Godron, 1986, P· 110, see Figure 8). The
10 o I
tor preservation of large areas of interior habitat is necessary when
age men
gical diversity is desired.
Pate~

Target species should be selected in order to aid in resource management, especially.·
when planning for species movement corridors (Soule, 199la, pp. 93-94). Three
categories of need exist for determining corridor design: periodic migration to
breeding or birthing sites; foraging or roosting while following seasonally moving
resources; immigration to increase gene pool in otherwise isolated patches (Soule,

small
Intermediate

~

Shape

0

199la, pp. 93-98). Which species need a corridor to guarantee their persistence in the
landscape? The following table (Figure 7) summarizes criteria that can be used
when selecting target species for corridors:
Criteria for Candidacy
Abundance

Contributing Factors
Area of isolated patches and remnants
Population density
Body size

Variability of population size

Body size, mortality, and fecundity rates

Mobility

Foraging needs (migratory)
Breeding requirements (migratory)

edge

.

!
Elongated

W£"·,t'0?!t3\%\;c_!ef\wrt\%1
Narrow
elongated

tsodiametnc

J!'ivure 8: Interior and Edge Areas as Affected by Patch Size and Shape (from Forman
Godron, 1986, p. 110)

simplified formula used to determine edge to interior ratio is as follows:
S=P I A,
where S = shape index (edge to interior ratio)
P = perimeter and
A= area

Figure ?/ Criteria for Selecting Target Species (from Soule, 1991a, p. 95).

A more accurate formula is as follows:
S =PI ZOO [(n•TA)0.5]
where S = shape index,
P = perimeter
TA= total area in hectares (1 ha= 2.47 acres)
(Laurence, 1991, pp. 77-92)

An additional reason for selecting target species relates to the issue of fragmentation
and spatial scales. Primary habitat reduction has equal impacts at any scale of
fragmentation (disruption of continuity) when assessed for organisms that operate
at that scale (Lord and Norton, 1990, p. 197). For example, "the division of a small
area of forest by a concrete path, for example, is just as important to a groun-ddwelling invertebrate as the division of a large forest tract is to a forest raptor" (Lord
and Norton, 1990, p. 199).
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rest islands, long-rotation islands (see Figure 9) address the needs of forest
.
agement planning in respect to maintaining biotic diversity from community

The shape of a circle is considered the optimum for edge to interior ratios in th·
.
.
q
formula. The shape index value for a arcle is one. The greater the shape index
(edge to interior ratio) the less significant the area is for wildlife species.

_,.

Counter
that have found that larger
patches
. to the studies
.
.
. support larger num'-species, other studied have found the opposite. "Scattering small habitat isla d .

.

. .

.

n sin

an agricultural land 1t is possible to turn wasteland (from a bird's point of view) i
. 1an d" (Loman and Von Schantz, 1991, p. 183) as opposed to fewer islanct
nto
pro d uct1ve
'h greater areas.
s
wit

· d ecosystem (not species by species) approach (Harris, 1984, Chapter 9). A system
~jong-rotation islands can be adapted for management of the cultural landscape,
' - · taining on a rotational basis habitats for certain animal species. For example, a
Jl'ain
;_ ttural landscape management plan can include the rotational maintenance of old
• ~lds, fallow farm fields, and active agriculture for specific open field bird species.

The proximity of islands, or patches, of similar ecosystem to each other is another
important factor for assessment. Proximity as well as size determine the number of
species a habitat island can support (MacArthur and Wilson, 1967, Chapter 3).
Connectivity, in conjunction vvTith rnetapopulations, measures the potential of the
landscape to facilitate the persistence of a given species or set of species in an island,
the recolonization of local extinctions (common among certain species) or
accommodation of population increase (Merriam, 1990, p. 123; Soule, 199la, p. 92).
Corridors need to provide transitional habitat requirements, or those services and
resources required when the individuals are moving between patches. (Soule, 199la,
P· 92). Corridors that provide these transitional habitat requirements for target
species while not compromising the viability of other, non-target, species are the
most important. "A poorly functioning corridor can do more harm than good
because it can be a death trap for dispersing individuals -- draining off healthy
individuals from a source area but failing to deliver them in sufficient quantity to
the target patch" (Soule, 1991a, pp. 92-93).
Management: Human impacts on wildlife habitats can be direct or indirect. Direct
impacts include interaction with humans, ,,vhile indirect affects result from habitat
disturbance. Large species are more affected by direct impacts ,vhile smaller species
are more affected by indirect impacts to their habitats (Hammitt and Cole, 1987, p.
67).

Figure 9: An Example of Long-Rotation Island Management (from Harris, 1984, PP·
136-137)
When using such a system, the management guidelines must deal with the
surrounding matrix/land uses, edge, corridors/movement, size and number ~f
fields in rotation for the system to be successful. In addition, questions regarding
fitting the system to the landscape must be asked: 1) Is the [field] strategically located
with regard to the function and integrity of the overall system? 2) Does the [field]
make a specific contribution to genetic diversity in terms of ecotypes, endemic
species, or greater species richness? 3) ls the choice strategic in terms of present ...
trends and plans? 4) Do the [field] and its linkages fit into the landscape pattern and
process? (Harris, 1984, p. 145).

Long-rotation islands, or the rotational maintenance of desired habitats, is another
type of management guideline that can be incorporated into cultural landscape
management. Developed from the application of island biogeography theories to
--- - - ---- -------240
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In combination with long-rotation islands, or if long-rotation islands are not
:possible, numerous small habitat patches can be scattered throughout the
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Wetland and riparian systems functions include ground water recharge and
discharge, sediment removal, flood control, water quality and wildlife habitat.
These functions can be determined with a series of rapid predictors developed by
Larson, Adamus and Clairain in Functional Assessment of Freshwater Wetlands:
;\
Manual and Training Guide (1989). Rapid predictors of wetland groundwater
relationships, discernible from maps or aerial photographs, include, for recharge
areas, existence of inlets and/or location of wetland at or just below crest of major
hiU or mountain (Larson, Adamus and Clairain, 1989, pp. 15, see Figure 9). For
wetlands providing discharge functions, predictors include outlets with smaU

f
ccurring at the vv~etland;
1- No sign o erosion. o
d of aquatic bed vegetation (i.e., Lemmna,
Wetland
is
not
entirely
compose
2.

~!~1~~~ was formed by a delta that became vegetated;

3. Vegetated width zone is at least three meters wide
4,

(Larson, Adamus and Clairain, 1989, PP· 30-31).

,__,-

catchment areas, the existence of springs and/or the wetland is located at or just
above the base of a major hill or mountain (Larson, Adamus and Clairain, 1989, p.
17, see Figure 11).
INLET ONLY

12:
OUTLET ONLY

.....

Rapid Predictor of Sediment Removal Relationship !from

Larson,

jiAaan1Us and Clairain, 1989, PP· 30-31!.

__ _

d f ed as "all the land drained by a river and its tributaries
e in
.
where the river flows into a larger body
the source of vvThere the river starts, to 90
13) As with wetlands, riparian
.
h" (B' kford and Dymon, 19 , P·
·
water, its rnout
ic
. .
f . rs and streams their beds,
.
stern consisting o rive
,
corridors have an unique ecosy
'
I
d animals which exist there
banks and floodplains, along with the soils, p ants an

l Rip<ITi<m systems are

RECHARGE

/\

(Bickford and Dymon, 1990, P· 12, see Figure 13).

DISCHARGE

Figure 11: Rapid Predictors of Ground Water Relationships !from Larson, Adam us
and Clairain, 1989, pp. 15-17!.
Sediment is often a major water pollutant in river systems. Wetlands are
commonly located in river basins, and may serve as settling pools where sediment
can drop out of the water. Where wetland vegetation slows runoff, the opportunity
for sediment to settle out is increased. Wetlands that are most effective for
stabilizing sediments may be identified from aerial photographs taken several years
apart. Rapid predictors of this type of wetland are (see Figure 12):

Figure 13: Riparian

System Cross-Section (from Bickford and Dymon, 1990, P· 16).
--~-----
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agricultural field matrix for an increase in bird species habitats (Loman and Von
Schantz, 1991, p. 183).

r the land is covered by shallow water''' (from Larson,
or near t h e surface O
i'damus and Clairain, 1989, P· 1, see Figure 10).
WfllAND

Wetland and Riparian Systems Literature Review
Wetlands are one particular type of patch or habitat that deserves special
consideration. Concern over the disappearance of wetlands across the United States
as well as the rest of the world grows as the knowledge of wetlands functions.
'
Sometimes described as the "'kidneys of the landscape'" (Mitsch and Gosselink,
"

1986, p. 3), wetlands clean polluted water, prevent floods, protect shorelines, and
recharge aquifers, as well as provide unique habitat for a wide variety of flora and
fauna (Mitsch and Gosselink, 1986, pp. 393-406; Taylor, Cardamone, and Mitsch,
1990, pp. 57-66). Since 1954, Massachusetts, for example, has lost 50,000 acres of
wetlands with only 350,000 acres remaining (Bickford and Dymon, 1990, p. 12). Laws
and regulations protecting wetlands are becoming more strict in recognition of the
role wetlands play.
Rivers are naturally occurring corridors in the landscape. These corridors purify
water and provide flood protection. In addition, rivers and their corridors provide
recreational and socio-economic opportunities, as well as being crucial habitat for an
estimated seventy percent of Massachusetts' rare and endangered species (McGregor,
1992, p. 3). Nation-wide, there used to be 121 million acres of riparian habitat (land
within the 100-year, or 1 % probability, floodplain areas), while today only 23 million
acres remain (Bickford and Dymon, 1990, p. 12).
Identification: Wetlands are distinguished by the presence of vvater, by having
unique soils that differ from adjacent uplands, and as supporting vegetation adapted
to wet conditions (hydrophytes), and a lack of flood-intolerant vegetation (Mitsch
and Gosselink, 1986, pp. 15-16). The Ramsar Convention on Wetlands of
International Importance (1971) defines wetlands as '"areas of marsh, fen, peatland
or water, whether natural or artificial, permanent or temporary, \\rith water that is
static or flowing, fresh, brackish or salt, including areas of marine \Vater v-.rhich at
lo\v tide does not exceed six metres"' (from Larson, Adamus and Clairain, 1989, p. J),
The US Fish and Wildlife Service defined wetlands in 1979 as the '"lands

Jompo•a•ilv flocdod

0. S..,•onell, Floodod
< So..,;po•""'noM!y fl-<io~

d ln«"•;nontly hp<>1od
o P0<-•on•IJ fi......dod

amus and Clairain, 1989, p. 2).
What is a Wetland' (fram Larson, Ad

Wetland Inventory (NW!) mapping is available for a large portion of the
States. NW! mapping provides a detailed delineation of wetla~d:~ The
iuNWnal~·w~etland delineations are mapped at a scale of 1:25,000, and classi y e
wetlands into groups by ecological systems. The systems are as follovvs:
Tidal, \Vith salinates greater than 30 parts per thousand
(ppt) and erect vegetation absent.
.
Tidal, usually semi-enclosed by land but with partly.
Estuarine System
obstructed or sporadic access to the open ocean. Sahnates
are usually greater than 0.5 ppt.
_
.
Flowing fresh waters (salinity less than 0.~ ppt) with 1ess
Riverine System
than 30°/o persistent vegetation cover.
Nonflowing, usually nontidal waters larger t_han 20 acres,
Lacustrine Svstem
or if smaller \vith (a) erect persistent vegetat1?n
comprising less than 30% of the area or (b) with a greater
depth than 6.6 feet.
· t t
Nontidal wetlands dominated by trees, shrubs, pers1s enh
Palustrine System
emergents, or emergent mosses and lichens.' ~nd all sue
wetlands that occur in tidal areas Yvhere salinity due to
ocean-derived salts is below 0.5 ppt.

Marine System

h
1 trine svstem \.Vetlands are subdivided
Within each system, except t e pa us h. h,
f ' ther divided into classes.
into subsystems, "" 1c are ur
(Larson, Adamus and Clairain, 1989, PP· 3-4).

transitional between terrestrial and aquatic systems vvhere the water table is usually
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Rivers and streams are designated by stream order
watershed have no tribut .
d
- The smallest streams of a
~([l global cycles including nitrogen, sulfur, methane and carbon dioxide'' (Mitsch
ar1es an are knovvn
f
d
order streams join a second o d
as irst or er streams. Where two 1·
'
r er streams res It
d
trst lit'd Gosselink, 1986, p. 405).
1986, p. 148; Bickford and Dymon 1990
14 u s,_ an so on (Forman and Goctron
~
'
'P· , see Figure 14).
'
lwetlands are multiple-value systems and therefore must be assessed for their

~overall value (Mitsch and Gosselink, 1986, p. 407). Generally, larger wetlands are
j-f!l-ore important than smaller ones, as they provide the ecosystem with more
I-ecological functions; hov.·ever, as wetlands are intricately tied to adjacent
1.:ecosystems, the true value of a 'vetland "is related to its interspersion in the
)landscape, not to its size" (Mitsch and Gosselink, 1986, p. 408).

I

,:_Wetlands can be evaluated in numerous ways, including scaling and weighting
!approaches and common denominator approaches (Lonard, et. al., 1981). The
§
{scaling and weighting approach is the most applicable to natural resources in a

Figure 14: St

!:'cultural landscape, as common denominator approaches reduces all values to
j-_;monetary terms by comparing natural v.·etlands to human economic systems
J(Mitsch and Gosselink, 1986, p. 412). As described in Mitsch and Gosselink, scaling
l
fand weighting approaches are as follows:

d
ream 0 r er Designation (from Bick'ord and D

;•

ymon, 1990, p. 14).

]
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Assessment: According to Mitsch and Gosselink,

!

w

x

the reasons that wetlands are le all
to society, not ~vith the abstruse ~col p~ot~cted have to do with their value
Perceived values arise out of th f o~1ca processes that proceed therein
det
· d
e unct10nal ecologic l
···
ermine also by the location f
.
a processes ··- but are
population pressures on it and t~ a particular \vetland, the human
'
e extent of the resource (1986, p. 393).

W~tland values can be considered at three levels·
.
(Mllsch and Gosselink 1986
3
. population, ecosystem and global
'
' P· 93). Examples of
l ·
wetlands include habitat f
.
popu at1on level values for
or animals harvest d f
1 waterfowl; fish and
shellfish; timber and oth
.
e or pets;
.
er vegetation harvest· and
d
species habitats while at th
'
en angered and threatened
'
e ecosystem level
I d
.
mitigation, storm abate
.
, 'vet an s functions include flood
ment, aquifer recharge vvate
I"
and Gosselink, 1986, pp. 393_ . L
'
r qua ity, and aesthetics (Mitsch
405
the global scale, wetlands "f
t'. ar.son, Adamus and Clairain, 1989, pp. 11-54). At
unc ion in the maintenance f
.
much broader scale that the . tl d
.
o '\.vater and air quality on a
we an ecosystem itself. Wetlands may b e s1gn1
. .f.1cant
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a. Make a list of all the values that a knowledgeable person or panel can apply
to the situation in question, and assign a numerical value of "1" to each.
b. Scale each factor in terms of a maximum level; for example, if 200 ducks
per acre could be supported by a first-class marsh, but only 100 are
supported by the marsh in question, then the scaled factor is 0.5 or 50% of
maximum value for that item.
c. Weigh ea~h scaled factor in proportion to its relative importance; for
example, if value 2 is considered 10 times more important to the region
than value 1, then multiply the scale value of 2 by 10.
d. Add the scaled value and weighted values to obtain a value index. Since
the numbers are only arbitrary and comparative, the index is most useful
in comparing different \.Vetlands, or the same wetland under different
management plans (E. P. Odum, 1979, p. 23).

Management: Wetlands were managed early in American history as natural areas
for haying. Any additional management of v.·etlands usually meant drainage,
through the use of tiles, until the middle of the twentieth century (Mitsch and
Gosselink, 1986 p. 416). Today, wetlands should be managed for environmental,
recreational and aesthetic reasons, as \.vell as for production of renetvable resources.
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Sterns (1978, pp. 357-363, from Mitsch and Gosselink, 1986, p. 429) lists twelve goals
of wetland management:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

maintain water quality
reduce erosion
protect from floods
provide a natural system to process airborne pollutants
provide a buffer between urban residential and industrial segments to
ameliorate climate and physical impact such as noise.
maintain' a gene pool of marsh plants and provide examples of complete
natural communities
provide aesthetic and psychological support for hum an beings
produce wildlife
control insect populations
provide habitats for fish spavvning and other food organisms
produce food, fiber, and fodder (i.e., timber, cranberries and cattails for
fiber)
expedite scientific inquiry

Sattlefield identification relies on many of the same concepts as cultural landscape
identification. The "locations and areas" outlined in Bulletin #40 break a battle
down into its component parts. In the same way as cultural landscapes need to be
viewe,d as places, so do battlefields. Here as well, the historic landscape character can
be used to set the events of the battle in a place.
There is not yet a consensus in the state of the art literature concerning methods for
assessing cultural landscapes. Assessing integrity as defined in Bulletin #30 is one
way. However, until a large amount of historical data is available, other types ,of
assessmen t s are more feasible . A more appropriate way to assess Minute Mans
landscape is by looking at the historic patterns as expressed in historic lands:ape
character) which can be compared with the existing landscape as advocated in the

The Massachusetts River Protection Act will hopefully stipulate required
management guidelines for rivers across the state. Vegetated buffer strips are one
ex~mple of how these corridors, and their functions, can be protected. Minimum
widths necessary range from 100' (for absorption of nitrates and phosphates from
septic tank effluent) to 450' (for wildlife habitat and migration corridors) (McGregor,
1992, p. 3; Binford and Buchenau, 1991). A narrower buffer (minimum 100') will
achieve soi:ne of these benefits (McGregor, 1992, p. 3).
However, protection of the corridor must be coupled with management of the
surrounding land use. If reintroduction of agriculture is a stated goal, vegetated
river and stream corridors can be protected in order to guard water against increased
pollution from agricultural pesticide/herbicide run-off (Forman and Godron, 1986,
pp. 397-398; Bickford and Dymon, 1990, p. 12).

Draft Guidelines for the Treatment of Historic Landscapes» While this is not

.
technically an assessment of integrity as defined in historic preservahon literature, it
does begin to show where landscape patterns such as spatial organization, land use,
circulation and small-scale features are similar in the past and present. In terms of
battlefield assessment, the main thrust of the state of the art is that not only the
areas of fighting are important, but also the context of the battle is critical for
interpretation. This approach is especially appropriate for Minute Man where the
battle took place in the very countryside farmed by the participants themselves.
To synthesize the state of the art for cultural landscape and battlefield management,
it is clear that managing the landscape for the interpretation of both landscape
history and battle history are compatible. In both cases the historic landscape
character is important to understanding the history. Ideally the landscape should
approximate the character of the period(s) bei~g interpreted bec~use it is a very for
powerful medium for telling the story. In Mmute Man, managing the landscape
both landscape history and military history is a viable approach.

Summary
Some of the most important issues raised in a survey of the State of the art for
cultural landscapes are how to define them and how to evaluate them. In terms of
identification, the challenge is to view the landscape as a unique place rather than a
--------------------------

collection of "resources." What exactly rna~es a landscape ~oak.the way it .does?
Clearly, analyzing the physical features is important, but historic research is
necessary to give the physical features some meaning.

----------------------

----------
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